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ABSTRACT
This thesis deals with the electromagnetic radiation that is reflected from and emitted by a clear
or cloudy terrestrial atmosphere. Calculations are performed in order to estimate the radiation
exitant to space in the visible, the near visible, and the two infrared windows at approximately
4 ttm and l1 pm.

The NOAA-9 satellite Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR/2) is used as the
data acquisition system. The satellitc AVHRR system is described, as well as future TIROS-
N satellites. The pre-launch calibration of the radiometer is described in some detail. Posr-
launch calibration is examined using a reflectance difference method. The radiometer gains are
shown to have changed by more than 20 vo ftom their pre-launch values.

A LOWTRAN based atmospheric model suitable for New 7*aland is developed to provide
cloud free transmission values. Atmospheric scattering is shown to contribute negligibly to
visible cloud measurements (for 8-bit radiometer resolution).

The Channels I to 3 terrestrial reflectance is averaged from more than two years of satellite
data. Sea-surface state is examined as a function of windspeed. A method of extracting
surface temperature in rugged terrain is developed. Dual temperature measurements at 10.8
and 11.8 pm are used to estimate surface air temperature.

The transfer of radiation in a single layer cloud is calculated as a function of cloud thickness,
observation/illumination geometry and the effective radius of the cloud drop-distribution. The
variation in drop-size is contained in an ensemble of modified-Gamma distributions whose
effective radius varies from I to 30 pm with a fixed dispersion of 0.25.

n !q{t4que is established which allows effective cloud radius to be estimated from 3.7 pm
AVHRR/2 imagery. The radiation values at 0.65 pm and 11.8 pm are used to correcr the 3.7
pm reflectance for variation in cloud thickness and temperature respecdvely. The procedure is
limited to wann clouds of moderate optical depth. In addition, the inversion process generates
values of cloud top height and temperature, cloud depth and column liquid water conrenr. The
method is used to observe the development of orographic cloud formed over the southern half of
the North Island of New T;.aland. The inversion results for this type of cloud are in agreement
with aircraft measurements carried out by the New 7*aland Meteorological Service andare well
fitted by a simple drop-growth model.
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PREFACE
MKS units are used throughout this thesis except where it is common practice to use non-
standard units. Where appropriate I have appended to a symbol its units within square
brackets. Equations are individually numbered except where two or more equations are of very
similar nature (e.g. they may deal with spectral or broadband quantities): they are then given
the same number with a letter appended. In many cases the thermal, temporal, spatial,
directional, and/or spectral parameters of a function are omitted, as their inclusion would be
unnecessarily cumbersome.

If I am to express any irritation within this field a foremost target must be the lack of
consistency in the use of symbolic notation. The novice can be confused because a charactcr
represents two different (but not unrelated!) quantities, e.g. from an author's caprice c denotes
either transmittance or optical depth. I deemed it necessary to present my symbolic notation
clearly at the start of this thesis to prevent the reader making assumptions about variable
representation or constantly having to refer to an appendix. I have attempted to avoid duplicate
definitions of symbols, subscripts and superscripts, with the result that some fresh symbols
appear.

It is difficult to introduce theoretical and instrumentation information in in such an order that the
reader is well prepared for each section. My aim has been to refrain from jumps in subject
nr.t:i..r; however some discontinuity has been unavoidable. Several appendices are given at the
end of the text: frstly so that the reader can quickly recall some of the underlying principles on
which this study is based, and secondly as a computational guide.

I would like to acknowledge the New Zealand Meteorological Service for providing the AVHRR
data.

I wish to recognise the help of Dr Stuart Bradley, who provided the basis from which this study
grew. I will always be in his debt for ths encouragement and support hc provided. I wish to
thank Assoc.-Prof. Dave Stow and Assoc.-hof. John Hay for acting as temporary supervisors
during Stuart's sabbatical in Tuscon.

Grateful thanks are extended to the Auckland University Computer Centre staff, in particular
Alistair Anderson, whose fortitude when faced by large image files and semi-infinite batch jobs
was unfailing. My appreciation to Dave Ash for his assistance with the Physics Department
computer equipment. I would also like to recognise other members of the Physics staff for their
help, encouragement, and good humour, in particular: Burt Chan, Ron Keam, Dennis Lodge-
Osborne, Harry Oudenhoven, Percy Pearce, and Denis Taylor. For their unfailling camaraderie,
thanks to my fellow students, in particular: Alison Grimsdell, Anna Percy, and Nicky Roberts.

Finally I would like to voice my gratitude to my mother and father, who provided support above
and beyond the call of duty.

Don Grainger, September 1990.
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response function weiehted mean

iv. Superscripts
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Nor law, tnr duty bade me fight,

Nor public men, nor cheering crowds,

A lonely impulse of delight

Drove to this tunult tn the clouds;

W. B. Yeats
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Introduction

1 FUNDAMENTAL COI\CEPTS

I..I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of meteorological satellites in the 1960s allowed atmospheric phenomena to be
observed from space. The early images rerurned to Earth gavc a new perspective on large scale
atmospheric processes. Over the last three decades the increasing sophistication of satellite
platforms has been echoed by a trend towards more detailed spatial analysis, and by a shift
from qualitative to quantitative analysis. As image interpretation has reached its spatial limit

- i.e. the information contained in a single pixel (picture element) - the complexity of
atmospheric radiative modelling has increased in order to maximize the extracted information.

This thesis is based on the question: Can satellites detect those changes in the reflected
radiation field which have been cawed by variations in a cloud's rnicrophysical properties? An
affirrnative answer extends the challenge to: Can a cloud's microphysical properttes be deduced
from satellite measurements?

Scorer (1986, 1989) observed that light reflected from clouds, at wavelengths intermediate
between the terrestrial and solar emission peaks, is dependent upon the microphysics of the
cloud. In his book he provided many striking examples of the extra information held by the
3.7 pm channel. This may seem to indicate that the first question is already answered. Indeed,
a provisional "yes" does exist in a qualitative sense.

This thesis examines the day-time reflection of solar energy from liquid water clouds. Satellite
measurements of radiance exitant from the Earth's atmosphere are used to determine the
microphysics of the reflecting cloud. In particular, values of cloud height, depth and drop size are
derived. These measurements are significant for the calculation, or modelling of, the Earth's
radiation budget, pollution studies, weather prediction, cloud development, and in delineating
raining clouds.

Chapter 2 presents details of the remote sensing instrument. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 formulate the
reflectance of a cloud as a function of macro- and microphyphysical parameters. Chapter 6
addresses cloud-free satellite observation. The cloud parameter inversion process is
catalogued in Chapter 7. The thesis layout is given schematically in Fig. tl.1.U.

The remainder of this chapter presents radiative terminology and basic laws applicable to this
thesis. The definitions presented here were collated from a number of sources, the principle of
which were Kasten and Raschke (1974), Snell (1978), and Liou (1980). It is unfortunate that a
uniform nomenclature does not exist: it is pertinent to take the advice of Paltridge and Platt
(1976) on this matter

"The nomenclature associated with atmospheric radiation has evolved from several
disciplines and must be handled with care. Certain terms mean different things to
different authors. Even basic quantities such as radiant flnx and radiant intensiry
as used in the general literature are not often the same as the formally endorsed
definitions of these terms."



28 Fundamental Concepts

Figure 1.1.1 An outline of the topics covered in this text.



Elecnomagnetic Radiation

I.2 ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATIONI

Fundamental to the study of radiative transfer is the concept of radiant flux, @, defined as the
rate at which radiant energy, O, is transferred from a surface or point to another surface by
electromagnetic waves, i.e.

,=#, ll.2.ll

lr.2.4l

where r is time. Radiometric instruments sense over a band of wavelengths rather than the
interval (0, -) for which Eq. [1.2.1] applies. Therefore it is convenient to introduce the term
spectral which is applied to any of the ensuing radiometric quantities to denote spectral density.
For instance the spectral flux, @1(,1.), denotes the flux per unit wavelength at the wavelength, .1,,

and is defined as

ailD=#. lr.2.2l

The spectral density can also be expressed in terms of wavenumber, v, which is related to
wavelength by

[r.2.31

Following Snell (1978) the subscript )" or v is added to a renn to denote the spectral density
with respect to either wavelength or wavenumber. The total radiant flux can be expressed in
terns of the spectral radiant flux by

Iv=7.

:
o=JO^(h)dh.

0

i

Figure 1.2.1 Definition of azimuth angle, 0, and zenith angle, O,for a solid angle element d4l.

The angular variation of radiant flux is described by the tenns radiance and radiant intensity. In
many applications the rate of energy propagation in a given direction is required. This is

.described by radiance, L, which is the rate of energy propagation in a given direction per unit
solid angle per unit area perpendicular to the axis of the solid angle, i.e.

I This section deals with electromagnetic waves which are unpolarized and incoherent. The terms, symbols, and
units used in this section are in accordance with Al.lSI 27.l-1967.



where dA is the elemental area containing the point and dg= sin 0 de d|is the elemental solid
angle centred about (0, 0), see Fig. t1.2.11.2 If (x, y, z) is the given field point and gr = (0, O)
is the given direction, the dependence of L upon position and direction may be indicated by
L(x,y, z; g).

The radiant intensity, /, is defined as the radiant flux per unit solid angle in a specified direction,
i.e.

4 Fundamental Concepts

,_ *rD
" - dg (cos g dA)'

.ao
'- da'

,_ 0I
"-cos 0aA'

The average radiant intensity, f, is the total rad.iated power divided by 4rcsr., i.e.

t 4tt
=^I=AoJIdg.

','0

norL/
E(x, y, z) -- I t@, y, zi g) dQ .

0

The direct solar iradiance on a surface is commonly called the insolation.
isonopic the integration in Eq. [.2.10] can be performed so that the
radiance and irradiance is

EorM=nL

tl.2.5l

tr.2.7)

u.2.81

u.2.el

[1.2.10]

When the radiance is
relationship between

ll.2.l u

tl.2.6I

In other words radiant intensity is the flux from a point source contained in an infinitesimal cone
divided by the solid angle of the cone. Radiance can be regarded as intensity per unit projected
area

The solid angle integration notation used in Eq. F.2.81 and in the remainder of this thesis is
specified in Fig. tL.2.2).

It-is also possible to introduce the term radiant flux density or irradiance. This is simply a flow
of energy per unit area which may or may not have an implied direction, i.e.

MorE=#.

Irradiance is either M, exitance flux from a surface (either by emission or reflection) or E,
irradiance onto a surface. The irradiance at a point on a surface can be expressed in terms of the
radiance of each incident ray, dE = L(x,y, z; E) dgr so that

2 van de Hulst (1980) observes that in astrophysics radiance is usually measured per unit frequency band and is
catled specific intensity (of radiation).



upper, lower, and full hemisphere integrations are abbreviated

2x ft 2x 0 n

J Jsin g dodO= I ! apaq= i o*,
OolZ0-l .,

ZlcF 27 ] ax

J J sin g de dQ= I I ouoO= i'as,00 0-l d

where dE is the differential solid angle which, if capitalized, indicates a factor ,r (= lcos gl) is
included within the integral, e.g.

2pQ2 zlt I ntt??J J c"s gsin 0 dedQ=) ) uauag= J ag,o 0 00 d

Ztt 0 2x 0 6lltlJ J .o' 0sin o d.edQ= I luauaq= ! ae,
0 -tl2 0-l v

2g ,t12 2t ! qx
llt?
J J .o' gsin e dodQ= I ) papaq= t a0,s-r/20-td

so that dQ = cos g dg is the projection of solid angle.

Similarly abbreviated is partial integration, where the integration limit represents the solid

\tnlz z! | n a, 6Dt
I J sin e de dQ= ! I o, oo='!'o*, u

of interest.

Elecnomagnetic Radiation 5

Figure 1.2.2 Notation used for solid angle integration.

Finally, the spherical integral at a point gives the energy flow in the direction Ir = l, i.e.

4n
h = I L(x,y, z; g) d9, I t.z.Iz]

0

In general, energy studies are usually concerned with the total irradiance: for example as a
measure of the Earth's radiation budget. Spatial and spectral sensing usually deal with spectral
radiance.

1..3 BLACKBODY RADIATION

All objects with temperature above absolute zero emit electromagnetic energy. The Stefan-
Boltzmann law expresses the radiant exitance, Mb, from a blackbody at temperature, T, as

Mb(D = ot', F.3.11
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where o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

The radiance from a blackbody, Lb, is the same in all outward directions so from Eq. tl.2.l1l the
radiance is

Lb(D=+.

The magnitude and spectral disuibution of the energy radiated from a blackbody is specified by
Planck's radiation law which states

n.3.21

t1.3.31

ll.3.4l

[1.3.5]

t 1.3.61

[1.3.7]

MI@; n ='#[,.0(*-r) - tl 
t 

.

where

L-

h=

k=

the speed of light,

Planck's constant,

Boltzmann's constant.

The spectral radiance of a blackbody is given by

t'tl@:DLbLQ;D='ff.

Emissivity is the ratio of the flux radiated from an object to that emitted by a Planckian radiator
at the same temperature.3 The hemispherical total emissivity is expressed

^,8\ M"(T)c(rr=M.
and the directional emissivity is

L"(g, r)e(g;T)=@.

For a perfect radiator or blackbody emissivity is unity. A grey body is characterized by a
constant emissivity less than l, whereas the term coloured body is used to describe an object
whose emissivity varies with wavelength.

The spectral equivalents of Eq. [.3.5] and Eq. tl.3.6l are the definitions of the hemispherical
spectral emissivity

e(,,;r)=Yinrry

and the directional spectral emissivity

3 There appears to be no consistent use of the endings "ivity'and "ance' in atmospheric radiative transfer
literature (see Siegel and Howell, 1968). I have used reflectivity and Fansmissivity as synonyms for nnl
reflectance and total transmittance respectively, and avoided using emittance. This (roughly) follows
Thewlis (1973) and Parker (1984).



Blackbody Radiation

Li(L; g; T)
e(tv; g;T) =aVXO . tr.3.8l

lr.4.ll

u.4.21

[1.4.3]

Snell (1978) shows that all the measures of emissivity can be expressed in terms of the
directional spectral emissivity by judicious integration of the spectral and/or spatial variables.
The use of the word spectral in connection with ratio quantities (e.g. emission, absorption,
reflection, and transmission) is still used, although it does not imply a derivative with respect to
some spectral domain: instead, it indicates that the quantity is a ratio of spectral funttions.
Unfortunately many authors extent the meaning of the "subscript 1." notation to spectral ratio
terms.

t.4 ABSORPTION, REFLECTION, AND TRANSMISSION

When flux is incident upon a surface or medium, three processes can occur: absorption,
reflection, or transmission.4 The fraction of incident irradiance, E', absorbed, reflected, and
uansmitted is described by the absorptance

Eo=8,

reflectance

M,P=8,

and transmittance

M',=8,

where E" is irradiance absorbed and, M' and Mt are the radiant exitance due to reflection and
transmission respectively. The three terrns defined above are dimensionless quantities each of
whose value must lie in the interval [0, U.

Absorption can be regarded as the inverse process to emission. However, compared with
emissivity, additional complexities are introduced into the absorptance because the directional
and spectral characteristics of the incident radiation must now be included. The equations
defining absorptance are analogous to those specifying emissivity, Eqs t1.3.5 - 81. The ser of
emissivity and absorptance tenns is presented in Tbl. [1.4.U.

Kirchhoff's law states that a body in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings must emit as
much energy as it absorbs. This condition is expressed as an equivalence between directional
spectral absorptance and directional spectral emissivity, i.e.

q,(4.; 9) = e(L; 9) . 11.4.41

The reflectance/transmittance properties of a surface are more complicated to specify than either
the emissivity or absorptance. This is because the reflected/transmitted energy depends not
only on the angle at which incident energy impinges the surface, but additionally on the direction
being considered for the reflected/transmitted energy.

4 This discussion ignores fluorescence and phosphorescence, which are not generally obsened in the aunosphere.
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lirectionall;
;elective

ti(l'; E)e(4.:E)=W

Lft(h; s)
a(Iu; E) =M;
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Table 1.4.1 Summary of emissivity and absorptance terms. Naming specihes directionality
beforg spectrality e.g. a(lv) denotes a directionally uniform, spectrally selective
absorbing surface.

The bidirectional reflectance distribution function,s f (gt, @,) is a measure of the radiation
transferred from the direction al; into the direction 4l, by reflection and is defined

dL,(9,)
f'(Ei, e)=M,),

noting also

dL,(Q,)
f @i, 9) =Vr*,*g,.

dL,(9,)
f'(gi,g)=@6,

lsr-tl [1.4.sl

ll.4.6l

u.4.7J

The denominator of Eqs F.4.5 & 6l is the irradiance of a well-collimated beam incident from the
direction gi, and the numerator is the differential contribution which the beam makes to the nett
reflected radiance. The bidirectional specnal reflectance distribution function (BSRDF),

f'()r; gi,9), is analogously defined as the ratio of spectral quantities. Both the BRDF and the
BSDRF lie in the interval [0, -1. For unidirectional parallel incident radiation Eq. t1.4.5] is
re-expressed

where dE'(g) is the spectral irradiance in the direction gr;. The reflected radiance, L'(g,), is
given in terms of the incident radiance by integrating Eq. [1.4.6], i.e.

5 Following Nicodemus (1973) this is abbreviated to BRDF. I have followed the convenr.ion of ordering rhe
variables of functions which redirect radiation from one direction, pj, !o another direction, Fn I[ti, lt,).
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n
?

L'(9,) = J L'(gi\f (gi, gr) dQi,
0

tr.4.8l

11.4.101

ll.4.1ll

[r.4.121

[ 1.4.13]

[1.4.14]

or for unidirectional parallel incident radiation

L'(g,) = ttiEi(g)f(gi, g,) . tl.4.el

The integral of the BSRDF over wavelength, and/or incident direction, anilor reflected direction
gives rise to 27 reflectance terns (Snell, 1978). Most of these terms are properties of the
spectral and directional characteristics of both the incident radiation and thc rcflecting surface.
An important exception is the directional hemispherical spectral reflectance

which is independent of incident radiation. This denotes the fraction of incident radiation from
direction gli scattered into the hemisphere above dA.

A Lambertian reflecting surface irradiated from any direction reflects with uniform radiation in all
directions so

n
?

pQr: Ei,2x) = J f th; gi, e) d9, ,
0

f'(L; Ei, 0 =+ pQ) .

f'(L; gi, g) =+.

which is equivalent to

f(L; gi, g,)
R(L; ei, e) = lln '

More generally, Lambert's Law defines the special case when the radiant intensity exitant in
any direction from a unit surface varies with cos 0 so that reflected radiance is isotropic.

Finally, for a perfect diffuse reflector, p = I, so in this case

Most surfaces reflect less than that of a perfect diffuse reflector, although specular water
surfaces are a notable exception. The ratio of the spectral radiance actually reflected by a
sample surface to that which would be reflected by a perfect diffuse reflector is widely used in
radiometry. Kondratyev et al. (1977) define the radiance factor as

dLiQ'; g,)ldEL(L; gi)
R(L; gi, g) = lln

which is the same as an integral definition of the reflection function (e.g. Liou, 1980)

1l
LLQ'; e) =; J titlt e)R(L; 9i, g) dQi.

0
[1.4.1s]
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Absorption, Reflection, and Transmission I I

The ratio, R(A; Qi, E ), has also been called the reflectance factor by Nicodemus (1970) and

Snell (1978) where it is defrned in an integral expression over small elements of solid angle.
The term spectral reflection function is adopted here. It occupies the interval [0,1] for most
observations and is often confused with reflectance as these two quantities are identical for a
Lambertian reflector. For unidirectional incident radiation

R(h; gi, ar,) assumes finite values for p; = 0 and F, = O and becomes infinite for 1t; = pr = 0. The

integral of the reflection function over the angles of reflection gives the directional hemispherical
spectral reflection function or more commonly the local, plane, or planeury albedo, i.e.

0

I *fl ei, e,) dg,.

The bimoment of the reflection function is the bihemispherical spectral reflection function, i.e.

nLi()r: g,)
R(L:gi,g)=M.

RQ"; gi,rn> =*

tr.4.l6l

lr.4.r7l

[ 1.4. r 8]

[1.4.19]

1r.4.201

t lo
R(A.;Ztt,Zrc) =)J I R(h; gi, g,) d9,d!),,

7t:6 w

which is commonly called the spherical or global albedo.

The transmission through a single surface, where transmitted rays can be considered to emerge
from the point of incidence, is defined by a series of equations analogous to Eqs [.4.5-181.
Tbl. [.4.2] summarises both the reflectance and transmittance tenns.

The absorbed, reflected and transmitted irradiance are related to the incident irradiance by

E=E+M'+Mt,

so that

a()"; Q)+ P(h; co;)+ rQu; g) = l; a(X)+ p(L)+ z(l) = l; a+ p* t=L

If the conditions requisite to the application of Kirchhoff's law apply then the absorptance may
be replaced by emissivity.

1.5 ABSORPTION AND SCATTERING IN A VOLUME

The previous section dealt with the redirecting of radiation by a two-dimensional surface. If a

scattering volume is considered, then the absorption-reflection-transmission terms of $1.4 can
be applied either with respect to the exterior surfaces of the volume or as a relative relationship
between any two interior planes. Kasten and Raschke (1974) and Kondratyev et al. (1977)
have discussed the parallels that exist between reflection/transmission and scattering.
Table [1.5.1] at the end of this section summarises these similarities. Atmospheric
measurements are made in such a wide variety of illumination conditions that the broadband
concepts of $1.4 are inapplicable. Scattering is always considered as a monochromatic process,

so measurements over a bandwidth involve wavelength integration.

Consider a volume element, dV = dA dl, of a scattering and absorbing medium in thermal
equilibrium, irradiated by radiation specified by zenith angle, 4 and azimuth angle 0. The tenns

volume absorption coefficient, Fu', and volume scattering coefficient, F*, can be thought of as a

cross sectional area per unit volume with which the ray interacts by absorption and scattering
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respectively. The volumc extinction coefficieat, F't, gives the cross sectional area removed
from the bcam per unit volume. It is defined

Fo=Fu"*F"".
The porrion of the beam extracted is expressed

W=ffdt,
where fr denotes any of the three volume coefficients. From the right-hand side of Eq. tl.5.2l
it is-apparent that ff has dimensions of [L-r], usually km'r. This equation demonstrutei mat ff
can be thought of as the fractional loss of radiation from the beam per unit length, rather than as
a cross section area per unit volume.

The angular distribution of the scattered radiation is the paramount feature of a scattering
volume. The radiance, Lj1(E), produces an irradiance, aCi(E) = LiGp)dgi, in the volume. The
distribution of radiant intensity, dII(e), of the radiation scattered frorn dV is specified by the
volume scattering function defined by

f'(L;Ei,g")= m,

ll.s.ll

l1.s.2l

tr.5.3l

[1.5.4]

ll.5.sl

ll.s.6l

lr.5.7l

The volume scattering coefficient is then expressed in terms of the volume scattering function as

&ti?p,)
=Mt)dg,dv'

t4x
h I ptt'; ei, e) de, = | .

0

4z
t

F"o = Jf e; ei, g,) de,.
0

Although the volume scattering function provides the angular distribution of scattered radiation,
its magnitude is dependent on the incident irradiance and the volume size. The scattering phase
function, p(h; gi, g"), is the ratio of the scattered intcnsity to the intensity from an islotropic
scatterer, i.e.

P(2';9i,9") =
f Q'; gi, g,)

F-Hn '

is a convenient measure of the angular distribution of scattered radiation. Substitution of
Eq. F.5.61 into Eq. tl.5.51 shows the phase function is normalized to unity, i.e.

The volume emission coefficient in scatterinE, f"o, is the radiant intensity per unit volume in the
direction 41, which results from radiation scattered from all directions by the volume dV. Hence
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g)f ()'; gt, g) dgi,

and it may be interpreted as the radiance per unit path rength into
radiance is given by the scattering sonrce function, Li(lr; E"), defined

f"o
LL?; e) =fu,

P

4x

f".(g,) = [ 411;
0

t r.s.8l

direction E". The actual

t1.s.el

ll.s. r2l

f Qr; Qi, Q')
dE,, tl.s.10l

which by substitution of Eq. [1.5.61 gives

L\()u: ll.5.1ll

Table U.5.U summarises some of the definitions of the last two chapters. The reflection phase
function differs from the reflection function, as the first is the reflectance relative to a Lambertian
surface and the latter is reflectance relative to an ideal Lambenian surface.

It is assumed that the scattering characteristics are independent of the orientation of the
volume; for example F"o should strictly be written F*(E). The assumption that the scattering
medium is isotropic in respect of the incident direction is generally true for atmospheric
scattering - with the exception of an air parcel containing non-spherical particles, i.e. very
large drops or ice crystals, which make the volume angularly dependent.

One final concept should be introduced for the redirection of radiation. This is the Helmholtz
reciprocity law which gives

F-

4tc

r
= | LiQ,; g,)

J
0

e,) =fioi rx , si)p(h; ei, e,) dgi.

f (L; g;, e) =f (h e,, e) .

In its simplest form this is the property of reversibility used in classical optics.

1.6 EQUATION OF RADIATIVE TRANSFER

The fundamental equation describing the propagation of electromagnetic radiation is the
equation of radiative transfer. Consider an electromagnetic wave travelling through a
scattering and absorbing medium in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings. Although the
original beam is attenuated by absorption and scattering, it is enhanced by thermal emission
and by ambient radiation scattered into the beam. These features are depicted in Fig. tl.6.U.
The elemental change in spectral radiance of a beam, Lt(x,y,zihi g), as it transverses a

volume element is

dLg(x,y, z; L; g)
= -ff''Lg(x,!, zi )t; g) + p-L\(x,y, z; L; g)

+ yb'Ll1x,y, z: Li T(x, y, z)) .

dt

t 1.6. u
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Figure 1.6.1 Elemental radiative transfer.

The three terms on the left hand side of Eq, [.6.1] denote: the attenuation of the beam; the
radiation gained by scattering into direction gli and the thermal emission of the volume into the
beam.

If the beam is navelling through a homogeneous medium where the contribution to the beam by
scattering and emission is negligible then Eq.[.6.1] may be integrated, generating

Lt(x' , !' , z' ; g) = Lt(x, y, z; g1)exp(- ff* l) .

where1=z.EquationI|.6.2|isreferredtoasBouguer,slaw.6
It is important to note Bouguer's law does not take into account any forward-scattered
radiance, and that strictly it only applies to collimated beams. Practically, it is usually applied to
beams that are approximately collimated.

If the atmosphere is approximated by homogeneous layers orthogonal to the local normal it is
described as plane-parallel. The position of radiative quantities can then be reduced from
(x,y,z) to (z). In problems of radiative transfer in plane-parallel atmospheres it is convenient
to measure distance vertically in units of nonnal optical thickness or depth defined

tl.6.2l

tl.6.3l
7

t(z) = |ff/ Q)sec 0 dz'
z

From this definition, r decreases with height so that ! = 0 outside the atmosphere. The sec 0

5 e, brief review shows confusion regarding the name of Equation t1.6.2) e.g. it is called; Be€r's law (Paltridge
and Platt, 1976), Lambert's absorption law (Slater, 1980), the Beer-Boguer-Lambert law (Liou, 1980), the
Lambert-Bouguer law of uansmission (Chahine, 1983) and the Bouguer extinction law (Fenn et al., 1985).
In an exceltent historical note Iqbal (1983) points out the relationship was derived experimentally by Piere
Bouguer n 1729 and theoretically by Johann Heinrich Iffbert in 1760. Beer's law, produced a cenlury later,
states that the absorption of radiation depends only on the concentration of the absorbing species and is
therefore a restricted form of Bougeur's law.

iiiitiiitiiffi

fi&ation scattcnd out d tfu 6eam

Tmns mitud 6eam comprLsing :

--> 
ffi un"att4tutat'dincidznt 6eam

arrtiznt fidistion scattcnrt inu tfu 6eam

mdiatiott emitud uitfiin tfw vohnu

iiiiil.T
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tenn accounts for atmospheric slant paths. For a real atmosphere, the slant path includes
refraction by the atmosphere as well as spherical geometry. tf the volume scaiter albedo is
defined to be

E-61=ffi, [1.6.4]P

and the clemental optical depth is

dt = ff' (z)dz , t1.6.51

Eq.[l.6.1] can be rewritten

dLtG; )u: g)
It dt =Lt(r,}"; g) - d'LLG; )r; E) - (1 - OLle,; r(r)) . tl.6.6l

Equation t1.6.61 will be referred to as the equation of radiative transfcr. Often the sources
within the volume are grouped together as the sowce function, Jiln X; gr), such that

ItG; )v; g) = a:/,;i?; L; g) - (1 - 6)Li0; T(r)) , tl.6.zl

and the transfer equation is written

dLilt; h; g)
tt dt = Lt(r, ht g) - JtG; L; E). tt.6.8l

Several observations can be made about the equation of radiative transfer:

i. The integration of this equation over a sphere grves

L dEL
CZ; = (l _ 6i|t- MbLeD, [1.6.9]

where Zl is the mean radiance, defined

, l4ot-t.= 4n[h<t; ),; g) dg. tl.6.l0]
0

Equation F.6.91 summarises the energy flow in a layer. If li is constant so dEldt = 0 then
either

1. there is no absorption, i.e. the scattering is conservative with 4r = 1., or,

2. the mean intensity equals the Planck function (i.e. monochromatic radiative
equilibrium,LL= Mbi.

ii. The upward radiance (g e u), above an atmosphere of optical depth tr, is found by

multiplying Eq. [1.6.7]by e''tttandperforrring the integration from 0 to r1,7

7 The symbol u is used to denote the set of vectors which has a positve value of cos 0 with respect to the
outward normal. The set of vectors in the downward hemisphere is represented by n.



0

The downward radiance (e e n) is found to be

Liltt )u; 9) = Lr(0; 2r:, ro1s"I'

tr
r-. 
J { lr - a1r1)fi1L;r(t')) + 6(t')Li(t'; },; g) 

}e-t', 
- tvpL. tt.6.t2l

0

iii. Typically, the equation of radiative transfer is subject to the boundary condition of a
parallel beam of sunlight at the top of the atmosphere. If the extaterestrial solar spectral
irradiance is denoted Ei then the vertical solar irradiance is ltiEi and thc downward
radiance field is described

L(o; E) = Li6(tt - tt)6(0 - 0i) .

Since it is mathematically awkward to apply a delta function as a boundary condition it is
customary to distinguish between the direct beam and the scattered or diffuse radiation.
Then

L=Iib + Ldf 11.6.141

so that Zdt satisfies Bouguer's Law and a pseudo source is added to the radiative transfer
equation, i.e.

dLtG; )'; g)

Equation of Radiative Transfer 17

LzQ \v; 9) = L{t; h; a) sa,ilt

,r

f-. J {tt - 6(t')lLl[h; r(r')] + atl')Li(t'; L; e)|"'*T [1.6.1l]

[ 1.6.13]

= Lt(r, )r; g) - 6t't- (t - r4Lle) - Eisarury. tl.6.t5l

iv. For a non-emitting atmosphere with r << I the radiation field can be well approximated by
considering photons that have undergone single or no scattering - i.e. the diffuse
radiation field is ignored. In this case the source function is

J{t; t'; g) = yi,s'ilri 
6 P(a !':a;'g) 

. 11.6.161

With no upward illumination from below the radiation field at the top of an atmosphere of
optical thickness 11 is

I l.6.l7a]

tl

L(o; A: e) = Ei ) ^rr, 
/(t') expf-t[,;. i)i

0

. t. 6t p(t; )r; gi, g)

= niV an [1.6.l7bl

v. Chandrasekhar (1950) showed that for a homogeneous atmosphere the radiance can be

expanded as a M term Fourier series in azimuth,
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{4,
L(t; )v: It, Q) = Llli$;,l.; rr)cos m(Qi- 0) ,

m=O [1.6.18]

leading to M + I independent equations

dtftG; tt)P--i= -- LTG; tt) - JiG; tr) . I1.6.lel

The advantage of this formulation is that a numerical solution needs to use a discrete
method only in the zenith dimension.

vi. McKellar and Box (1981) show that the equation of radiative transfer is invariant under
scale changes of the optical thickness and phase function which leave invariant the
parameters

n = (2/,+ lXl - 6U()t , tr.6.201

where It are the moments of the phase function with respect to the Legendre polynomials.

In considering transfer problems in plane-parallel atmospheres there are two cases:

i. the semi-infinire aunosphere which is bounded on one side at r = 0 and is infinite on the
other, I = @i

i. the finire atmosphere which is bounded on two sides at r = 0 and r = rr (say).

It is convenient to introduce nomenclature, based on the optical depth, to distinguish layers
where the equation of radiative nansfer has distinct regimes:

i. pellucid: t = 0, a layer which contains no scattering, absorbing or emitting particles, e.g. a
vacuum.

ii. transparent:0 < t< 0.69, a layerwhere aweakdiffuseradiationfieldexists, e.g. a non-
cloudy terrestrial atmosphere.

iii. translucent: 0.69 < t < 6.9, a layer where there is a considerable diffusely transmitted
radiation but the directly transmined light is still discernible, e.g. lightly frosted glass.

iv. opaque: t > 6.9, a layer where the transmitted light is almost entirely diffuse, e.g. a glass
of milk

The delineation of the nanslucent region is somewhat arbitrary because the definition depends
on the ratio of direct to diffuse radiation, which is not a unique function of the optical depth. The
translucent limits have been chosen to give the probabiliry of a photon being scattered as 5O Vo

and 99.9 7o respectively. The bottom limit is equivalent to the optical thickness of a I km path
through a hazy atmosphere (V = 5.6 km). The upper limit concurs with the statement of
Twomey et al. (1967) that the Sun is observable through a cloud layer of r = 5 but not for r = 10.

The principle difficulties in radiative transfer problems arise, firstly, from the highly anisotropic
nature of the individual scattering processes in the atmosphere, and secondly, from the possible
presence of atmospheric inhomogeneities. The calculation of radiation emerging from a non-
homogeneous atmosphere requires a knowledge of the local scattering characteristics and of the
incident radiation field. Even then, the problem is a challenging one, and is often solved by
approximating the governing integro-differential equation or by simplification of the atmospheric
model (which is indirectly the same thing).
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2.I AVHRR

Instigated by the U.S. Department of Commerce, the TIROS-N series of satellites are designed
to operate in a near-polar sun-synchronous orbit. Two satellites are operational at any one
time and occupy complimentary orbits with local pass times around 3.30 a.m./p.m. and
7'30 a.m.lp.m. respectively. A history of the TIROS-N and Advanced TIROS-N satellites is
given in Tbl. [2.1.1]. The primary source of the information on the satellite series is
Lauritson et al. (1979) revised by Planet (1988) which has become the vade mecutn for AVHRR
users.

Morning Satellites

NOAA-6 launched 27 June 1979
operational 27 June 1979

3 July 1984
NOAA-8 launched 28 March 1983

operational 3 May 1983
I July 1985

NOAA-l0 launched 17 September 1986
operational 17 November 1986

Afternoon Satellites

TIROS-N launched 13 October lg78
operational 19 October 1978 -

NOAA-7 launched 23 June 1981
operational 24 August 1981 -

NOAA-9 launched 12 December 1984
operational 25 February 1985 -

NOAA-ll launched 24 September 1988
operational 8 November 1988 -

- 5 March 1983
- 1l November 1986

- 2l June 1984
- 31 Octobcr 1985

- present

30 January 1980

I February 1985

8 November 1988

present

Table 2.1.1 TIROS-N series satellites 1983 - mid 1990s (Kidman, 1986). Proposed launch
dates are NOAA-D, June 1990; NOAA-I, December 1990; NOAA-J,
September 1991; NOAA-K, June 1993; NOAA-L, September 7994; NOAA-M,
December 1995 (Sparkman, 1989).

The inclination of a satellite's orbit to the equator is about 98o. The orbital period is about 102
minutes which produces 14.1 orbits per day. Because the number of orbits per day is not an
integer, the sub-orbital nacks do not repeat on a daily basis although the local solar time of the
satellites passage is essentially unchanged for any given latitude. The position of the satellite
at any time can be estimated from orbital parameters calculated from weekly measurements of
satellite position and velocity made by the North American Air Defense Command (NORAD)
and supplied to the NZMS via the National Satellite Data and Information Service (NESDIS).
Recently the orbital parameters have also become directly available from the WXSAT bulletin
board of ScienceNet. Details of the equations used to extrapolate a satellite's position at any
time from prediction bulletins are provided in Grainger (1985).



Post-Launch
Designation

AVHRR/I AVHRR/2 AVHRR/3

NOAA-A

NOAA-C
NOAA-E NOAA-8
NOAA-F

NOAA.H
NOAA-D

NOAA-J

NOAA.L
NOAA-M

20 AVHRR

to achieve orbit
t' flight model not yet designated

Table 2.1.2 Proposed/actual AVHRR models. Satellites are given in launch order. Lenered
vehicles become numbered spacecraft after successful launch. The first number
of the flight model is the version of the AVHRR.

The satellite system contains a range of instruments designed for meteorological applications,
including the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR). Two different nVffRR
models are available. The AVHRR/I is flown aboard the morning (even numbered) satellites,
while AVHRR/2 is fitted to the afternoon satellites, see Tbl. 12.1.21. The AVHRR/2 is the
principal device used in this study. It differs from its predecessor, the AVHRVI, in that the
optics of the sensor have been improved and a new 11.8 pm infrared channel added.

Commencing with NOAA-K the instrument will be changed further (Ohring, 1989):

i. Channels 1, 2 and 3 will no longer be linear as the dark-response is expanded.

ii. Channel2 will be changed to 0.82 - 0.87 pm.

iii. Channel 3 will be switched during the day to a new 1.59 - 1.78 pm channel, designated 3a
(the existing Channel 3 becomes 3b).

iv. The saturation of the infrared channels will be changed to 335 K (currently 320 K).

The AVHRR consists of a scanning mirror rotating at 360 revolutions per minute with its
rotation axis aligned to the satellite's direction vector. Radiation reflected from the mirror is
divided into its visible and infrared components using a gold dichroic beam splitter (see
Fig. [6.3.5]). The two beams are furthcr focused and filtercd to provide the five spectral
channels shown in Fig. [2.1.U. The optical system is designed to cover a larger field of view
than thc 1.3 mr x 1.3 mr observed by the detectors. Consequently, the detectors can be
displaced from their design position without serious system degradation (ITT, 1980). The
projected instantaneoud field of view flFOV) at the satellite subpoint is 1.1 km x 1.1 km for a
nominal altitude of 833 km.
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lhannel I 2 3 4 5
iensor Type si Si InSb HeCdTe HeCdTe
TIROS.N
Ranse (um) 0.56 - 0.9r 0.70 - l.0l 3.62 - 4.02 10.5 - ll.5
Mean Wavelength (pm o.724 0.869 3.82 11.0
Spectral Bandwidth (um) 0.330 0.298 0.360 0.846
\OAA.6
Range (pm) 0.58 - 0.68 u.7r - u.9E 3.56 - 3.94 10.5 - 11.5
Mean Waveleneth (um) o.& 0.E5 3.75 11.0
Jpectral Bandwidth (um) 0.109 0.223 0.357 0.836
\OAA.7
lange (pm) 0.57 - 0.69 0.71 - 0.98 3.53 - 3.94 r0.4 - 11.3 11.5 - 12.5
vlean Wavelength (pm 0.63 0.85 3.73 10.8 I1.9
ipectral Bandwidth (um) 0.r08 o.246 0.399 0.852 0.866
\OAA.8
lange (pm) 0.57 - 0.69 o.lt - 10.02 3.s9 - 3.98 10.5 - 11.5
Vlean Wavelensth (um) 0.65 0.84 3.7E 11.0
ipectral Bandwidth (um) 0.113 0.229 0.375 0.835
\OAA.9
Lanse (um) 0.56 - 0.69 0.72 - 0.99 3.52 - 3.94 10.3 - ll.3 tt.4 - 12.4
Mean Wavelength (ttm) 0.& 0.85 3.72 10.8 r r.8
Spectral Bandwidth (um) 0.117 o.240 0.400 0.858 0.873
\oAA-r0
Range (pm) 0.58 - 0.69 u.7J - U.99 3.s6 - 3.94 10.6 - ll.4
V1ean Wavelensth (um) 0.63 0.85 3.75 I1.0
jpectral Bandwidth (um) 0.108 0.222 0.385 0.749
\oAA-ll
Lange (pm) 0.58 - 0.69 u.7r - u.9u 3.53 - 3.92 10.4 - 11.3 tt.4 - t2.4
Vlean Waveleneth (um) 0.& U.E5 3.73 10.8 11.9
jpecral Bandwidth (um) 0.1t3 0.229 0.388 0.906 0.91s

22 AVHRR

Table 2.1.3 AVHRR Spectral Characteristics.

The two principle factors used to designate the spectral characteristics of a satellite channel are
the mean wavelength

f ,r,r^, o^
hlr,= t2.1.ll

and the spectral bandwidth defined by

Bi= I2.r.2l

where 0i(,1") denotes the spectral response of the sensor, normalized to peak response, for
channel i. The wavelength limits for each channel are denoted )q and hz. The spectral
characteristics for operational AVHRR models are given in Tbl. t2.1.31. The satellite response
functions for each AVHRR model werc obtained from Lauritson (1979) and confirmed by Knorr

f r,r^, o^
1l

f ,,r, o^,
lr
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(personal communicadon, 1989;.t

Channel I is in the red part of the visible spectnrm, whereas Channel 2 lies at the periphery of
human visual reception (- 0.78 ttm). Channels I and 2 are labelled the visible ana the nlat-
visible, and collectively called the visible channels. Channels 3, 4, and 5 lie in the infrared
region of the electromagnetic spectrum. No distinction will be made between the two channels
at 10.8 and ll.8 pm which are referred to as the infrared channels. Channel 3 is distinguished
from the infrared channels by labelling it as the mid-infrared channel.

The analogue data oulput from the sensors is digitized on board the satellite at a rate of 3993,6
samples per second per channel. A total of 2048 samples are obtained per channel per Earth
scan, which spans an angle t55.4o from nadir (subpoint view). Each sample step corresponds
to a scanner rotation of 0.95 mr, cf. 1.3 mr field of view. Hence adjacent samples are not
independent.

The geographic referencing of an image can be accomplished using dead reckoning. With this
method orbital _parameters are used to calculate the satellite positlon. The scan lngle of the
radiometer is then used with simple geometry to calculate the latitude and longitute of the
observed pixel. The equations used in this method are given in Appendix A. -The 

error in
positioning an image can easily be in the order of l0 pixels. This is attributabte to variations in
the satellites orbit, inaccuracies in TBUS bulletins and to pitch, yaw, and roll in the satellite
platform. Positioning over land surfaces can be refined using a man-in-the-loop procedure
where images are finally located by a person recognizing geogaphic features within the image.

The sensor's output are digitized to l0 bit resolution. The AVHRR data is formatted and
broadcast in real time (High Resolution Picture Data, FIR'PT) or stored and broadcast when
commande{ by * Eanh receiving station (Global Area Coverage, GAC). The digitized voltage
(Channels 3, 4, 5) or current (Channels l, 2) output of the sensor, in counts, is linearly related
to the incident weighted spectral radiance by

I, =At,t Co,

I
C =6.L5 C.,

where

C = digital counts,
d; = gain,
Co = count offset,

and the weighted spectral radiance is defined by

i=1,2

i=3,4,5

[2.1.3a]

[2.1.3b]

L
J L^(t;$QiQ) dL
L,

i=1,2 p.r.aa)

William Knorr of ITT AOD, where AVHRR calibrations were made, provided ITT (undated) - a report
prepared by ITT AOD for NASA - which contained response curves and count versus radiance data for
FM l0l - FM 205.

-t=7,
J Q1tq at,

).,
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Li= i=3,4,5 [2.1.4b]

where v,,v, denote the infrared wavenumber limits. For the infrared channels the sensor's
response function has been normalized so

[2.1.s]

Yz

J t'Q, g7$,1v's dv ,

vl

f,n dv=r.
V1

For the visible channels it is convenient to express radiance in terms of counts so

Li= diC * F,, t2.r.6I

lvhere dl and Ft are the radiance gain and radiance offset respectively. The common result
derived from the visible sensors is percentage albedo, A, which represents the reflected
radiance received by the sensor as a percentage of Li, the radiance recJived if the sensor was
pointed at a ideal diffuse reflector illuminated by the Sun.

Ai= 100 %" = yC + 6i. [2.1.7]

The terms y; and d1 represent the albedo gain and offset when percenrage albedo is expressed
dirgctly in terms of counts.2 The visible channels were designed to have a signal to noiie ratio
of 3:1 at 0.5 Vo albdo.

The standard product derived from the infrared sensors is that of temperature. It is obtained by
inverting the Planck function to determine the temperature of a blackbody that would emit the
measured spectral radiance.3 The IR data is calibrated in flight using a view of a stable
blackbody (- 285 K) and space (0 K) as a reference. Regression coefficients can then be
calculated to linearly relate radiance and counts. fne HgCdTe sensors of the AVHRR/2
(Channels 4 and 5) have a non-linear response. The design goals for the IR channels were a
noi,se equivale_nt temperature of 0.12 K at 300 K (approximately 1.2 counts). This appears to be
well met by Channels 4 and 5 aboard NOAA-6 through NOAA-IO (Dudhia, 1989i. However
the data recovered from Channel 3 has been contaminated by noise on the first six instruments
(Dudhia, 1989; Warren, 1989). On the early satellites (TIROS-N to NOAA-8) the noise is
evident in images as a herringbone pattern overlaying the image. The noise level changes with
time and can undergo dramatic reduction following the outgassing of the instrument. The
NOAA-9 AVHRR Channel 3 noise is vertical in appearance suggesting that the noise is more
stable and synchronized with the scan rate. Warren (1989) tried to quintify the degradation of
the Channel 3 data_with time by examining the variation in the Jpace ican and blackbody
radiances. For the first two years of NOAA-9's lifetime the variance-of the internal blackbody
count remained constant at about l0 counts but by February 1987 it had increased to about 23
counts. Various Fourier analysis techniques have been applied to remove this noise, e.g.
Warren (1989), with some success.

This is the notal.ion adopted by hice (1987). The equivalent Lauritson et aI. (1979) norarion is M = T, and
I=6r
Over the temperature ranges of interest M n fs for channel 4 and M * ?a'3 for channel 5.
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2.2 PRE-LAUNCH VISIBLE CALIBRATION

Up until 1987 the calibrarion details for thc visible and near-visible AVHRR channels were nor
widely known nor were they easily accessible. The publication by Rao (1987) helped reduce
this ignorance as did the papers by Price (1987, l98a1.l This section:

i. Discusses the exffaterrestrial solar irradiances spectrum needed for albedo calibration.

ii. Summarises AVHRR calibration and tries to explain some of the anomalies between
published values.

The Sun is the strongest source of radiant energy for the specrral band 0.3 to 3 pm. The full
moon is the next strongest source, and the radiant energy from it is about 10-6 of that from the
Sun. The AVHRR visible channels do not have sufficient sensitivity to measure rcflected
moonlight, limiting their use to the day-time only.s Since the photospheric temperature of the

l-un i_t approximately 5777 K the solar spectral radiance can be reasonably apprbximated by a
blackbody at 5777 K. The measured solar spectrum is the subject of much on-going researctr as
the actual spectrum deviates from an ideal blackbody due to gaseous absorption and the natural
variation of solar activity. Two widely adopted spectra are those provided by Thekaekara
(1974), and Neckel and Labs (1984), see Fig. [2.2.t1.0 Neckel and Labs (1981) spectrum has
been used by some authors but as it was a preliminary publication to the 1984 valuls its use is
disgggraged, Also examined is the World Radiation Centre irradiance spectrum, compiled by
Frtilich and wehrli which has been strongly recommended by Iqbal (1983).

The solar radiance received outside the atmosphere on a plane perpendicular to the Sun's rays
varies with the square of the Sun-Earth distance. Since the Earth's orbit is elliptical rather
than circular (eccentricity = 0.0167), the actual energy received varies seasonally by about
3.5 Vo around an average value calculated for the mean Sun-Earth distance, i.e. I A.U.. The
minimum and maximum distances are on the 3rd of January and 2nd of July respectively.
Normalization of solar radiance values to the equivalent values when the Earth and Sun are
separated by 1 A.U. is achieved by multiplying by a correcdon factor, K, given by

K = 1.000110 + 0.034221 cos I-+ 0.001280 sin l-+ 0.000719 cos 2I- + 0.000077 srn2t,

l2.2.rl

where /- is called the day angle. It is calculated from

(s _ l)f =2n ff, 12.2.21

where d" is the day number ranging from I on the lst of January to 365 on the 3lst of December,
neglecting leap days. No correction is required for fluctuating solar radiation, due to sunspots or
changes of the solar atmosphere, as the variation at AVHRR wavelengrhs is negligible (see, for
instance, Alnock et a1.,1985).

The percentage albedo is derived by comparing the reflected radiance with the equivalent solar
spectral radiance received if the sensor observes a perfect diffuse surface when the solar zenith
angle is zero. The equivalent solar specual radiance is given by

4 Note the enata to Price (1988) given in Remole Sensing of Environment, Vol. 26, No. 3, 1988.

5 Although it may be possible to use transmitted city light !o estimate cloud parameters (Weinman and
Masutani, 1987).

6 Other references commonly quoted o the Thekaekara specrum are Thekaekara (19?3) and Thekaekara (1976).
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where, fi (or fi) is the extraterrestrial solar spectral irradiance.
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i=1,2 12.2.3a1

l=3 12.2.3b1

Channel Blackbody
@s777 K

Thekaekara
(1e73)

Neckel &
Labs (U8r)

Friilich &
9Vehrli (f981)

Neckel &
Labs (1984)

Solar
Constant
(W m-2)

r353 1372.5 1367 r373.5

tIROS.N I 427.7 4t8.7 434.1 434.L 435.t
2 320.6 3t3.7 318.4 3r7.2 322.0
3 5.06 5.14 4.76

\OAA-6 I 501.9 495.2 518.8 519.6 523.4
2 333.9 32s.4 33t.2 329.6 334.2
3 5.20 5.26 4.91

\IOAA.7 1 50/'.4 497.5 521.5 522.3 526.1
2 333.r 324.1 330.0 328.5 333.6
3 5.24 5.29 4.95

\IOAA.8 I 495.1 487.9 510.4 5l l.l 515.3
2 337.3 328.6 334.5 333.1 337.5
3 5.14 5.2r 4.84

\OAA-9 I 499.7 492.2 515.0 516.1 519.9
2 334.9 326.2 33r.7 330.2 335.2
3 5.27 5.31 4.97

\{oAA-10 I 506.1 499.4 523.7 524.5 528.1
) 332.5 323.E 329.4 327.6 332.7
3 5.27 5.33 4.97

\0AA-ll I 499.5 492.3 515.2 516.1 520.0
2 335.0 326.3 331.9 330.4 335.3
3 5.24 5.29 4.95

Table2.2.l Equivalent solar spectral radiance at I A.U. in units of W m-2pm-l sr-l for
Channels I and 2 and mW m-2 cm sr I for Channel 3.

Table t2.2.ll summarizes values of equivalent solar spectral radiance which have been derived
from standards for the solar specrum. Also included in Tbl. t2.2.U are the values of the solar
constant integrated from each measured spectrum. The albedo calibration of the visible
channels is sensitive to the choice of solar spectrum. For instance, for NOAA-9 Channel 1, a
measnrement of 107o albedo using the Thekaekara spectnrm changes to 9.5Vo using the Neckel
and Labs (1984) data. The most recent solar data of Neckel and Labs (1984) have been
adopted for this study.

The solar constant for the Neckel and Labs (1934) spectmm is 1373.5 * 4.5 W m-2. If the
uncertainty in the solar constant is distributed evenly then the equivalent solar spectral
radiance is 519.9 + 1.7 and 335.2 t l.l W m'2 pm-r sr'r for NOAA-9 Channels I and 2
respectively. The values in Tbl. [2.2.11differ for each AVHRR model due to the changes in the
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channel response functions. The effect of varying the normalized response function was
1nve1!gg1ed. A randomly distributed noisc value, Enoisc, was added to each point of the NOAA-
9 AVHRR response-functions, 0iQ), ensuring enoa,"lQi(2t) < 0.1. The equivalent solar spectral
radiance calculated for one hundred trials resulted in Channel I and 2 siandard errors oi O.OIZ
and 0.14 W m'2 pm-l sr l. Hence the error in the equivalent solar spectral radiance is dominated
by the uncertainty in the solar constant.

The Neckel and Labs (1984) values do not extend bcyond 1.25 pm in thc near infrared so the
integrated Frblich and Wehrli value of 4.97 W m-2 cm sr'r was adopted for Channel 3. This
value is less effected by deviations in the sensor response function than the visible channels are
because the solar spectrum is relatively invariant bctween 3.4 and 4.0 pm.

The AVHRR calibration source is the NASA 30 inch large aperture integrating sphere equipped
with 12 calibrated quartz-iodide lamps.T These lamps havl been carelfully ielicted to match
each other as closely as possible in spectral oulput and operating current. The sphere is
calibrated with all 12 lamps on against a National Bureau of Standard's standard of spectral
irradiance. The ratio of n lamps to 12 larnps is deterrrined using a spectrally uniform tirermal
detector yielding the spectral output of the sphere for any number of lamps. By varying the
number of bulbs which are turned on, a calibration curve from dark level to a maximum of 12
lamps is obtained.E

NBS Secondary lrradiance Standard

2Vo

Optronic Inc. Standard Source and
Standard Detector

4%

NASA/GSFC Sphere Source

5Vo

AVHRR Pre-launch Calibration

6Vo

Figure 2.2.2 Reference of the absolute calibration of the NOAA-9 AVHRR to the NBS
standard (after Smith et al., 1988). The values shown are estimates of
maximum absolute error in specnal radiances.

The integrating sphere was calib,rated on 1U74, 10n8,8/83, 1ll87 and 3/89 (Knorr, personal
communication, 1989). There appears to be no comprehensive description of the integrating
sphere calibrations other than the 1983 calibnation performed at ITT, described by Rao. For that
calibration an Optotronic Laboratories Model 740A Optical Radiation Measurement System

Williamson (1977) and Wyatt (1978) provide general information on radiometer calibration.

Only 6 lamps are needed for channel 2.

7

8
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was used to compare the spectral output of the NASA/GSFC integrating sphere to that of an
Optotronic Laboratories Model 420 continuously variable integrating sphere source, which in
turn had been calibrated relative to the National Bureau of Standards radiance and spectral
irradiance scale. The estimated uncertainty in the Model 420 source is 2 % for wavelengths
0.4 - 0.9 pm and 3 Vo betvreen 0.9 - 1.3 pm. Furthermore the uncertainty in transfer calibration
from the Model 420 to the NASA integrating sphere is l.S%o. These values give an absolute
calibration error in the NASA sphere source of the order of 2.5 - 3.5 Vo. In comparison, the
NOAA-9 AVHRR calibration is mentioned by Smith et al. (1988). Their description of thc
calibration steps, shown in Fig. 12.2.21, includes estimates of the maximum absolute error
accumulating in the calibration which is higher than the error suggested by Rao. Smith er a/.
suggest the absolute error in the sphere source is 5 Vo. Further investigation, beyond the scope
of this work, is required to resolve the inconsistency.

The near-normal spectral radiance from the 1974 calibration of the NASA sphere can be
compared with the 1983 measurements as shown in Tbl. 12.2.21. The discrepancy between
radiance values may be partly due to the fact that the integrating sphere was disassembled and
repainted prior to the 1983 calibration. It seems a little unusual that the 1978 calibration is
unmentioned by Rao: however this may be due to the calibration being carried out by
NASA/GSFC rather than ITT (Teillet, personal communication, 1989).9

Table 2.2.2 Comparison of the spectral radiance from the NASA 30 inch integrating sphere
measured in 1974 and 1983 (from Rao, 1987).

In summary:

The integrating sphere used to calibrate the AVHRR was itself calibrated in 1978 at the GSFC.
It is preferable to use the 1978 calibration for the pre-1983 measurements of AVHRR
characteristics as this pre-dates the maintenance done on the integrating sphere and is closer
to the actual use of the sphere to calibrate the AVHRR (see below). Although no data is
available on the 1978 calibration error it is assumed that it is no worse than the 1983 calibration
error described by Rao. This implies the absolute integrating sphere error is 53.5 7o.

Table2.2.3 ITT AVIIRR calibration dates.

9 Between the l9?8 and 198? sphere calibrations Teillet recommends the former. He states *Brian 
fivlarkham

of NASA/GSFCI recommends the older of the two calibrations because it is what he has done with the other
AVHRR's and he truss the GSFC methods more than the Optronics calibrations".

Wavelength
(pm)

1974 Calibration
(W m-2 pm-l sr-l;

1983 Calibration
(W m-z pm-l sr r)

0.5 178.2 180.0
0.6 349.7 351.0
0.7 4E7.8 505.0
0.8 618.8 606.0
0.9 655.5 613.0
1.05 569.8 s89.0

Satellite NOAA-6 NOAA.7 NOAA-8 NOAA-9 NOAA-IO NOAA-I I
Model FMI03 FM2OI FMIO2 FM2O2 FMIOl FM203

lst Calibration December 79 June E0

Final
Calibration

March 78 June 78 June 7E February 80 July 80 May 88
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The use of the NOAA integrating sphere for AVHRR calibration is described generally by
Kidwell (1988) and in much grcater detail by Rao. Pre-flight sub-system evaluation was
performed by the instrument manufactures, ITT Aerospace/Optical Division, Fort Wayne,
Indiana. Table 12.2.31 gives the AVHRR calibration darcs (Knorr, personal communication,
19E9). Thc ITT final calibration rcsults are available in an ITT-AOD report prepared for NASA
(ITT, undated). It is incomplete for the AVHRR/I as the count information was omined. Rao
(1987) and Kidwell (1988) state that the following method was used to give the AVHRR
calibration in percent albedo versus radiometer oulput counts. First, the calibrated spectral
ouqput of the sphere, CQi, is integrated with the spectral response function of the AVTIRR
channel to yield an effective radiance for the spectral band for 12 lamps operating. This is then
multiplied by the appropriate K" factor to convert to n lamps and divided by the effective
radiance of the radiometer viewing reflected sunlight i.e.

L
x^l"cp,16i@) dL

t 'ro

;l ext'l0i()i il,
[2.2.4]

Satellite

Channel I Channel2

G
Vo albedo / count

I
9o albedol

U
Vo albedo / count

I
(7o albedo)

rIROS-N 0.1071 -3.9 0.1051 -3.5
\toAA-6 0.107085386 -4.1 l 356E731 o.1057740374 -3.4539t7r
$oAA-7 0.1068 -3.4400 0.1069 -3.4UE
\IOAA-8 0.1060410635 -4.16192524.6 0.10s990325 -4.r49222156
$oAA-9 0.1063400366 -3.846375952 0.107491067 -3.87700562r
\IOAA-10 Original
A,mended (Dec 88)

0.105879896 -352793s26 0.106072663 -3.476f50s3
0.10589 -3.7261 0.10579 -3.5692

IIOAA-l I o.10&932909 -4.00658s0s 0.106238940 -3.7569U2UU

Table 2.2.5 Operation values of albedo gain and offset (from Lauritson et al., 1979).

Table [2.2.4] presents some of the combinations of solar data and satellite/sphere calibrations
from the ITT report, Teillet (personal communicadon, 1989) and McCulloch (personal
communication, 1989). In comparison, the NOAA operational values for albedo gain and offset
are given in Tbl. 12.2.51. The accuracy to which the NOAA values are given is ridiculous
considering the calibration source is not defined better than 3.5 %t A reconciliation between the
values of albedo gain and offset in the two tables is achieved by considering the NOAA values
to have been calculated using the November 1974 calibration of the integrating sphere and the
Thekaekara (1974) solar spectnrm. The difference in the albedo gain and offset is << than I 7o

except for the NOAA-IO gain and offset where the difference is 12 7o and I Vo for Channels I
and 2 respectively.

One particularly disturbing feature of Tbl. 12.2.41is shown by a comparison of the two AVHRR
calibrations for NOAA-ll provided by Teillet. Two independent measurements of the
radiometer, including recalibration of the integrating sphere, give albedo gain values which differ
by l4Vo and 13 Vo for Channels I and 2 respectively. Pan of this discrepancy lies in the accuracy
of the calibration AVHRR which is - 4 % (given a 2 7o error in the calibration of the AVHRR
against the integrating sphere sourcc). Thc remaining error may be due to deterioration of the
instrument with time. This observation signals a warning - if the instrument's r€sponse
varies whilst sitting in a cupboard in Fort Wayne then: How valid are the pre-tlight calibration
valucs after the AVHRR has been exposed to the rigours of launch and severol years in a space
environment? This question is addressed in $6.3.
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For NOAA-9, the ITT values from Tbl [2.2.4] and the NOAA operational values are similar
enough to consider that they refer to the same calibration, as noted above. Therefore there is a
choice between the NOAA/ITT, McCulloch, and Tcillet for the pre-launch NOAA-9 calibration
values. One can disregard McCulloch's data as it is inappropriate to apply more recent
calibrations of the integrating sphere to measurements madc using it prior to tqgf. Teillet's
calibration data is chosen ahead of the NOAAITT values because the integrating sphere
calibration is closer to the actual calibration of the AVHRR. Table 12.2.61shows the calibiation
coefficients updated to the Neckel and Labs (1984) solar spectrum. Also included are the linear
coefficients between radiance versus count and for count vcrsus radiance. The intercepts are
less well defined than the gradients due to the inclusion of sphere calibration uncertainty. The
error limits have been determined from t[ Rublished accuracy of each of the calibration steps
from the 1983 calibration procedure. These error values may be too small if the larle
discrepancy between the two NOAA-ll measurements is due to measurement and does n-ot
include instrument variation. The albedo values also include an eror conribution from the solar
data values.

Channel I Channel2

Gain Offset Gain Offset
Albedo 0.10063 t 0.00014

Vo Albedo /count
-3.79 t 0.13

Vo Albedo
0.0978 + 0.0004
Vo AlLteAo/count

-3.94 + 0.17
Vo Albedo

Radiance 0.5243 + 0.0007
W m'2 sr I [m-l / count

-19.8 r 0.7
W m-2 Sr-l [m-l

0.3286 + 0.0007
W m'2 sr'l pm-t / count

-t3.2 + 0.6
W m-2 sr-l [m-l

Sount r.9073 + 0.0025
counts / W m-2 sr-l trm-l

37.7 t'0.6
counts

3.M3 r 0.006
counts / W m-2 srl um-l

40.2t t.2
counts

Table2.2.6 Pre-flight values of gain and offset for NOAA-9 derived from Teillet's
calibration data. The albedo values have been updated to the Neckel and Labs
(1984) solar data.

2.3 DATA

The HRPT AVHRR data used in this study was provided by the New Zaaland Meteorological
Service. It comprises an area of t4l km x 2ll km of the lower half of the North Island of Few
Zealand (abbreviated LNI). This region is displayed in Fig. t2.3.U.

AVHRR data was interpolated onto a 728 x 192 pixel grid based on a Lambert conical
projection using standard latitudes of 37" and 45o S. This gave a pixel area of approximately 1.1
km2, which was equivalent to satellite resolution at nadii. ThJ images were observed on an
AED-512 256 colour graphics terminal, linked to a VAX cluster, using an image display
package written by the author. The principle features of the display package include, false
colour-image display, histogram generation, image filtering tcchniques, and cloud recognition
algorithms.

The images were collected from 21 January 1985 to 9 October 1988 and comprised data from
NOAA-6, -9 and -10. For several rcasons NOAA-9 became the focus of this itudy:

i. Satellite data was continuous throughout the study period.

ii. Some estimates of the change in the radiometer gain were available.

iii. Channel 3 degradation was well estimated and less than preceding satellites.

iv. NOAA-9 carried the AVHRR"/2, allowing a split window approach to the determination of
temperature.
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Figure 2.3.1 Topography image of the lower North Island at 50 foot height resolution. Scale:
Height above sea-level in metres. The mapping from colour to scale value is
obtained from the transform curye drawn at the base of the image.

The AVHRR counts were reduced to 8 bits by ignoring the two least significant bits.lo This
reduced the resolution of the visible channels to approximately 0.5 Vo albedo. The temperature
resolution for the infrared channels is shown in Fig. t2.3.21. The infrared resolution is better
than 0.5 oC for T > 5 oC. The digitization error predominated for all the channels except Channel
3 which had added electrical noise, especiatly during the larer part of its operational [fe. Visibly
noisy Channel 3 images were not included in any analysis presented in later chapters.

Image navigation was accomplished using a person-in-the-loop procedure and classified as
poor, moderate, or well located. In general well-located images were within one or two pixels
of their true position, poorly located images were so cloudy that no geographic reference points
were available to judge the accuracy of navigation, and the remaining images were described as
moderately located.

10 In general count values will be quoted as t0 bits Oy multiplying by 4) to remain consistent with other
AVHRR users.
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Figure 2.3.2 Typical 8 bit temperarure resolution for NOAA-9.

The radiative ffansfer model described later requires knowledge of the Sun's position relative to
each discrete location in a satellite image. Calculation of solar azimuth- and elevation is
straightforward provided one has knowledge of the latitude and longitude of each pixel and the
time at which the solar position is calculated (Iqbal, 1983). The solar azimuth and lenith angles
change relatively slowly with pixel position (see Fig. t2.3.31). For the 128 km x L92 tm tnft
images the solar position calculated for the central pixel could be applied to the whole image.
The worst case error for the Sun's zenith angle, its cosine and azimuitr angle is 2.2Vo, l.3Vo, {nd,
0.3Vo respectively, whilst for sub-images it is considerably smaller. the Sun's movement
across the sky during the collection of an image is negligible, amounting to a mere 0.lo in the 25
seconds it takes for the satellite to over fly the area.

Top Left
39.5' (0.772),292"

Bortom Left
40.7o (0,764),293"

Centre
40.3" (0.762),292"

Top Right
40.6o (0.760),290.

Bottom Right
4t.2o (0.753\,292"

Figure 2.3.3 Relative solar geometry for a LNI image. The three parameters displayed are
the zenith angle, its cosine in brackets and the azimuth angle. The data given
are for NOAA 9 pass 658 on the 28th of January 1985 at 3.08 p.m. NZST.

Figures [2.3.4a-cl display the solar and satellite geometry for the NOAA-9 day-time image
set. The solar zenith angle is a seasonal function because the satellite views a point on the
Eanh at about the same time each day. On a yearly scale there is a decrease in ths solar zenith
angle due to drift in the satellite's orbit. This effect causes the time of the satellite overpass to
become progressively later. The mean time of pass, shown in Fig. [2.3.5], changed during the
study period from about 3:35 pm to 4:20 pm local standard time. The satellite's zenith angle
changes by about 60o for each pass. It is always less than 66.40 which is slightly less than the
theoretical maximum instrument viewing angle of 68.7o (this value is calculated using Eq. tAal
with a nominal orbital height of 840 km and noting that the maximum swath angle is 55.4o). The
azimuth difference between the solar and satellite position varies on a seasonal basis. It lies
between 0o to 600 when the satellite's orbit is in the local western hemisphere, and between
120" to 180o for an orbit in the local eastern hemisphere.
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Figure 2.3.4 solar and satellite geometry for the NOAA-9 image series.

Figure 2.3.5 Change in the the time of the satellite overpass (mean of 20 passes) during the
study period.

A flat water surface can be modelled as a Fresnel reflector. Therefore the geometry when
0i= 0, and dQ = l80o gives anomalous values of reflection for water and wet surfaces (Tsui and
Fett, 1980; Floor, 1984). This condition is commonly called sunglint. For this reason, the 29
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passes that fulfiled the conditions l9i- 0,1< l0o andld| - 180o1 < l5o were excluded from
further processing.

This chapter has introduced the AVHRR as the remotc sensing instrument that is used in this
thesis. The characteristics of the NOAA space platform on which it is carried have been
oullingg. 

_ 
The spectral and radiance sensitivity of the instrument has been described, along with

a detailed investigation into the visible pre-flight calibration. A description of the data iource
and study area was given. Unless stated otherwise, the AVHRR parameters quoted in the
remainder of this thesis are for AVHRR/2 flight model 202 carried aboard NOAA-9.
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3 DROP.SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

Clouds form in air which has become supersaturated with respect to water or ice. The most
common means by which air bccomes supersaturated is through ascent accompanied by
adiabatic expansion and cooling. Droplet growth is enhanced by collision and coalescence
between drops. Twomey (1966) states thai the evolution of rain can be divided inro three
stages:

i. The condensation phase, during which droplet concentrations are deternrined and an initial
spectrum of cloud droplets is forrred.

ii. The statistical phase, when a small number of droplets (10-100 per m31 grow very much
faster than the average and thereby attain radii several times larg-er than the mean iadius.

iii. The continuous qgwlh phpe, during which these few large droplets grow into raindrops
by coalescence with the main body of cloud droplets.

The focus of this study is on orographic cloud growth, so a drop-size distribution family has to
be selected which gives a reasonable reflection bf observed speitrum development. Before this
choice is made some discussion of real distributions is given.- The applicabiliry of the results to
other situations is also assessed.l

3.1 REVIEIV OF CLOUD DROP-SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

Measurements of clouds give a wide variety of droplet size distributions. Cloud droplet size-
distrih-utions are generally bell-shaped, more or lels symmetrical, and have a tail extending
lowards large radii. As cloud growth occurs, the dropiet size distribution tends to widen and
liquid water content increases. Some distributions are bimoaU with a second mode occurring at
a large &oplet size. Many cloud distributions can be accurately portrayed by one or more of-the
analytical functions given in Appendix B.

Aerosols which act as nuclei around which cloud droplets and ice crystals form are denoted as
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). When an air-parcel attains a suitable supersaturation, the
qCN, which may only be a few hundreds of a micrometer in radius, can rapidly form cloud
droplets that are typically several microns in radius (Pruppacher and Klett, 1978i. Hence the
initial cloud droplet distribution is primarily determined by the CCN spectmm. A continental air
mass is riclrer in particulates than a maritime environment, encouraging the creation of greater
num_bers of drops. For example, comparison between marine and continental cumulus iJgiven
by Wallace and Hobbs (1977). Their analysis of marine cumulus gave typical droplet
concentrations less than 100 cm-3 while none of their studied clouds had concentritions gtr"trt
than 200 cm-3. Continental cumulus had concentrations around 200 cm-3 with some as high as
900 cm-3.

Cloud particle size distributions are known to vary with time (Squires, 1958a; Okita, 1961) and
with height and horizontal location in the cloud (Weickmann and aufm Kampe, 1953; Warner,
1969). Characteristic differences in the size disnibutions of the various cloud types do exist,
however, and some information is availablc on the change in the size distribution which occurs

I The remainder of the texr assumes that the reader is familiar with the terms and freguency distributions given
in Appendix B.



lloud Type Number of Drops
(per cm3)

Liquid lVater Content
(g m3)

Mode Radius
(ttm)

itatus I MO 0.22 3.5
itratus II t20 0.05 2.25
Itratocumulus I 350 0.14 3.5
itratocumulus II r50 o.47 7.5
llimbostratus 280 0.50 3.5
{,ltostratus 430 0.zE 4.5
lair Weather Cumulus 300 1.00 5.5
lumulonimbus 72 2.50 5.5,6.5
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with the development of clouds, €.9. during the transition from a non-raining to a raining state.

Table 3.1.1 Features of cloud model droplet disnibutions employed by Carrier et al. (1967).
Stephens (1978a, 1979) added the stratus tr and the stratocumulus II models.

The adoption of cloud droplet distribution as a basis for radiative transfer modelling has been
somewhat ad hoc. Carier et al. (1967) extensively surveyed the literature and produced an
assembly of model drop-size distributions, see Tbl. [3.1.1]. Their results wcre criticized
(Stephens, 1978a) because: they covered a very narrow range of mode radii (3.5-5.0 pm) and
they failed to offer any distributions applicable to a maritime environment. Stephens states rhat
measurements of maritime clouds differ from the Carrier et al. ctoud models as the measured
distributions possess fewer but larger droplets, and the mode radius increases with increases in
the liquid water content. Stephens extended Carrier et al.'s cloud droplet distributions by
adding the stratus II and the stratocumulus II models to represent maritime conditions.
Stephens (1979) has produced extensive tables of the light single scattering parameters for
these cloud models. Slingo and Schrecker (1982) examined cloud shortwave radiative
properties using the cloud models of Stephens, with the exception of replacing the
cumulonimbus model with a modified gamma function (a = l0-7, b = 0.22, q, = 2O,I= 1.5).

t for a liquid water content of 0.30 gm m

Table 3.1.2 Drop-size disnibutions used by Twomey et al. (1967).

The collection of drop distributions published by Twomey et al. (1967) is based on a Gaussian
distribution with 11 = I and rz = 20 pm. Table t3.1.21 gives the main features of this collection of
disuibutions: these had mean droplet radii ranging from 2 - 12 pm, and dispersions from 1/6 to
ll2 - typical of common terrestrial clouds. The simplicity of this distribution set is its strong
advantage. However, the distributions are best applied to matching cloud type, rather than to
representing cloud development.

Distribution Average Radius
(pm)

Standard Deviation
(ttm)

Extinction
Coefficient t (km-r)

I 2 0.5 267.3
2 4 1.0 lll.3
3 6 1.0 73.r1
4 8 0.5 58.07
5 8 1.0 57.74
6 I 2.0 53.46
7 8 4.0 42.45

8 r0 2.0 M.43
9 t2 2.0 37.08



Cloud Type Symbol a a b T rs N
(cm'')

d w
(g .-')

Maritime Haze Haze M 5.3333 x 104 I 8.94./3 V2 0.05 pm r00 1.05 4.948 x l0'"
Moderate Rain Rain M 5.3333 x l0 I 8.9M3 rn 0.05 mm 1000 1.05 4.948 x 10-/

Continental
Haze

Haze C 4.9757 x l0o 2 l5.l 186 rn 0.07 pm 100 0.85 1.167 x l0'"
Lieht Rain Rain L 4.9757 x l0' 2 l5.t r86 rn 0.07 mm 1000 0.85 l.16l x l0''

Stratospheric
Haze

Haze S 4x ld 2 20 I 0.10 pm 100 0.58 3.142 x l0'rz

Hail Hail 4x10" 2 20 I 0.10 cm l0 0.5E 3.142 x l0-'
Cumulus Cloud c.l 2.373 6 32 I 4um 100 0.38 6.255 x l0-o
Corona Cloud c.2 1.0851 x l0-' 8 v24 3 4pm 100 0.2 3.016 x 10'o

Mother of Pearl c.3 s.5556 8 IR 3 2 ltm 100 o.2 3.770 x 10-Y
Double Corona c.4 5.5556 8 IR 3 2wm 100 0.20
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Table 3.1.3 Deirmendjian's cloud,haza, and rain models.

Deirmendjian (1964, 1969) introduced the modified gamma distribution as the basis of his cloud,
haze and rain models, see Tbl. t3.1.31. There is no physical justification for this distribution:
how€ver, it is easily manipulated to fit cloud meaiuiementi and in consequence has been
extensively used in radiative transfer analysis. As a rough guide the parameter, b, can be
interpreted as a measure of disnibution centre for given vituei of a and y. The shape of the
leading edge is given by, d, while ydeterrrines the tal of the disuibution. The mode ridius and
dispersion can be expressed in terms of the distribution pariuneters by

t3.1. r l

and

,^=(u+,i,

,=[ ,]'' 13.r.2\

The same comment given concerning Twomey's distribution set can be applied here - the
distributions are representative of cloud types not cloud development.

Tampieri and Tomasi (1975) have fitted modifred gamma distributions to many published droplet
spectra. Their summary o! model parameters is given in Tbl. 13.1.41. In theiel data drop mode
radius varies from approximately 5 pm to 10 pm. The largest liquid water contents occur for
dlop-size distribution of cloud top, while the distributions representing cloud bases are more
sharply peaked. From these results it is seen that dispersion is poorly correlated with drop-
size, and that the distribution parameter T generally increases with increasing mode radiui.
Tampieri and Tomasi's use of the data of Squires (1958a) as the basis of their orographic
analysis was of limited applicability, as this data was notably bimodal - this is somcwhit at
odds with other measurements (e.g. Politovich and Vali, 1983t. The dispersion of Tampieri and
Tomasi's models lies between 0.14 to 0.89. This range is similar to Twomey (1966) who gives
dispersion as varying between about 0.15 and 0.50, based on studies of natural cloud samples
by Squires (unpublished).



Author(s Cloud Type a b d, T rr
(ttm)

d

Tverskoi (1965) stratocumulus
base

2.823 x l0-' 5.736 x l0-r 5 1.19 5.33 o.37

stratocumulus
toD

1.978 x l0-" 2.691x 10-' 2 2.46 10.19 0.39

Eldridge (1957) stratocumulus 4.t87 x l0'' 69W x l0{ 2 4.98 3.59 0.31
1.071x l0-' 4.509 x l0-' 7 2.U 4.68 0.22
1.185 x l0'z 1.596 x 10-' 2 3.46 5.49 0.35
1.105 x l0'' 1.013 x l0' 8 6.88 7.ffi 0.14

Jiusto (1967) stratocumulus 2.379 x l0{ 1.235 x l0'' 8 2.97 6.13 0.20
Fitzgerald &
Spyers-Duran

(1e73)

stratocumulus
downwind

3.816 x l0-' 4.382 x l0-r 5 l.7u 2.84 0.3r
2.028 x l0-' 2.721 8 1.00 2.94 0.33

snatocumulus
upwind

6.267 x l0-' 1.302 x 10-' I 3.7r 4.21 0.43
9.202 x 10'' 8.749 x l0'3 I z.9E 3.40 0.46

Tverskoi (1965) stratus base 9.792 x l0-5 9.377 x 101 5 1.05 4.70 0.40
stratus top 3.818 x 10'' 1.928 x l0-I 3 1.30 6.7s 0.4

Webb (1956) stratus 1.082 x l0-' 4.680 x 10-) I 6.s9 3.41 0.39
7.582x 10'o 7.L74 x 10'' 9 1.20 7.O7 0.29

Keily & Millen
(1e60)

stratus 2.630 x 10' 4.243 I 0.65 o.2l 0.89
4.518 r.919 2 l.1E 0.90 0.53
t.298 1.360 I 0.80 0.90 0.79
4.426 x 10-' 5.317 x l0-' 5 2.85 7.65 0.25

Tverskoi (1965) nimbostratus
base

8.0606 x l0'" 5 t.24 6.41

nimbostratus
toD

1.0969 x l0'' I 2.41 9.67

Squires (1958a) orographic

Itt mode
8.112 x 10-' 1.527 x l0'' 4 r.22 12.35 0.41

orographic
f npde

1.958 x l0-' 3.026 x l0-' 3 2.Ol 2r.87 0.36
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Table 3.1.4 Modified garnma drop-size distribution parameters (from Tampieri and Tomasi,
197s).

I 2 3 4a 4b 5
vlean Droplet Diameter (um) 9.0 11.84 10.59 8.r5 9.33 tt.2
vlean Standard Deviation of Diameter (um) 1.2 l.l9 t.47 1.29 1.22 2.4
Dispersion Coefficient 0.14 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.13 0.21
Mean Droplet Concentration (cm-') 36.0 25.9 2s.5 19.2 16.3 208
Vlean Liquid Water Content (g m'' 0.023 0.01E 0.006 0.008 0.16

Table 3.1.5 Orographic cloud measurements by I-echner and Fisher (1-4), and Larsen and
Fisher (5).

Politovich and Vali (1983) conducted observations of orographic clouds over Elk Mountain. The
clouds they observed had a nanow droplet spectra (dispersion coefficient averaged 0.16) and
had a mean radius close to l0 pm. An investigation of the evolution of cloud droplets has been
conducted by Larsen and Fisher (1980) and l-echner and Fisher (1987) over the Tararua
Ranges within the LNI study area. Lechner and Fisher's measurements (using an
instnrmented sailplane) were cloud averages for four rather small lenticular clouds of the order
of I km wide. Larsen and Fisher made a single measurcment of a much larger mountain cloud
which was about 10 km wide. Their measurements are summarized in Tbl. t3.1.51. The small
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cloud values of mean droplet diameter and dispcrsion are very similar to those of Politovich and
Vali. The larger cloud has a similar mean radius but much larger dispersion and droplet count.

In conclusion, a review of the literature shows that radiative researchers have not detennined a
"standard" drop development distribution ensemble. Features of a distribution set suitable for
the modest orographic cloud within the study area would:

i. Be monomodal - given a limited amount of cloud development.

ii. Have a mean radius less than about 20 pm, typical of moderate cloud development.

iii. Have a relatively low value of dispersion (say - 0.25) which is representative of freshly
forrred cloud.

3.2 CHOICE OF CLOUD DROP-SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

Table 3.2.1 Review of drop-size distributions used in radiative transfer analysis.

Table t3.2.11 summarises the drop-size distributions chosen by other authors for radiative
transfer modelling. As can be seen, the modified gamma distribution is the most favoured and
will be adopted here. The radiative transfer properties of a cloud can be specified when the
drop-size distribution is well-determined by just three parameters: a measure of the
distribution number; a measure of distribution centre; and a measure of distribution spread. The
later two parameters are best represented by the effective radius, r", and the effective variance,
v..

For the case 7 = I the modified gamma distribution reverts to the standard gamma disnibution
which Hansen (197Ib) expressed in terms of effective radius and effective variance as

n(r) - ffi 7(t - 3v,)tv,r.r (r;) .,[TJ \
t3.2.lI

This distribution is attractive because it is easily manipulated in terms of r, and v". Initially, a
disuibution family was selected based on this equation, with r" varying from I to 30 pm and a

fixed value of v, of 0.25 pm2. However this choice was rejected because, firstly, the
measurements of clouds show that f is usually > I as shown by Tbl. t3.1.41. Secondly, the
dispersion of the distribution family decreased with increase radius - contrary to measurement.
Any attempt to changa vr. as a function of rr. is hampered by the fact that v, is limited by llv"
having to be an integer os d = (l - 3v,)1v,.

Drop-Size
Distribution

Parameters IVavelengths Authors

Gaussian
7=6pm,o=lFm Twomey et al. (1967)

Ruff er al. (1968)
Twomey & Seton (1980)

gamma
rr=6,vr=U9 1.2,2.25,3.1,3.4 Hansen (1971b)
q=6,b=1.6187 o.754 King (1982, 1986, 1987)
a,=6,b=6/r^ o.73,3.7,Il Arkins and Childs (1985)

modified gamma

c.1 0.8r89 Hansen (1969)
Haze M o.7 Hovenier (1971)

2.3,3.5,3.9, 9.5, I I Hunt (1973)
c.1 0.7 Lenoble (19771
Haze L. &t = 0.9 Stamnes and Dale (1981)
C.l,w = 0.15 s m-5 o.7 McKee et al. (1983)
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lhe modified gamma disuibution has been used in this study even though this distribution is a
function of four variables. By adopting fixed values a and I the shipe of the distribution
remains constant while the number of droplets and the centre of the distribution (determined by
b) can be varied. Furthermore, a and y are related to the dispersion (Eq. t3.l.2l) which has
been assumed to have a value of 0.25. This is a modest figure but is applicable for freshly
formed clouds where entrainment and mixing are not dominant physical processes. It is smail
compared to Tampieri and Tomasi's models for well developed cloud. The combinations of c
and T which result in a dispersion value of 0.25 are given in Tbl. 13.2.21. Note that for a less
than 3 it is not possible to generate such a small dispersion.

a v
3 6.05
4 3.U3
5 2.93
6 2.41
7 2.06
8 1.81
9 r.62
10 t.46

Table 3.2.2 Modified gamma par.rmeters that result in a dispersion of 0.25.

The selected modified gamma drop-size distribution must have a relatively large value of a if y
is to have a realistically small value. On the other hand, too great a value of a is unrealistic
when compared to Tbl 13.2.21. The value d, = 6 is used by Arking and Childs (1985),
King (1982, 1987), and King and Harshvardhan (1986). The values d = 6, T = Z.4l have been
adopted for this study, as they fulfil the requirement of producing a niurow distribution with a
physically realistic shape. A typical droplet concentration of 25 cm-3 was used, with accepted
cloud limits being an order of magnitude either side of this value. This gives the disribution

n(r) = ar6 exP('bf'ot) ,

where

35.25b4.e6
a = r(4.96) '

The parameter b is expressed in terms of the effective radius by

b = (0.59g 5r")..0, .

t3.2.21

t3.2.31

13.2.41

These expressions result in the drop-size distribution set being controlled by a single variable

- the effective radius. Nevertheless, the distribution family satisfies the criterion given in 93.1,
i.e. it is monomodal; has mean radii covering the range 0.89 - 26.8 pm; and has a realistic
though relatively small value of dispersion. Throughout the remainder of this text, a member of
the size distribution family will be symbolized by Si. so that the principal dcterminate of thc size
distribution, the effective radius, is given as a superscript, while the (optional) subscript, X,
represents the drop concentration in particles per cm3.

Figure |3.2.ll shows the liquid water content for the drop-size distribution family for N = 2.5,
25, and 250. Also included in Fig. [3.2.1] are the measruements by Paltridge (1974) of ideal
stratocumulus clouds off the east coast of Australia (a similar latitude to the study area,
however the air mass is influenced by its proximity to the Australian continent).2 Paltridge's

2 The ideal refers to the fact that they were isolated decks of non-raining clouds below 3 km with uniform
tops and bases. They were surmounted by strong inversions.
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data confirrrs that the chosen distribution family has a realistic liquid water content.

Figure 3.2.1 liOuq water content as a function of mode radius, for the orographic drop-size
distribution family with measurements from paltri dge, 197 4.

One final consideration is that the measurements of the radiation absorbed by a cloud are much
higher than the theoretical absorption (Fritz, l95l). This discrepancy has been termed the
absorption anomaly. Aircraft measurements of broadband flux by Robinson (1958), Griggs
(1968), Drummond and Hickey (1971), and Reynolds er al. (1975) ieported cloud absorptaniis
in the range 20 - 40 Vo. This range has been corroborated in thl more recent studies of
Stephens et al. (1978), Herman (1977), and Foot (1988). The level of cloud absorptance is
considerably higtrer than the theoretical maximum of between 6 Vo and 20 7o (Step-hens and
Ttuy, 1989). Of the several mechanisms that have been proposed to reconcile the differences
between theory and measurement, Welch et al. (1980) suggested thar the inclusion of a
relatively,small number of large drops would account for the anomalous absorption. Wiscombe
et al. (1984) supported this proposal by showing a moderate enhancement of absorprion when
large drops are included. Dizzle sized drops have not been included within the prlsent study
because:

i. Large drops have their greatest effect on cloud absorptance in the near infrared, where
there is weak absorption of solar radiation. At visible wavelengths the drop-size
distribution has very little influence on cloud reflection.

ii. In the mid-infrared, drop-size does influence the reflected light. However at these
wavelengths all the drops are highly absorptive, so the extra water path introduced by a
few large drops is not significant.

In summary: radiative modeling of cloud has focused on drop-size distributions that represent
different cloud species. A review of the distribution types used shows that the modified gamma
is the most widely adopted - principally because the shape of the distribution is easily
manipulated using a minimum of parameters. A set of distributions has been selected which is
applicable to cloud formation in a maritime environment. This distribution ensemble is
physically realistic when compared to the limited set of measurements of cloud in the srudy
area, and also for a wider set of data collected by Paltridge and Platt for cloud formed in a similar
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aii nr&$s at a sirl'r'ilar latitude. The distsibutioa snscmblc is not rrepresentative of entinental
glorrd, or cloud containing t"9, *-d rirust be uscd with caudm for ddud *h;; dd gn*rtd ii;
lpn tlfiugn4, bv facrtore other than simptc diftise g pwth" ag. by rho mixing of dd;&"tal;d
air or for tong-lived cloud whqe cgtrIisien and coalesdpnce trav,dnrri tiue to,oc€uf,.
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4 ELEMENTAL
PROPERTIES

CLOUD

4.I INTRODUCTION

Scattering is the process by which a particle in thc path of an electromagneric wave
continuously removes energy from the incident wave and ie-radiates the energy i-nto the total
solid ang-le-centred 1t the particle. The full formal solution generated by tvtie (190E) and
Deb.ye (1909) is retired for particles that have a similar radius relative to the wavelength of
the incident light. This is gencrally the case for cloud and aerosol panicles at visiblc and near
infrared .wav_elengths. This chapter considers the far field soluiion for scattering without
polarization from a single homogeneous water sphere. This theory is the basis for describing
the rainbow, glory and other atmospheric optical phenomena, see Fig. t4.l.ll. The development
9_f 

uiq th_eory is covered by Stratton (1941) and more recently by Bohren and Huffman (ig8f).
Van de Hulst (1957), Deirmendjian (1969) and Kerker (tg0g) give an overview of the
computational tasks and guidance in computing several required subfunctions.

Secont minhoat->
Sun ->

(or Moon)|
->

*{ain rainfiow

Csrons. (uoter)
(waur ot Qtory (waur)

*tain fraI^o

Obscnnr

Figure 4.1.1 Prominent atmospheric optical phenomena due to water drops and ice crystals
(after van de Hulst, 1957).

Scattering involves the interactions berween electromagnetic waves and the electric charges
that constitute matter. Whereas with a gas molecule only a single dipole is involved, a particle
con-sists- of many closely packed complex molecules so it may be considered an array of
multipoles. These are excited by the incident wave, creating oscillating multipoles. The
multipoles give rise to secondary electric and magnetic waves, called partial wives, which
combine in the far field to produce the scattered wave. The partial waves are represented in the
theory by successive amplitude terms in a slowly converging series whose squared sunrmation
gives the scattered intensity at a particular observation angle. Because the size of the particle
is comparable to wavelength, the phase of the primary wave is not uniform over the partiCle: this
leads to temporal and spatial phase differences between the various partial \raves. The
interference between partial waves depends on the wavelength of the incident light, the size
and refractive index of the particle, and the angular location of the detector. Thus sharp
variations in scattered intensity are found for small variations in detection angle. Qualitatively,
the joint importance of wavelength and particle size may be appreciated from the fact that these
two parameters determine the distribution of phase over the panicle.

The Mie solution for a single drop can be extended to give the scattering characteristics of a
cloud volume containing many drops. The thrce important features of an elemental cloud volume
are: the volume extinction coefficient, the single scatter albedo, and the phase function. The first
of these parametcrs determines thc depth of pcnetration of un-scattered radiation into a cloud;
the second determines the relative importance of scattering to absorption; while the third gives
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the directional characteristic of the scattered light.

4.2. MIE THEORY

To- a passing light yaJc, an atmospheric particle represents an optical discontinuity because the
refractive index of the- particle is greater than that of the surrounding air. The scanering
properties of a sphere of radius, r, for elecnomagnetic radiation of wavclength, )v, are determined
by the size parameter

2tcrX=7,

and the complex refractive index

14.2.11

m=n-ik=

where

n=
k=
K=

real refractive index,

damping factor,

dielectric constant,

conductivity of the particle.

speed of light.
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Figure 4.2.1 The complex refractive index of water at 25oC, from Hale and Querry, 1973.

The complex refractive index, rn, is relative to the surrounding medium. As the index of air is so
close to unity (- 1.0003) the absolute index of the particle can be taken as the relative index.
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A_s t$s study is concernq 11ah liquid water clouds, water is the matcrial whose complex index
of refraction is considered. The refractive index of water was takcn from the survey oi Hale and
Qu_eTy Q973). While there are some minor differences benveen the optical conitants in Hale
and Querry's study and more recent measurements, these are comparable to the experimental
errors and are small compared to other uncertainties.

!!9__yryelgngth dependence of the complex refractive index is shown in Fig. t4.2.11. For the
AVHRR visible channels the refractive index is almost completely real so itrirc is very little
absorption of liSht by cloud drops. For Channel 3 thc real and imaginary parts of the refractivc
index are of similar magnitude, so there is both scattering and abiorpiion of electromagnetic
energy. In the far infrared $e large damping factor cauies consideiable absorption oilight
energ,y, restricting its penetration into a cloud.

When a drop is illuminated by unpolarized light of spectral irradiance, Et(g), the angular
distribution of scattered light is expressed by

'l f : t*. 
-. 

a\ r ! r-- --- zrr'lI{s,)=i,LW)Eile),
where k=2xlL is the propagation constant, and the scattering angle, fl given by

cos 0 = -cos 0r cos 4 - sin 0i sin 4 cos(d" - 0) ,

14.2.31

[4.2.5a]

[4.2.sb]

[4.2.6a1

14.2.6b1

14.2.41

is. derived in Appendix C. The intensity distribution functions, i1(r; m;0) and iz(r; m;0) are
given by Mie theory as

ilx; m:g, = 
I Erffifast^(o) * u^r^<e>)l ,

tz(x; m;o = 
| Erffifa^t,(o) * u^o^<e>Jl ,

where

- _ty^(x)V/"O) - mrtr'"(x)rtr^0)
""- (n(x)v/^O) - n1'"G)v^(l) ,

n -mv"@)vl"(y) 
- v'"@)v"O)un- m("(x)V/"Q) - *(x)%(y) '

The definitions of the functions appearing in Eqs 14.2.6a & bl together with computational
details are given in Appendix D. A computer program which generated the Mie results was
developed and successfully validated against the copious results of Deirrrendjian (1969).

The Mie solution grven here is valid only for a spherical homogeneous panicle. This assumption
is applicable for fog and cloud drops, and small raindrops. Large raindrops become distoned by
air resistance as their falling speed increases. Pruppacher and Pitter (i971) have studied the
shape of water drops falling at terminal velocity. Their studies show that drops with radii less
than 170 pm are slightly defonned but may be considered spherical; the shape of drops benreen
about 170 and 500 pm can be closely approximated by an oblate spheroid; drops between 500
and 2000 pm are deformed into asymmetric oblate spheroids with increasingly pronounced flat
bases; and drops > 2000 pm develop a concave depression in the base. Oguchi (1975) has
considered scattering of microwave radiation by raindrops with a flat base and hemispherical
top. His studies indicate that the shape factor is significant for the prediction of polarization
effects but not for the determination of attenuation when compared to spherical drops.
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Furthermore, such effects decrease rapidly with increasing frequency. In addition the presence
of a broad size distribution tends to average out many of the non-spherical effects.
Rogers (1976) concludes that the effects of drop defonnation upon attenuation parameters are
less important than those due to the normal variability of the drop-size distribution. Therefore
non-spherical corrections to Mie theory are neglected in the results presented. Scanering by
non-spherical particles is reviewed by Wiclaamasinghe (1973), Schuerman (1980), and Bohren
and Huffman (1983).

The formation of cloud drops upon condensation nuclei contradicts rhe prcsumption of
homogeneity. Danielson et al. (1969) used Monte Carlo calculations to examine the azimuth
independent transmission and reflection of terresnial water clouds. They hypothesized that the
absorption anomaly was due to highly absorbing CCN such as soot. A cloud drop was modeled
as a layered shell with an absorbing centre.l Chflek et al. (1984) proposed a a mixed model in
which the carbon particles are randomly distributed through the drop volume. While anomalous
absorption by interstitial particles cannot be ruled out, spectral measurements do not support
this theory. The most dramatic effect of carbon is in the visible wavelengths - only large
volume fractions of carbon produce any significant reductions at near-infrared wavelengths.
This study has assumed that the effect of the condensation nuclei is so small that the
approximation of water drop homogeneity can be made.

The scattering cross section represents the area of the incident beam that must be intercepted
to give the total energy scattered by a panicle, i.e.

4n

I rx; mi e,) de,
0

ot- = Er(e;) 14.2.71

Similarly, the absorption cross section, db', represents the equivalent area of the beam that a
particle removes by absorption. The two processes are additive and produce an extinction cross
section according to

Out = dr" + dbt . t4.2.81

A simple transmission measurement does not distinguish between the two processes. The
ratio of the flux scattered to that scattered and absorbed is represented by the single scatter
albedo

^d-@ = 
Ocx,, 

.

The cross sections are related to the geometric cross section by the efficiency factors

tPE---fi,
^obs

cb" =+.1r

d''7Q*=

14.2.el

[4.2.10a]

[4.2.10b1

V.2.r0cl

I Toon and Ackerman (1981) review the Mie solution for a layered sphere.
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Figure 4.2.3 The Mie phase function for water drops for size parameters: a) x = l; b) x = l0;
c) x = 100; d) x = 1000. The complex refractive index is 1.33 + 0i.
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As the particle becomes larger the scattering efficiency undergoes a damped oscillation about 2
and approaches 2 in the limit of large panicles, see Fig. [a.2.2]. There is a rapid change from
Rayleigh to Mie scattering for x changing from about I to 3. The efficiency factors can take on
values such that the particle absorbs/scatters more flux than the geometric cross section
intercepts. This means that a particle perturbs the electromagnetic field well beyond its
physical confines, so the electric and magnetic fields vary continuously from the condition of the
undisturbed wave far from the particle to the particle-medium boundary. Light rays are
scattered from the entire region of disturbance. The efficiency factors can be calculated directly
from the Mie coefficients aoand bn using

C* =38,,t, + l)(lc,l2 + tbot2) ,

O* =3 E{rr+ l)Re(a" + b) .

t f;,(x; m; g) + iz(u,; mi q1
*rtz)

[4.2.rra)

[4.2.11b]

The phase function for unpolarized light is defined as the ratio of energy scattered per unit solid
angle in a given direction to the average energy scattered per unit solid angle in all directions

P(0) = o*
4rc

14.2.121

For large x the phase function has a strong diffraction peak at 0o and displays rapid variation in
intensity. Neglecting the oscillations, the region from 10" to 90o is characterised by a

decreasing intensity with increasing scattering angle. The primary rainbow at - 1400 arises
from rays internally reflected once in spherical particles. The secondary rainbow is manifest at
scattering angles just smaller than those of the primary bow: it arises from rays twice internally
reflected. The supernumerary bows are the interference maxima and minima which occur at
scattering angles just larger than those of the primary bow. The glory is the feature seen at
1800. Logarithmic polar plots of the phase function for spheres with a range of size parameters
are displayed in Fig. t4.2.31. The phase function changes with increasing x so:

i. There is an increasing ratio of forward scattering to backscattering.

ii. The forward peak narrows and increases.

iii. The rainbow and glory become more pronounced.

iv. The minimum intensity (which occurs at 0 = 90o for Rayleigh scattering) shifts toward
larger angles.

v. For x > l0 there is a complicated dependence of scattered light intensity on the angle of
observation, with the complexity increasing with x.

For very large x, when only a few scattering angles are considered, it is often convenient to use

a geometric optics approach to scattering (van de Hulst, 1957). In this case the reflection and

refraction at the medium panicle boundary is considered for a number of light rays incident on
the sphere. The intensity of the scattered rays are summed (taking into account phasc) and

added to the sphere's Fraunhofer diffraction pattern. This technique has the advantage of being
computationally fasq however, its significant drawback is that it fails for the rainbow and glory
angles.

This section (together with Appendix D) has presented the salient points of Mie theory. Other
references, not previously mentioned, which further investigate or explain-the Mie solution are

Bryant and Coi (1966), Tricker (1970), Hunt (1971) and McCartney (1976). Examples and
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elPlanation! o-f atmospheric optical effects, including scartering, are given in Minnaen (1954),
Greenler (1980), Walker (1980), Meinel and Meinel (1983), Coiliss (1986), and Boyer (igSZ).

4.3. SCATTERING BY A DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICLES

It is straighforward to extend the Mie solution for one particle to a polydispersion. We assume
that the particles are sufficiently far from each other that the distance between them is much
greater then the incident wavelength. This is true for cloud drops, e.g. for a monodisperse cloud
with a drop-size of l0 pm and liquid water concentration of 2 g 

^-t 
the mean inter-drop distance

is - 780 pm. The random separations and motions of the particles preclude any intirferences
between the individually scattered fluxes, so the scattering-is incoherent and thi intensities of
the scattered waves are additive.

For a collection of panicles, the volume coefficient or the total cross section area per unit
volume (cf. $1.5) is the sum of the cross section times the density of cach of the-species
present. This is written explicitly for a continuous distribution of panicle sizes as

p, = f o,n(r) dr , [4.3.1]
rr

where rr,rz,n(r) have their standard meanings and the superscript,;, denotes either of
absorption, scattering, or extinction.

Figure 4.3.1 Phase functions for a single drop of radius 10 pm and S20 for a wavelength of 0.63
pm.2

The volume scatter albedo for a sample of panicles has already been defined by Eq. [.6.a].

2 If fie refractive index is not explicitty stated then it is o be taken as rhe value for water at the given
wavelength.
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The volume phase function is expressed as

r2

t (fir(x; m;0) + it(u;: n: g)l
P)tTln(r)dr

rr
P(0) = 14.3.2)r

4n

It is evident from this equation that p(0) is independent of the particle concentration, that it is
dimensionless, and that it meets the normalization requirement. The volume scatter albedo and
the volume extinction coefficient are similar for a monodispersion and a polydispersion with an
equivalent effective radius. However, there is a difference between the phase function for a
single drop and a collection of drops, see Fig. t4.3.U. The intcgrated phase function varies
smoothly compared to the rapid oscillations which occur in the phase function for a single
particle. The smooth change exhibited for a polydisperse drop distribution can be attributed to
the contributions from many particles cancelling the effects that are not invariant in angle -hence features such as the forward diffraction peak and the rainbow are retained.

Figure 4.3.2 Phase function for the distributions of Tbl. [4.3.1]: a) the same F and v; b) the
same r, and v". The Mie computations were made with refractive index,
m= 1.33 + 0i and wavelength, .1, = 0.55 pm.

The effective radius is a significant characterization of a cloud particle size distribution for
describing the scattering properties of that distribution. It actually approximates the mean
radius for scattering defined by

rt
t^
J ,n/Q"o(r: h)n(r') dr

-s- - 
ft

lq
t'
J ,r?g-e: tv)n(r) dr
f1

ttr':rIrr

n 40 60 8O IOO l2O l4O l@ l8O t 20 40 6c Bo t@ l2o t4o l@ l€lo

a) ScaLl.erirrg Atrgle b) Scatleritrg Atrgle

t4.3.31
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For large \ A'o -r 2 so /- is well approximated by r".

garnma respective weigh 1 0;nd a2

Table 4.3.1 Distributions used by Hansen and Travis (1974).

Hansen and Travis (1974) illustrated the sensitivity of thc phase function to rhe shape of the
size distribution for the four distributions derailed in Tbl. t,i.E.tt. Two cases were compared:
the first where the drop distributions had the same mean and variance, and the second where
they had the same effective mean and effective variance. Hansen and Travis' results showed
that -the phase function for a distribution with a given r. is invariant to the shape of the
distribution. For larger size parameters and,/or smaller vr the different distributions yielded
results even closer-than Fig. [43.2a]. There was a much greater difference in the phase
functions generated from distributions with the same mean and variance (Fig. t4.3:2b1).
Hansen and Travis concluded that in the case of unimodal size distributions scatteied radiation
9an _F accurately defined by a small number of moments. In terms of the inverse problem this
implies it is impractical to extract the exact size distribution from measurements-of scattered
light, although it is relatively straighforward to estimate the distriburion centre. This view is
supported by Twomey (1976) who reported that the choice of the drop distribution function is
not critical so long as the distribution is relatively broad.

The remainder of this chapter is concerned with Mie scattering by a drop-size distribution. The
adjective volurne has been omitted from scattering parameterJ foi the remainder of the text. It
should be noted that many of the following exprJsslons apply equally to scattering by a single
drop.

4.4. LEGENDRE EXPANSION OF THE PHASE FUNCTION

In many radiative transfer applications it is convenient to express the phase function as a finite
expansion in Legendre polynomials

ttFp[t)= La\Pt[t) ,
l=0 t4.4.U

where p i9 the cosine of the scattering angle and PrGr) is a Legendre polynomial of order l.
Fowler (1983), Allen (L974), and Chu and Churchill (1955)-showe-d fiow the Legendre
coefficients a1 could be expressed directly from the Mie coefficients ao and bn. Howevei their
algorithm for the calculation of the coefficients involves the summation of a series within a
series and takes considerable computer timc if r > 15. For large x it is faster to calculate the
l,egendre coefficients from the phase function, i.e.

14.4.21

In another representation, van de Hulst (1980) expands the product of the single scaner albedo
and the phase function. This is actually the expansion of the redistribution function and is
depreciated in the calculation of the Legendre coefficients because it includes another calculated
value, i.e. 6t, in the accuracy test given later. Wiscombe (I977a) represents the expansion in
Eq. [4.4.1] as

,,='+lpet)p{rt) drt.

Distribution I = 0.5 FD, v = e.llJ p62 r, = 0.5 Fffi, V, = 0.25 pmz
gamma t, = li v, = 0.25 r.-- lav,=0.25

log-normal r, = 0.4082: 6" = 0.6368 r" = O.5734: d" = 0.4724
Dower law rr = 0.2690i rz = 3.535 rr = 0.3620i rt =Z.l3E
bi-modali ar =O.1795: alar = 5: b = 0.0357 at =O.2O63i az/at = 5: b = 0.2193

sum ot two tions with ve werghts a
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L
p1t) - 2 tzt + r)1f {1t) ,

l=0

where ftt are the moments of p(9) with respect to the Legendre polynomials, defined

_Qt- (21+ r)

x, =Ilr<p)p {rt) drt

14.4.31

14.4.4a1

14.4.4b1

The asymmetry parameter is the first moment and is related to the Legendre coefficient, @r, by
g G X) = @r/3. It is often used as a single measure of the directional properties of scattered
l-ight. The asymmetry parameter has a value from -1, for strictly backscattering, to I for strictly
forward scattering. For isotropic scattering g is 0.

Figure 4.4.1 Quadrature points of the phase function for Sr0 at 0.63 pm: a) Gauss-Legendre
quadrature of [0,180]; b) Lobatto quadrature of [0,1801; c) Gauss-Legendre
quadrature of [-1,1]; d) Lobatto quadrature of [-l,l]. The quadrature order was
200 in all four cases.

The computation time of the lrgendre coefficients using Eq. [a.a.zJ is a function of the number
of angles at which the Mie phase function is evaluated. Only one set of points is chosen to
calculate all the Legendre coefficients. Earlier authors used Gauss-Legendre quadrature on the
interval [-l,l]. If the phase function is a polynomial of degree L the integrand in Eq. 14.4.21is
at most a polynomial of degree 2t. As Gauss-Legendre quadrature of order N is exact for
polynomials of degree less than 2N, the order of the quadraturc formula must exceed the number
of significant Legendre coefficients. To improve the accuracy of calculations Hunt (1970)
recommend using Lobatto quadrature on [-l,l] so that the 0o and l80o scattering angles are
included as explicit quadrature points (also see Kattawar et al., 1973). Wiscombe (1977a)
noted that a further dramatic improvement in accuracy is gained by using Lobatto quadrature on
the interval [0,180] i.e.
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t4.4.sl

where co and 0n are the Lobatto weights and quadrature points. Wiscombe shows the a4 are
improved !Y more {* 1 decimal p_laces and aitributes this to the placing of more integration
points in the fgry*{ peak. Figure t4.4.U displays the first few quadranul points of thJphase
function for Sl0 at 0.63 pm using Gauss-Legen-d.e and Lobatto quadrature on the intervals
!l'tl and [0,180]. From thefigure it is apparent thatquadrature of tte intenral [0,180] gives a
far bener approximation of the forward Fak. The improvement of Lobatto quadratgr'e over
Gauss-Legendre is not so obvious buf can be observed in the closer clustering of the
quadraturc points near 0 o.

In gen-eral Eq. [a.a.5] gives the first Jv moments to about the sarne accuracy, provided iV exceeds
some lower bound dependent on the phase function. This means that roo ii an excellent error
Pg"itq-- If it_equals unity to /c decimal places then the remaining a1 will be accurate to between
t-1 and &+l decimal places.

Wiscombe provides a useful refercnce for deciding on the quadraturc of thc phase function. He
used Eq. 14.4.51to calculate the phase function for a gamma drop-size aiitriUution tlpical of
stratiform cloud; rc = 10 Fft, V, -- 0.21tm2. Table g.+.t1showi the accuracy of ttri ptrase
function moments for a range of Lobano quadratures. Surprisingly, iv < t succeds in accurately
giving Le€endre coefficients. Wiscombe observed that this i-mplies p(0)sin g is a far lower
degree polynomial in 0 than p(p) is in p.

Table 4.4.1 Accuracy of the first iv - I moments of the Mie phase function at various
wavelengths, computed using l.obatto quadrature of the interval [0, 180]. Each
value implies the least accurate moment is correct to that number of decimal
places. The number of Legendre coefficients, asyrnmery parameter, and single
scatter albedo are given in the bottom three rows. From Wiscombe (1977a).

Clark, Chu and Churchill (1957) showed that thc number of significant tenns in the cxpansion of
the phase function is dependent on the drop's size parametei. The expansion of thi complex
amplitudes in tenns of functions related to the Legendre functions requiies a little over r tenns.
This-is a consequence of the localization principle which attributes the-terrr with suffix n to a ray
passing at a distance nlvl2n from the centre. In squaring to obtain the phase function the
ryggired number of terms goes to 2x + a few. Fora radius of 251 pm a1 a wavelength of
0.68 pm this would require a quadrature of the order 4600. However, a potymorphic collection of
drops has a much smoother phase function with a strong forward peak. Van de Hulst (1980)
suggested that 20 to 30 Legendre terms would describe the smoothed panern for water drops
independently of their size. In this approach the forward peak is truncated and the optical depth
scaled (McKellar and Box, l98l). This technique has been used to calculate diffuse iradiance
by Potter (1970) and Wiscombe (1977a). However, the success of in the calculation of
radiances has not been shown, e.g. Nakajima and Tanaka (1988).

Quadrature
Order 0.5 pm

Wavelength
lpm 2pm l0 pm

2l 0 I t-2 4-6
4l t -2 3-4 4-5 >6
6l 3 3-5 ,-6 >6
8l 3-5 4-6 5 -7 >6
101 4-6 4-6 >6 >6
201 5-6 5-7 >6 >6
L 902 453 230 50
s 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.91
6) 1.0 0.9996 o.94 0.68
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4.5 ELEMENTAL CLOUD PROPERTIES FOR THE DROP.SIZE
DISTRIBUTION ENSEMBLE

Mie computations were performed at the cennal wavelength of the five AVHRR/2 channels for
the Todified gamma size distribution defined in 93.2 for Sr to ^S30. The radius intcgration was
based 91 jltegration steps of Ax = 0.1 in r-space as recommended by Penndorf ltgOg) ana
Dave (1969a & b). However, to evaluate the scattering characteristics of a terrcstrial cloud at
a visible wavelength with Ax = 0.1 is extremely time consuming since the radii of the
distribution may vary by several orders of magnitude. Thc radius integration limits were chosen
y. 9.I7"- o_f the peak value. This choicc gives size-parameters in the range depicted in
Tbl. [4.s.1].

Table 4.5.1 Range of r values in Mie calculations.

Henyey and Greenstein (1941) introduced an analytic phase function given by

p(ttt=ffiffi t4.5.ll

fn general, the shape of the function is similar to phase functions elaborately calculated from
Mle theory. However, features such as the corona, rainbow and glory are smoothed out. The
influence of anisotropy can be tested in multiple scattering calculations through the variation of
the asymmetry parameter, 8'. Because of this, the Henyey-Greenstein phase function has
become a standard for test calculations on multiple scattering. One further advantage is that
the Legendre expansion of the function has a very simple form, i.e.

a1= (21+ 1)g'. 14.s.2)

The Legendre terms- for the Henyey-Greenstein phase function are monotonically decreasing for
0 < g < U3. For higher values of 8 (< 1) the expansion terms first increase then decrease for
I > -Ulng ' Il2 so that a1 -r 0 as / -r "". Similarly, the Legendre expansion tenns of a phase
function calculated using Mie theory (generally) increase then decrease (Wiscombe, li77a\.
For the same level of accuracy, the expansion limit of a Mie phase function is usually greater
than the limit for a Henyey-Greenstein phase function with the same asymmetry paramcter.
This is a consequence of the smoother shape of the analytic function.

The accuracy in the redistribution function is determined by the expansion limit, L. Wiscombe
(L977a) suggests a rough value for L such that .p < 1O< for 12 L. King (1983) used the
(stricter) arbitrary criterion for L such that e < LO-e for 12 L. Figure t4.5.U shows the number
of terms in the [rgendre expansion of the Henyey-Greenstein phase function using the criterion
specified by Wiscombe. For typical cloud drop-size distributions, the asymmetry lies in the
range 0.8 - 0.9 so that the expansion limit is between 120 to 250 terms.

Wiscombe (L977a) observes that the 2h are positive and decrease monotonically. When these
rules are violated it is prima facie evidence that the moments in question are inaccurate. The
phase functions calculated for the size-distributions ensemble were expanded in a Legendre
series. The series was terminated using King's criterion. As a test of accuracy it was ensured
that are was equal to unity and otrlS was equal to g, calculated directly from Mie theory.
Furthermore, the reconstruction of phase function from the Legendre series was always
accurate to 6 significant figures.

Channel I Channel2 Channel3 Channel4 Channel5

s' 1.3 19 0.92 - t4 o.2r - 3.2 0.073 - t.t 0.066 - 1.0
s'u 3E - 579 28 - 420 6.3 - 96 2.2 33 2.0 - 30
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Figure 4.5.1 The number of significant Legendre tenns in the expansion the Henyey-
Greenstein phase function.

Figure [4.5.2) shows the variation of ff", 6, and g for St to S30. The extinction coefficient is
very similar for all wavelengths for r" > l0 pm. This is explained by Q'o reaching its asymptotic
limit of 2 so that ffn increases only with the increasing particle size. The extinction coefficient
may be approximated as, (Bradley, l98l),

ff" =2irn;! -

This expression is in error by < 16 vo for so, r ) 15, and for all 5
expression is a reasonable rule of thumb estimate of optical depth,
shortcut for a quantitative inversion method.

The albedo for Channels I and 2 is constanL as the imaginary part of the refractive index is - 0.
The albedo decreases for Channel 3 where there is bot[ scaitiring and absorption of radiation.
This can be explained by considering 

-the 
scattering coefficient io U. a funciion of drop area,

whereas the absorption coefficient is a function of drop volume, so that for large radii theilbedo
changes as a function of l/r. For thc same reason the two infrared channels sf,ow a decrease for
very large radii. For smaller radii the albedo actually increases as particle size increases. This
occurs as very small drops are purely absorbing; as the drop size increases the amount of
energy reflected at the drop air interface increases, as does the albedo. Channel 3 shows a
monotonic decrease in albedo for r. > 2 pm. Therefore at this wavelength, all other parameters
being equal, a cloud will reflecVtransmit radiation as a direct function of Jffective radiui.

t4.5.31
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Figure 4.5.2 Variation of F", o, and g for Sl to S30. Note that the albedo for Channels I and 2
is unity.

The asymmetry parameter quickly increases toward asymptotic values of 0.876, 0.874,0.889,
0.970 and 0.968 for Channels 1 to 5 respectively. This feature is related to the increasing and
narrowing of the forward diffraction peak as r increases.3 A feature not apparent from the
asymmetry parameter, but observable in the phase function diagrams, is that the rainbow
becomes increasingly sharp as r" increases. Channels I to 3 are vary near their asymptotic limit
even for a radius as small as I pm. This can be explained by referring to Tbl t4.5.ll which
shows that the size parameter is greater than 6 so the scattering is entirely in the Mie domain.
In contrast, the infrared channels span the Rayleigh to Mie transition region so Fig t4.5.31
shows a change from isotropic to forward scattering. The validity of the ensemble is further
validated by Twomey (1974) who gives the value of g as 0.8 < I S 0.9 for terrestrial clouds.

3 In the visible the magnitude and widrh of the diffraction peak depends on r, in a simple manner, and Hansen
(197Ib) suggests that it could be useful for particle sizing.
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Figure 4.5.3a Extinction coefficient for the AVHRR/2 wavelength intervals.

The two errors which can be estimated in the scattering characteristics of a primitive cloud
volume are:

i. The error due to the use of a single wavelength instead of a waveband.

ii. The error due to the variation in the dispersion of the drop size distribution.

If the sensor's specral response is wide then a single wavelength may not be sufficient to
represent a cloud's scattering properties across the waveband. Stephens (L979) presented the
single scatter albedo, extinction coefficient and asymmetry parameter as functions of
wavelength for drop distributions of eight cloud models. He demonstrated that these values can
change significantly as a function of wavelength even after radius integration.
Figures 14.5.4a, b, & cl analyse the change in the parameters in the AVHRR wavelength
intervals. For a drop-size distribution with a large effective radius the parameters change
slightly as a function of wavelength.
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Figure 4.5.3b Albedo for the AVHRR/2 wavelengrh intervals.

The variation across a waveband is moderated by the satellite's response function 
- which

decreases away from the mean wavelength. The single wavelength approximation introduces a
bias to the results rather than a random error. Therefore it is convenient to introduce a measure
of the weighted mean enor in a parameter, r, as

r; -.r(.1)) Qi(D dh

6x; = [4.5.4]

Qi(2,) dL

where the subscript i denotes the channel number and the macron denotes that a parameter has
been evaluated at the mean wavelength. The difference term in the numerator of Eq. [4.5.4] has
not been made absolute as the integrated measurement is not of independent quantities - i.e.
slight over-estimation of a parameter at )L > tri, for example, may be compensated for by
underestimation for L < At. The dxi corresponding to Fig. V.s. l are displayed in Tbl. t4.5.21.
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Figure 4.5.3c Asymmetry factor for the AVHRR/2 wavelength intervals.

In general no trend is seen in the dx; when approximating the extinction coefficient by the value
calculated at. a single wavelength. On the oiher hand, using an rrns error approximation gives
error increasing as channel number increases andor the effective radius decleases. Both ihese
changes represent moving into the Rayleigh domain where scattering is a strong function of
wavelength. The mean errors in the extinction coefficient and aiymmetry parameter are
generally less than I Vo and always less than 3 7o. The bandwidths of Channeis i and 2 are so
narrow that albedo is invariant with wavelength. The infrared channels display a change in
albedo in relation to how much the complex part of the refractive index changes over the iame
waveband. The error in channel 3 increases with r, because increasing drop-size allows greater
absorption and thus the albedo is more sensitive to changes in the complex pan of the refiactive
index. Channels 4 and 5 show a decrease in error with increasing drop siz6. This is explainerl
by the movement out of the Rayleigh domain wherc scattering n h'4. In conclusion,
approximating the scattering parameters by the values at a single wavelength introduces an
elror that is small compared to the the change in the parameters due to a change in the drop-
size distribution.

Figures [4.5.4a, b, & c] show the volume scattering parameters for drop-size distriburions
similar to the S distribution family, except that they have dispersions of 0.15 and 0.35. This
large range of dispersion values indicates the possible error in derived parameters.
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Figure 4.5.4a Extinction coefficient for the modified gamma distributio rr, e, = 6, with error bars
corresponding to d= 15 and d= 35.

The variation in the extinction coefficient, Fig. [4.5.4a], due to the dispersion variarion is a
constant fraction for all channels at all effective iadii. An Lxception oc"urc for Channel 3 at 6 pm
(-r - l0) where the variation in the extinction coefficient narrows due to flattenin E of \e,,,jdr.
The extinction coefficient increases as a function of rr2 while the variation in the extinction
coefficient remains fixed. As a result, the extinction coefficient remains uniquely defined as a
function of effective radius below about 8 pm. Above this value the dispersion range of 0.15 -
0.35 is equivalent to a variation in the effective radius of about t2 pm.

The albedo is unaffected by a change in the dispersion of the drop distribution for Channels I
and 2- This is a direct consequence of the compllx part of the refraitive index - 0 in the visible.
The variation in the albedo as a function of dispersion is small for the infrared channels, with the
greatest sensitivity occurring at .r - 10.

The error in the asymmetry parameter is small for Rayleigh scattering: it increases in the
transition region from Raleigh to Mie scattering, then decreases due to the predominance of rhe
forward peak. This is best exemplified by Channel 3, where the largest errbr of rhe asymmetry
parameter occurs for an effective radius of - 6 pm. This is the point which corresponds to the
greatest variation in the scattering pattern, i.e. r - 10, so that the scattering pattern is neither
smooth nor sharply peaked in the forward direction (cf. Fig. t4.2.31).
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Figure 4.5.4b Albedo for the modified gamma distribution, & = 6, with error bars corresponding
to d= 15 and d'= 35.

In summary, this chapter has established:

i. The full scattering theory of Mie is required, as cloud distributions have particle size
distributions with radii of the same order as the sensing electromagnetic radiaiion.

ii. The Mie theory used is applicable to water drops which are well separated, spherical, and
have no impurities.

iii. There is a variation in the properties of an elemental cloud volume as a function of effective
radius of the drop size distribution. In particular, the albedo decreases with increasing
effective radius at 3.7 pm.

iv. The use of a single wavelength to represent the properties of a waveband does not
introduce a significant eror.

v. In general, the elemental cloud volume properties are a distinct function of effective radius
for a wide range of dispersions. The parameters show the greatest sensitivity to the
dispersionforx-10.
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Figure 4.5-4c Asymmetry factor_for the modified ganrma distributiorr, ot = 6, with error bars
corresponding to d= 15 and d= 35.
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5 CLOUD RADIATIVE TRANSFER

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Cloud plays an important role in the global energy balance. Firstly, it reduces the energy at
$r!un{ level by reflecting short wave solar radiation. Secondly, it wirms the Earth's surfaii Uy
reflecting outgoing terrestrial radiation. Thirdly, it provides a method of cnergy transport from
the tropics-to higher latitudes. AlgV one time -50 % of the Earth is covered 

"Jy 
cloud, of which

l0 Vo is raining (Pruppacher and Klin, 1978). The rad.iative transfer characteristics of a cloud
are-determined by both its macrophysical and its microphysical propcrties. The microphysics bf
a cloud volume is concerned with the size distribution-of cbud- drbplets, their phase, ana tocat
conditions (temperature, saturation etc). The macrophysical aspetts of cloui are related to
cloud frequency, lhap! and size. The dependence of tne radiance fields on macrophysical
parameters is restricted to the- depth of cloud by adopting the plane-parallel atmospheric tioael
A discussion on the shortcomings of this approximatibn ii reserved until the end of this chapter.

Yyth of the study of cloud radiation has been focused on the understanding of the energy
balance of an atmospherc containing a cloud layer. This has been attempted'either tt'ou[[
direct measurement of radiant flux density above lnd below a cloud, or by numerical modelliig
(e.g. Hunt, 1973). In the latter case a representative cloud drop size distribution is selected
and then the bulk cloud radiativc propcrties are calculated using a multiple scattering schcme.

Field Areas for Application

Astrophysics

Collimated beams/active
remote sensing

Transport theory

Planetary atmospheres Planetary astronomy/passive remote sensing.
Atmospheric radiation budget computations.
Accurate computations of atmospheric photodissociation rates.
Transport and energy deposition of charged particles.

Scattering and absorption of radiation in the galaxy and in
interplanetary and interstellar media.
Analysis of radiation emerging from stellar atmospheres.

Propagation and backscatter of lidar signals.
Optical communications.
Active remote scnsing from satellites.

Neutron transport theory.
Electromagnetic wave scattering and propagation in turbulent and
turbid mcdia.
Kinetic

Table 5.1.1 A.gT for application of multiple scattering theory (adapted from Stamnes,
1986).

For a1 optical path greater than one, the number of photons scattered more than once becomes
significant. The solution of the equation of radiative transfer in this situation is rather
complicated and has applications in many areas of science (sec Tbl. t5.l.1l). Many excellent
reviews of multiple scattering solutions exist, in particular; Chandrasekhar (igSO), Hirnt (1971),
Hansen and Travis (1974), kvine (1975), Lenoble (1977), Liou (1980), van de Hulst (1980),
and Stamnes (1986).
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A few of the methods used to solve the transfer cquation are:

i. Successive orders of scattering: Given a light source, constnrct the radiation field from
single scattering to give the new radiation field. Repeat for secondary scattering and so
on. This corresponds to the mathematical procedure of finding the Neumann series
solution to the integral equation for the source function. This method is very slow if r is
large and 6t= 7.

ii. Gauss-Seidel: The method of successive orders of scattering can be looked on as a way of
iterating an initial estimate of the solution (first order scattering) to obtain the final
solution. The speed of convergence of such an iterative procedure can be considerably
enhanced by using the Gauss-Seidel procedure.

iii. Invariant embedding (or Ambartsumyan's method): Build up a layer by adding at each
step a very thin layer with given scattering properties to a very thick layer. From the
analytic and numerical aspect the characteristic of invariant embedding is to reduce a two
point boundary value problem to an initial value problem.

iv. Adding: If the reflection and transmission properties of rwo individual cloud layers are
known, then the reflection and transmission properties of the combined layer may be
obtained by computing the successive reflections back and forth between the two layers.

v. Spherical harmonics: Replace the integral term in the equation of radiative transfer by a
Gauss-Legendre quadrature sum.

vi. Discrete ordinances: This method gives the analytic solution of the radiative transfer
equation, and therefore the internal radiation field, as well as the reflected intensities, are
evaluated without extra computational effort. For anisotropic scattering the method has
been used only for the azimuthally independent case.

vii. Monte Carlo: For geometries other than plane-parallel and/or media with irregular
boundaries Monte Carlo methods are in wide use. The Monte Carlo approach consists of
simulating the trajectories of individual photons using probabilistic methds. In order to
get good statistics a large number of photons must be imitated. In principle Monte Carlo
simulations can yield very precise results, the accuracy being limited by the available
computer resources.

There is no consensus among researches on which method to use. The diversity of methods can
be justified on the basis that some techniques handle some situations better than others. For
many methods of solution, the azimuthal dependence of the equation of radiative transfer is
contained in a Fourier expansion in azimuth. The details of this approach are given in Appendix
E. With this understanding, most of the following equations are presented without their
azimuth dependence.

5.2 MULTIPLE SCATTERING SOLUTIONS

The choice of multiple scattering solutions to the equation of radiative transfer has been taken
from van de Hulst (1980), i.e.

i. For thin aunospheres, say t < 1, it is simple to use successive-order scattering.

ii. For thicker atmosphereS, €.9. 1 < r < 32, apply the doubling method.

iii. For still thicker atmosphere, the asymptotic results for very thick layers are valid.



5.2.1 Solution for a Thin Atmosphere

The method of successive orders of scattering is one in which the intensity is computed for light
scattered once, twice, thrice, and so forth, with the total intensity obtainld as the su111 ouo-ull
orders. The total intensities are expressed,

L(t; A; 11) = lailt; L; tt) . -lSp<l [5.2.1.1]

Multiple Scattering Solutions 69

-1 <rrSl [s.2.r.2]

[5.2.1.3a]

[s.2.1.3b]

n=l

Consider the situation where there is no diffuse downward and upward radiation at the top and
the base of the atmosphere respectively, and there is a uni-directional solar beam.' The
transmitted radiation is augmented by the directly transmitted beam. The diffuse radiation is
calculated from repeatedly applying

fit
I

.t
'(t; L: tt) = 2a J pG; 2i lt' , tt) LiG )u; lt') dlt'

-l

ll

Ln^' t(u 2,; tt) = ln r, L, p)"-e(g3)T
t

t

L'^* t(t; L; -1t) = ln r; A: -tt)expf? :-n\a!
d \ rr )p

The zeroth order radiance for an atmosphere illuminated by a unidirectional solar beam is
6(p - tt) LiG; h; tt). The successive orders of scattering solution has been used by
Dave (1965), Irvine (1975), Dave and Walker (1966), Uesugi and Irvine (1970), poon and
Ueno (1974), Liou (1980), and van de Hulst (1980), among oihers. The successive orders of
scattering code was implemented in the FORTRAN programming language using a step of
9.0025,in optical depth after Dave (1965). The computer code wai shown to be accurate to 5
$_ecimal pla9es for the first 3 orders of scattering when compared against tables given in van de
Hulst (1980).

5.2.2 Doubling

The reflection and transmission functions were calculated using the doubling method, which was
chosen because it is van de Hulst's (1980) preferred method for optical depths, I < r ( 32. For
thick_er atmospheres it can be used as an initialization for the asymptotic fiiting method. In the
doubling method the reflection and transmission functions for a singie layer of Jptical thickness r
are combined with those of a similar layer to obtain the reflection and tiansmisiion functions of
a combined layer of optical thickness 2r. The antecedents of this procedure apparently go back
to Stokes (1862) who considered the reflection and nansmission of a stack of ghss plates. It
was introduced to atmospheric physics by van de Hulst(1963) and independently byTwomey
et al. (1966). The doubling principle has been developed and used, in one form or inother, by
van de Hulst and Irvine (1963), Bellman et al. (1963), van de Hulst and Grossman (1968),
Hansen (1969a, 1969b, l97la, 1971b), Wiscombe (1976a,1976b, 1977a, 1977b),Irvine (1968),
Hovenier (1971), King (1987), King and Harshvardhan (1986), Sharma et at. (1981) and others.
Good descriptions of the formulation are provided by Lenoble (1977) and Liou (1980).
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Figure 5.2.1.1 Layer addition.

For two layers with reflection functions R1(pi, p) and RzQti, p) and transmission functions
T{lti, p) and TzUti, p) let

s(pi, rr) =
Rr(pi, lt')Rz(lt', lt)

1 - Rr(p;, lt')Rz(It', lt)'

D(lti, tt) =T{lti, lt) + T{Itu p') S(p' , lt) + e4rltt,S(lti, lt),

u(1t,, tt) = D(Ita lt')R{t, 1t) + e-ttlupz(lti, lt),

then the diffuse reflection and transmission functions for the two layers is

Rn(lt; lr) = R{lti, p) + u(tti,lt)earltt' + uUti,lt')T{p', lt),

Tn1ti, lt) = D(lt;, F)eatltt, + e-trlt't[z(lt;, lt) + D(tti, tt')Tz?t' , lt).
If the reflection and transmission properties of two individual cloud layers are known, the
reflection and transmission propelies ol the combined layer may be obtained by computing the
successive reflections back and forth between the t'wo layers. When the two layers-are Jqual
the adding method is referred to as the doubling method. The above equaiions split the
radiation field into direct and diffuse components. The direct transmission is e-(n +tz)Iti. The
product .of any two parameters takes into account all the possible multiple scattering
contributions, e.g.

d1t' . ls.2.2.61

The doubling method has a number of advantages:

i. The numerical procedure is straightforward, involving only integrations over angle.

ii. A physical interpretation of the results is available at each step.

iii. There is no difference in the program for isouopic and for highly anisotropic scattering,
although in practice more integration points must be used when the phase function is
anisotropic.

iv. Results are obtained for a range of angles of incidence.

v. Results are obtained for a range of optical depths between the final value and the starting
value.

[s.2.2.r]

ls.2.2.21

ls.2.2.31

ls.2.2.4)

t5.2.2.s1

I
I

C(lti, tt) = 2 J A(ttt, lt')B(lt', I!)p'
0
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Drawbacks of the method are:

i. A complete new computation must be performed if the single scatter albedo is changed.

ii. The method must begin with extremely thin layers or with results obtained from another
methd.

iii. If only one angle of incidence is requircd in a given application then the merhod may be
less economical for a layer of small thickness (r < l)-than other methods in which 1r; isgiven as a parameter.

The do-ubling method is a voracious user of computer time, cspecially for highly anisoropic
phase functions with a single scatter albedo close to uniiy. 'fypically, the reflection and
transmission matrices are initialized by using a stafting layir so itrin ttrit a single scattering
approximation is valid. This is the-method adoptedby Hansen (1971a) who- used initial
reflection and transmission values given by a singli scattiring approximation. The outline of
the discrete coding of the doubling theory ii discussed in Appeiaii r.

5.2.3 Asymptotic Fitting

A-symptotic solutions relate solutions for t = oo to solutions for t >> 1. With appropriate choice
of abscissa it is often possible to interpolate accurately between t = oo and uaiuei as small as
I = 3 (van de Hulst and Grossman, 1968). The computational method for determining the
interpolated reflection and transmission values was firsipresented by Germogenova (1962). A
PoIe physical approach was given by van de Hulst (l96lia) and additional iniorrration is found
in Danielson et al. (1969), Lenoble (1977), van de Hulst (i9OgU, 1980) and King (l9gl, l9g7).A diffusion domain is physically defined as the range of opticaf depths deep inside an
atmosphere, far enough from the boundaries to let ttre radiation te transported Uy itre simplest
diffusion mode, as if the medium were unbounded. The medium in the diffusion domain can iarry
a diffusion srream up (* eb1 or down (* e'a). Here t is called the diffusion exponent (or the
inverse diffusion length). It_corresponds to the smallest discrete eigenvalue 0 <'* < I (i.e. the
least damped solution prevails in thick layers).

The reflection and transmission functions for conservative scattering are

R(t; lti, It,0) = R(*: F;, 1r,,0) -

4rl48.g)T(r; tti, lt" Q) = 3(t _ gXr t Zqo),

where R(x, !i,lt, 0) is the reflection function of a semi-infinite atmosph ere, K(1t) the escape
function, Md qo the extrapolation length for conservative scattering. ttre extrapbfation tengitr
for conservative scattering il the negative value of optical depth aiwtrict, the radiarion dens'ity
would become zero- if its strictly linear dependence on t in very deep layers where extrapolatei
to beyond the surface. The escape function describes the ingular distribution of ra'diation
emerging from a very thick atmosphere with radiation sources at great depths. For
conservative scattering, King (1981) showed that the diffusion domain is established at a
distance t -2l(l - g)from a cloud boundary. Fora cloud with g =0.85 this implies an optical
9tptt, >26, although in King (1987) the asymproric formulas arl shown to be vilid within I Zo
for r > 9. For the non-conseryative case

4K(tt)K(tt,\
3(1-exr+2q)' t5.2.3.11

15.2.3.21

R(t; lti, lt,, Q)= R(-, lti, Ir,, il - # KQt;)K(tt,)e-2o, [s.2.3.3]
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T(t; tti, tt, Q) = #K!t)K(1t|1s'ht. [s.2.3.4]

where m and / are constants which depend primarily on the single scatter albedo and the
asymmetry factor. It is clear from Eqs 15.2,3.2 and 4l that the diffuse nansmission is
azimuthally independent; this is noticed on overcast days when a cloud layer appears a unifonn
grey to a ground-based observer.

The advantage of this technique in the present study is that doubling calculations need only be
carried out to a moderate optical depth, then the asymptotic formulae can be applied to provide
the reflection and transmission up to the semi-infinite limit. As an input to this methd, we
obtain by the doubling method the numerical values of R(r; Fi, !,, p) and T(t tti, tt" Q) for three
values of optical depth. The asymptotic fitting process adds an insignificant amount of time to
the computing time for executing the doubling method to say t = 32.

The multiple scattering routines were implemented in the FORTRAN programming language.
The implementation followed King (1983) and Wiscombe (1976b & 1977b) by using an invariant
embedding initialization for a starting optical depth of ttrl100 where ;rr is the smallest
quadrature of the zenith angle.l Further options of single and multiple orders of scattering
initialization were also available. The doublings where carried out to an optical depth of 32
before applying the asymptotic fitting method. The procedure used either Gauss-Legendre or
Radau-Legendre quadrature of the zenith angle. The same doubling initialization criteria were
used for Radau-Legendre quadrature as were used for Gauss-Legendrc quadrature. This was
justified because the first Gauss-Legendre and Radau-kgendre quadrature points are similar
in value. The latter has the advantage of including the zenith direction within the quadrature
points - so avoiding having to extrapolate to the vertical direction.2

Other than irradiance information, which can be used to test the integrated intensities,
validation of the routines is made diff,rcult by the lack of published values. Of the available data
almost all is restricted to the zeroth order Fourier term. The multiple scattering implementation
was tested by:

i. Checking that reciprocity was obeyed, i.e. T(1t;, F) = T(ltu F) and R(Iti, lr,) = RUt,, lt,).

e.g.for a Henyey-Greenstein plasefunction (g = 0.85, 6) = I, t S 32) the zeroth order
reflection and transmission matrices lnd a maximwn dffirence of I x I0't2 Vo.

ii. Ensuring the conservation of energy for conservative scattering. Mathematically this can
be expressed

Is.2.3.5]

e.g. for a Henyey-Greenstein phase function (g = 0.85, 6 = I, t 3 32) energy was
consert,ed to 5 dccimal places.

iii. Comparing the zeroth order Fourier reflection and transmission functions and their
moments with the tables in van de Hulst (1980). Values compared were for the Hcnyey
Greenstein phase function,with g = 0.5 0 = 0.5, 1,2,4) and g = 0.75 (t = 1, 2,4,8), against
van de Hulst's Table 35.

I

2

Wiscombe refen to this as the expanded diamond initialization.

Actually this is only hetpful for the zeroth order Fourier term. For higher order terms diffuse reflection or
transmission in the zenith direction is zero by definition.

lll
rll

I = J Rftr;, F)lt, dlt, + J f}t,, lt,)F, dF, + ) exp(-tl1tr)p, dlt, .

000
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Van de Hulst states that his valucs are accwate to 5 decinul places. Achiaing a
match of hts table is rather dfficult as he specifies reflection and transrnisslon at
angles (lt = 0.0,0J,0.3, 05,0.7,0.9, 1.0) which are not Gauss-Legendre or Radaa-
Legendre quadrature points. His values are not easily obtained by linear
interpolation of reflection and transmission valueE, calculated using Gauss-I*gendre
quadrature, unless the quadrature order is very high. Agreement to 4 or 5 decimal
places was obtained by fitting a bicubic spline to the reflection and trarsmission
rnatrices calculated using Radau-Lcgendre quadrature of order 40. Agreemcnt at the
grazing angle (p = 0.0) was limited to 2 or 3 decimal places as this valuc had, to be
extrapolated rather than interpolated.

iv. Comparing against the results for the FWC model (King, 1983).3

The doubling and asymptotic method produced results indistinguishable from the
figures in this paper, i.e. the first two Fourier orders of tle redistributionfunctions;
the first five Fourier orders of the asymptotic limit of the reflection function; and
the first 30 Fourier terms of the reflection function at 3 specified geometries. (This
test was a further validation of the Mie routines of the previons chapter.)

In summary, this section has reviewed long established methods of calculating the diffuse
reflection and transmission of a homogeneous cloud layer. These methods were successfully
implemented in comparisons with "standard" results.

5.3 MULTIPLE SCATTERING AT AVHRR WAVELENGTHS

The demand for accuracy in this work is limited by the accuracy of the satellite radiometer. The
resolution of 8-bit visible data is 0.5 Vo in terms of reflection. The radiometer resolution is
0.000564 mW m-2 cm sr I for Channel 3. Therefore the minimum reflection measurable for
vertical illumination is 0.000564 | (4.971x) = 0.04 Vo. Because of the linear nature of the
AVHRR thesc errors are fixed - their influence depends on the amount of cloud reflection. For
instance, the digitization error can be kept under 5 Vo if the target reflection is greater than !0 Vo
(Channels I and 2) and O.8 7o (Channel 3).

The attenuation of radiation within a cloud can be enhanced by gaseous absorption.4 Of
particular importance for clouds is water vapour absorption. Two separate regions of water
vapour continuum absorption occur - 3.5 pm to 4.2 Stm, and 8 pm to 1l pm - both of which
correspond to AVHRR infrared sensing wavelengths. Of the two visible channels only Channel
2 is affected by water vapour band absorption.

Water vapour absorption is accounted for in a cloud layer by modifying the volume extinction
coefficient, i.e.

Fo=F*+F**F, [s.3. r ]

where p' represents the volume absorption coefficient for water vapour (Yamamoto et al.,
1970). A new single scatter albedo is then formed from the volume scattering coefficient and
the modified volume extinction coefficient. The warer vapour absorption coefficient (in km-l) for
the two continuum absorption regions can be found from,-(Kneizys it a/., 1980),

King (1983, 1985) discusses the calculation of the Legendre expansion of rhe FWC cloud model.
Disturbingly, he gives two different values of the asymmetry parameter - 0.84123 and 0.843 respectively -the latter of which is correct.

Atmospheric attenuation is discussed in grealer detail in 96.2.
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Fo=*ci(nle*p[ ,t{+- r)tr, + o.r2@ - p)f

fl,'= ncfo(v) 
{r, *du.ot(T - r) . 0.002(p - rJ}

ls.3.2l

[5.3.3]

where

w = arnount of water vapour (g cm'2 km'l;,s

P* = pafiial pressure of water vapour (aun),

p = total pressure (atm),

T = ambient temperature (K),

v = wavenumber (cm-l).

Figure 5.3.1 The self broadening coefficients for watcr vapour as a function of wavenumber at
296 K (solid lines). The dotted lines show the AVHRR/2 response.

The C" represents the self broadening coefficients for water vapour, which have been estimated
at a standard temperature of 296 K. For the 4 pm continuum the change in C" with wavelength
is the left hand graph in Fig. t5.3.U. The l0 ;rm continuum can be fittcd with a simple
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exponential given by

Cib(v) = 4.18 + 5578expC0.00787v)

as shown in the right-hand gaph in Fig. t5.3.61.

The expression for the band absorption is
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ts.3.4l

[s.3.s]

t5.3.61

[5.3.8a]

ts.3.8bl

[5.3.8c]

F = * r'rr(o*"

where CD is an absorption coefficient which is a rapidly varying function of wavenumber.

The water vapour volume absorption coefficient is dependent on four factors - the
wavenumber, the amount of water vapour present, the temperature and the pressure. A single
value was chosen for Ct, Channel2; Cl, Channel 3; and Cf* Ctrannels 4 and 5. The value
selected was the AVHRR response weighted average. This gave estimates of 0.0209, 0.13,
7.9, and 1l gm-l cm2 atm-l for Channels 2 to 5 respectively. Furtherrrore, the remaining
parameters are not independent. If it is assumed that the water vapour in a cloud is at
saturation with respect to water, then the water vapour density can be expressed as

ps = A exp(l 8.9766 - 14.9595A - 2.4388A2) lgm m-']

where A = To/7. A value of density is turned into a value of panial pressure using the universal
gas law, i.e.

p = pR*T

where R,n is the individual gas constant for water vapour.

[5.3.7]

Table 5.3.1 Volume absorption coefficients calculated (at saturation) for the temperature
and pressure valucs specified in the standard atmospheres of Kneizys et al.
(1e80).

Table [5.3.U shows the values for the absorption coefficient for saturated clouds formed at
typical atmospheric temperatures and pressures. The effect of water vapour is least for Channel
2 and greatest for Channels 5. Absorption is most dependent on tcmperature and thcrefore it
decreases with height and is less in winter than in summer. In fact the volume absorption
coefficient can be expressed as an exponential function of temperature, i.e.

fi = 1.27O8 x 10-10 * 160'032043I

H = 6.3850 x 10'10 x 100.026032r

Fi =2.7108 x l0-r0 x 100.048315I

Volume Absorption Coeff,rcient (km'')
Model Height

(km)
Temperature

(K)
Pressure

(mB)
Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 4 Channel 5

Midlatitude
Summer

2 285 802 0.0r75 0.0175 0.157 o.2t9
3 279 710 0.0108 0.0r l3 0.082 0.1 15

4 273 628 0.0065 0.0073 o.o42 0.059
Midlatitude

Winter
2 265.2 789.7 0.0047 0.00s9 0.018 0.025
3 26t.7 693.8 0.cf.32 0.0042 0.0r2 0.016
4 255.7 608.1 0.0019 0.0028 0.006 0.009
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ft =3.7745 x 10-10 x 100.04E315r [5.3.8d]

where temperature is in K and volume absorption coefficient in km-l. The error in the above
approximations is less than 5 vo for the temperaturc range of interest.

Figure t5.3.71 displays the absorption cocfficient (@ 273 K) as a fraction of the Mie extinction
coefficient. From the graph it is apparent that water vapour absorption is the dominant effect in
clouds composed of very small droplets < I pm in radius. The scattering and absorption by
cloud particles increases as the cloud drop size increases, while the extiiction due io *ut",
yaPour remains constant - hence the influence of water vapour absorption decreases with
increasing effective radius.

Figure 5.3.2 Water vapour volume absorption as a fraction of the Mie volume extinction
coefficient

The inclusion of volume water vapour absorption within the volumc extinction coefficient scales
the reflectiory'ransmission curves to new values of physical depth for a given optical depth. The
greatest influence of water vapour absorption in the present calculations is caused by the
change to the volume scatter albedo. The modified albedo can be expressed as the Mie aibedo
plus a correction factor

.r -(-tr Y I- F**F*-lF"*F*) -...J, ts.3.el

provided F . Fu' + F"o. The correction term is graphed as a function of r" in Fig. t5.3.21. The
correction term decreases with increasing radius. It alters the albedo by less than I Vo for 4 ) l,
Channels 2 and 3, and for r. > 6, Channels 4 and 5.

The correction to the volume scatter albedo must be used with some reservation as the volume
absoqption coefficient varies by an order of magnitude about the selected mean value - and that
is for the relatively narrow temperature range of interest. Furthermore the volume extinction
coefficient also varies by an order of magnitude in response to drop concentration. The Channel
3 volume scatter albedo, after the inclusion of water vapour absorption, is still a function of
effective radius (Fig. [5.3.8]). In particular, the ambiguity of the albedo as a function of effective
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radius has increased because the volume scatter albedo is no longer a unique function of
effective radius.

Figure 5.3.3 Modification of the volume scatter albedo by the inclusion of water vapour
absorption for AVHRM Channel 3.

Multip-le scattering calculations were performed using the elemental cloud volumes, ,Sl - S30, for
all 5 channels. Channels 2-4 included water vapour iorrection. The reflection and transmission
functions were calculated for optical depths of 1,2,4, 8, 16 and32. Reflection and transmission
at larger values of optical depth were found using asymptotic fitting.

The simplest parameters surnmarising the radiative balance of a cloud layer are the reflectance,
transmittance and emission. As these values are angular integrals they are dependent only on
optical depth and.cloud microphysics. Figure t5.3.Zl shows that refiection ii significani fot
Channels I - 3. The weak reflection that does octur around I I pm is practically iniependent of
optical depth. The- reflected light is interpreted as coming from weak-first ordir scatiering. As
the. cloud layer thickens (Channels 4 and 5) transmitted energy tends to zero, *i-rtr.s
emission'/absorption approaches an asymptotic value of | - p. ThJisymptoric limit is reached
f-or optical dgRth,q greater than about 8. 

-Reflection 
for Channels I to 3 increases with optical

depth towards a limiting value. This is paralleled by an increase in emission and a decreise in
transmission. The asymptotic limit of reflection is greatest for Channel I and least for Channel3. It is reached fastest for Channel 3 and slowlst for Channel l. These results can be
undersood by considering the absorption of radiation within the cloud layer. For Channel I
there is no absorption, so radiation is multiply scattered before being- either reflected or
transmitted. If theie is absorption in the cloud fiylr - either by water u"p6ut or by cloud drops

- then the photons are removed without being reflected or transmitted. In coniequence, tfre
cloud approaches a lower value of asymptotic reflecrance. The mean photon path length is
shorter so the asymptotic limit is reached for smaller values of optical depth when compared to
conservative scattering.
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Figure 5.3.5 Reflectance as a function of r" and optical depth.

Of panicular interest in this study is the influence of cloud drop-size distribution on the cloud
reflectance for Channels I to 3. Figure t5.3.51 shows that the influence of cloud microphysics
increases with channel number. As the volume scatter albedo is unity for Channel I and ihere
is no- water vapour absorption, reflectance is a very weak function of d?op-size distribution. The
small th*g-" that does occur can be attributed to increascd forward scatter due to increasing
drop si-e (cf,_Fi_S. 14.5.31). Therefore small drops reflect more srrongly than large drops - as ii
seen in Fig. [5.3.5]. This statement is tnre for Channel 2 for opticil depths leJs than about 16.
Above this value water vapour absorption is significant. As thii absorption is relatively greater
for smaller drop sizes there is a decrease in reflectance with decreasing drop size. For-C-hannel
3. water vapour absorption is not as significant as droplet absorption. Therefore increasing d.rop
size gives greater absorptionless reflectance above an optical depth of about 4. Below this
value the reflectance is ordered as a function of g, which follows a complex shape for small r, bur
increases for r" > 6 pm.
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Figure 5.3.6a Diffuse transmission as a function of optical depth for Channels l, 2, and 3
(rr=5,0=30o).

Figure 5.3.6b Diffuse transmission as a function of incident angle for Channels l, 2, and 3
(rr=5,t=25).
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Figure 5.3.6c Diffuse transmission as a function of effective radius for Channels l, 2, and j(t=2s,9=30o).

Figures [5.3.6a-c]- llsplay the diffuse transmission. The graphs agree with the results of
Twomey et al. (1967), in that the diffuse Eansmission decreisei wittiincreasing zenith angle
and with increasing optical depth. At a given optical depth transmission is greatei in the visi6le
than at 3.7 pm. As a consequence cloul shadows urr u.ry dark and there-is very little scatter
illumination of the ground (Scorer, 1989). Figure t5.3.6ci shows that diffuse transmission is a
strong function of effective radius. For Channels I and 2 the increase in asymmerry parameter
with effective radius_(given that dl is relatively constant) results in a steady-increasl in diffusctransmission. For Channel 3 both asymmetry parameter and the volume scatter albedo need to
be considered. The latter reaches its peak ai an effective radius of 3 pm giving the radius ofgreatest cloud. penetration. This point corresponds to the first maximurn- in ih, 

"sy-..tryparameter' which enhances transmission through the cloud. For r. < 3 pm the volume scatter
albedo is large but the asymmetry parameter iJsmall. For r. > 3 pm the asymmerry paramerer
is large but the volume scatter albedo is decreasing.



Figure 5.3.7a Directional emission as a function of observation angle for Channels 3,4, and'5
(r"=5,t=25).
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Figure 5.3.7b Directional emission as a function of optical depth for Channels 3, 4, and 5
(t"=5,4=30o).
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Figure 5.3.7c Directional emission as a function of effective radius for Channels 3, 4, and 5(4= 30o, t=2s).

Figures 15.3.7a - cl shows the directional emissivity of a cloud layer. The directional emissivity
is found by equating it to the directional absorption, i.e. from the amount of energy absorbed for
a unidirectional beam

eQ,; t: It;) = a(L; ti F) = | - R(lu; t; 1ti,2tt) - T(1; t; tti, Zrv) t5.3.101

where R0'; t; tt;,2n) and T(A; t; p;,2r.) are moments of the reflection and transmission
functions (van de Hulst, 1980). For a moderately thick cloud layer (r =32) all three channels
show an increase in emission with increasing_ opiicat depth and decreasing observation angle.
The asymptotic limits (0.68, 0.994,0.996) teuihed for the emissivity ratuis arc a funcrion of rhe
elenrental volume absorption which increases with increasing channel n,rrnbrr. Figure [5.3.7c]shows the directional emissivity as a function of effective radius. Around l l pm, thl dirictional
emissivity is a much weaker function of cloud microphysics compared with variations in either
angle or optical depth. . Fo1 v9lf small particles *itei vapour absorption dominates and rhe
cloud is strongly absorbing/emitting- As the droplet size inireases the'emissivity decreases dueto the more effective scattering ol the droplefs. Further increase in droplei size enhances
absorption relative to scattering, so emissiviiy increases.

In summary: the reflection, transmission and emission from a cloud layer were parameterized as
a function of r,, sun-satellite geometry and optical depth. A method for inilusion of water
vapour absorption was applied in the multiple scattering calculations. This section has
demonstrated that the reflection from a cloud layer is -almost independent of drop-size
distribution at Chanlel 1 wavelengths, as is the dirictional emissivity for Channels 4 and 5.
Channel 3 was found to be the most sensitive to changes in the cloud microphysics.
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5.4 DEPARTURES FROM THE PLANE-PARALLEL CLOI.JD MODEL
"There is one particular statement that has regularly ocurred in the literature that is
incorrect, but has remained unchallenged: namely the reference to the exact solution
of a problem._- Analytic expressions to the solution of a particular problem may be
mathematically exact but the solutions computed from these eipressionr by a
numerical method are approximate."

The- above quotation from Hunt (1971) is a caveat that must be applicd to the results presented
in the preceding sections. The multiple scattering solution relies bn assumptions that the cloud
maintains a constant temperature, size distribution and phase. To what extent is rlris
assutnption of lnmogeneity valid?

The necessity of consid-ering the sphericity of an atmosphere arises for certain problems such as
the examination of twilight phenomena or the illuminition over a planetary &sk near inferior
conjunction. Fortunately, in the present application, illumination and observation are from
moderate zenith angles so the plane-parallel approximation is sufficient.

5.4.1 Polarization

Strictly, all multiple scattering problems should be solved taking polarization into account since
the_electromagnetic field is a vector field. The approach to iu-ch problems is to replace the
scalar equation of transfer by a vector equation of cxactly the same form, excepi that the
radiance is a vector whose four components are the Stokes parameters, and the phase matrix
which specifies the polarization produced is a four by four mitrix. The adding method may be
generalized to include polarization (Hovenier,lgTl; Hansen, l97Ia and b; Liou, 1980; van de
Hulst, 1980). Kattawar and Plass (1963) used the Monte Carlo method to compute the
intensity of light reflected by cloud and haze particles, both with polarization and in the scalar
approximation. Their results show that for grazing directions the &fferences are often > l0 Vo,
but at most other angles the differences are < l0 Vo. Kattawar and Plass pointed out rhat many
of these differences are due to statistical fluctuations in the Monte Cirlo results, and they
concluded that the elrors in the scalar approlimation should be small provided that the average
single scatter polarization is not too large. Hansen (1971a and b) found the differences in tjre
two intensities (with and without polarization), calculated using the doubling method, to be
generally < | Vo. He found that the error in the scalar approximation depended on the optical
thickness. For r + 0 the error disappeared because the single scanering intensity is identical
in the exact method and the scalar approximation. The largest percentage eror ociurred for t =l. The error decreased for larger optical depths, since photons scattered many times are
essentially unpolarized.

5.4.2 Finite Cloud Size

The present calculations assume a unifonn cloud layer, both vertically and horizontally. An
obvious effect of cloud geomery is the escape of radiation through the sides of horizontally finite
clouds, in addition to the escape through the cloud base and top (Newiger and Biihnke, l98I).

Reynolds et al. (1978) calculated the theoretical satellite observed radiance for clouds with a
horizontal extent < 40 km. They compared these values with data they obtained from the
VISSR aboard the SMS-2 satellite and were able to conclude

i. For clouds of optical thickness between 20 and 60 information about the droplet
concentration is obtainable from cloud reflectance. Beyond this point geometric factors
dominate.
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ii. Theoretically and observationally, a cloud with a uridrh to depth ratio of 10:l is reaching its
maximum brightness for a speciiied opticar ttti"ttt"*.

iii. Theory predicts-that geometric factors will strongly affect cloud reflectance and far
outweigh microphysical changes.6

McKee and Cox (1974, 1976) and Davies et al. (lg7g) showed that significanr amounts ofradiation elcape out thc sides of clouds, th-ereby increasing tr.nr-iiiion and decreasingreflectiou McKee and Cox have shown that for cubic clouds,-directional reflectance is about
25vo less than for semi-infinite clouds at optical depths ranging benreen i0 and 80. The valueof irradiance at cloud 

1op 
is sgongfy dependent upon thr eneigf passing through the cloud sides.Infinite cloud shows. increasing directional reflictance for 6btit inctiasing -optical 

depth andincreasing solar zenith al8le. fire cubic cloud shows an increase in directional reflectance withoptical depth, but.not with increasing zenith angle. Davies et al. (1909) have shown that cloud
absorptances in finite clouds are smaller than-absorptances in horizontally infinite clouds atsmall solar zenith angles, an_d abs_orptance values are iarger in finite ctouas it large solar zenithangles' Reynolds et-aJ. Q978), Welch et al. (1980) used Monte Carlo calculations to esrimate
the approximation of finite to infinite cloud.. ilrey iouqd thar for a water cloud with a cloud top
height of 1.5 km, thickness of 0.46 km and horizontal dimension of 20 km, the approximation isvalid at some 2-3 km from the cloud 9dg". They also concluded that altering the cloud
microstructure altered the bulk radiative ctoud propetfr"r far more for a finite cloud than for theplane-parallel case. This is explained by 

^thi 
alteration of microsrructure (either dropdistribution shape throughout the-cloud-or-drop concenrration within the cloud) leadin! togreater/less penetration of radiation into the cloud, which in turn results in a greatein"r, .rirp"

of radiation from the cloud sides.

Cloud observation -9 modelling demonstrate that the effects of rad.iation escaping/entering thecloud through the cloud sides can be ignored if the optical distance from the cloud hasapproached the semi-infinite limit. As a guide, considdr the cloud thickncss at which the
transmittance has reach 5 Vo: this is 9 krn, 4.5 km and I km for Channels I to 3. This
overestimates the distance from the cloud edge where the plane-paratleiafproximation is valid,
but demonstrates that the approximation becJmes more robust as channel number increases.

Kuenning et al. (1978) have represented finite clouds and cloud fields in a laboratory with
physical models. They concluded that cubic clouds separated by more than 2.5 cloud diameters
could be treated as non-interacting clouds. The cenneiloud in i 3 x 3 aray was found to have
a 5 vo increase in th9 top directional reflechnce over the isolated cloud case; hoo,ever, this value
increased to 30 Vo lor clouds_ separated by only one cloud diameter. Aida (1977) showed that
multiple scattering between clouds affects the cioud radiation for cloud fraction f" < 0.25 by lessthan l0 7o. Schmetz (1984) showed that the affect of multiple scaiteting between clouds is
usually less than l0 vo and for nadir observation the affect is a6ut z0 %.

5.4.3 Inhomogeneity

Anyone who has flown above a cloud deck must have observed the striking departures from the
idealized plane-parallel state which frequently occur. What effects do"huips ard ioigis,
towe-rs and vallqs, rifts and gaps lnve on the angular distribuiion of reflected intewiry? "T\e
results suggest that the presence of deep towerJ and troughs maki tnl differcnce from the
Pl-ane-parallel case particularly marked when absorption is-present (Van Blerkom, lg7l). In
addition, the ?resence of horizontal striations inuoduces an azimuthal dependence in the
radiation field even -if the phase function is isotropic. Weinman and Swarurauber (1968)
showed that the cloud albedo for a striated medium oi isotropically scattcring particles, of given
mean optical thickness, was less than for a horizontally homogeneous ctor]a with the i"-e

5 Geometric factrors included changes in optical thiclness.
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Te-al optical thickness. Wendling (1977) confirmed this result and showed that the radiance
field for a striated cloud was reasonably approximated by the plane-parallel cloud model. The
striations had their maximum effect for a zenith sun, as photons perietrated farther than in the
equivalent plane-parallel case. He added that a change in the drop size distribution from a f =2.5 ttt tof = 5 pm altered the reflected radiance by an amount equivalent to variations in the
type of striations. The striations considered by Wendling were half the thickness of the cloud or
greater - this is much greater than is observed in the type of orographic cloud considered in
this study. Only vertical inhomogeneities with a scale considerably grearer than the mean free
path of photons- in the clo_uf are significant. The effect of small-icile inhomogcncities is not
great hcause of the smoothing and averaging action of multiple scanering.

Inlq the present model assumes homogeneous parameters, real clouds are highly variable in
liquid water content. Radjation may be transmined large distances if channels olsma1er optical
density material exist within the overall average cloud conditions. Platt (1976) has shown that
while size distributions remain similar at_a given h_eight, the liquid water conrent may vary
appreciably in the horizontal direction. Squires (1958b) has reported the presence of cloud
holes devoid of droplets deep in the interior of cumulus cloudi, and suggests thar they are
produced by the entrainment of dry air into the tops of cloud towers.

The averaging inherent in a satellite observation will smooth out the variability in a cloud's
microstructure. For clouds with strong vertical development (e.g. cumulus) this Lveraging will
be meaningless because-clortd development occrus in the vertical dhection. Therefore t[is'study
concentrates on clouds of relatively small vertical development, e.g. (non-convective;
grographic and stratus cloud fomrs. Given that the AVHRR/2 temperature resolution is about
0.5 oC, vcrtical displacement can be restricted to less than 100 m.

5.4.4 Summary

One final problem is the anomalous absorption found in the near infrared. Cloud radiative
properties in the near-infrared are more sensitive to the cloud droplet distribution than are
visible or broadband calculations. The near infrared wavelength region has been something of a
Mecyt !.8. B]1u et al. (1966), Hovis and Tobin (1967), Hansen and Pollack (1970), Tw-omey
and Cocks (1982), Curan and Wu (1982), and Hignett (1987). The interest was intensified by
Rozenburg et al. (1974), who observed that the reflection in the near infrared is lower than thar
calculated, indicating stronger absorption. Rozenburg et al. (1974) suggested that the
absorption coefficient of pure water is enhanced in cloud because the specLal trend of the
lb.sorption anomaly is the same as for water or ice. To examine the anomaly, cloud optical
thickness and some measure of the mean drop size are varied in an attempt to match modelled
radiance with that observed. Stephens and Tsay (1989) affirmed the conclusions of
Georgiyevskiy and Shukurov (1985) that the choice of parameters that give the best agreement
between modelled and observed radiance in the visible leads to an overestimate of refl-ection in
the near infrared.

Measuremcnts by Reynolds et al. (1975) show that direct absorption of solar radiation in clouds
is an important tropospheric heat source. For a particular case study during GATE their
observation showed cloud absorptance as high as 3O-52Vo, more than twice the theoretical
value of LTVo determined by Welch et ct. (1980). Twomey (1976) has shown that theory
predicts a maximum absorptance value of 207o. High values of absorptance have been observed
in a number of studies e.g. Danielson et al. (7969), Drummond and Hickey (1971). Moreover,
Twomey (L972) has shown that the addition of paniculates does not add significantly to cloud
absorption. It has been suggested by a number of authors (e.g. Welch et al., 1980; Wiscombe
et al., 1984) that the presence of large drops enhances the cloud absorptance and explains this
anomaly.

It has also been suggested that the anomaly has been caused by cloud heterogeneities. For
example Bonnel et al. (1983) analysed radiation measurements that were short lived and highly
inhomogeneous. Foot (1988) used aircraft measurements to observe the optical properties of
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strat@umulus in ft.t t.? to 2.1,1rm region. Monte Carlo calculations were performed to studythe.sensitivity of the observations to the size of the cloud particles, their phase, and atsoio
variations in cloud top structure. The influence of an inGrstitial carbon aerosol was also
considered. Cloud truth data was collecrcd for atypical stratocumulus layer of I km thickness (r- 48) situated over the Atlantic southwest of England. There *ur no significant diffeience
obtained when comparing modelled vertical radianies derived with a veftic;lly varying r" *iir,
those derived u-sing a constant value of 7.7 pm.7 Foot found that the variation in reflection could
have been explained bya change in r" fiom about 7.7 to 15 pm. However as this was not
observed in the sampled data the change was most likely due to'inegularities in the rfouJ iop.'

Table 5.4.4.1 Summary of error contributors to the modelling of a single cloud layer.

Jable [5-4.4.1] summarises elrors associated with modelling a single cloudy layer. As Channel2 lies. in the region w.here an absorption anomaly is not fu[! undeistood, it iras been excluded inthe cloud parameter inversion method given laier. In some cases the cloud model will closely
lPProximate the actually conditions, bui it will not work in every .urr. nfplication to satellitedata requires Pre-screening of images to select those cases where the cloud state and radiant
geomeqy indicate that the model has the best chance of working.

Problem Comments Probable Error Range
{VHRR radiance resolution lhannel I and 2 0.5 Vo

lhannel 3 O.M Vo
Finite cloud size :-rom cloud edge:

lhanncll>3km -0
Shannel2 > 1.5 km -0
Jhannel3>300m -0

Vlicrophysical inhomogeneiw < lO Vo (?l
Polarization yazing angles and/or t - I <lOVo

-+0orl-)oo <lVo
Rough cloud surface :educed by cloud filtering, least

:or Channel l, greatest for
Shannel 3.

< l%o (?)

7 The modet used a measured sea surface atbedo of 10.6 t l.O %.
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6 CLOUD.FREE TERRESTRIAL
RADIATIVE TRANSFER

The calculation of radiance at the top of the atmosphere requircs knowledge of:

i. Solar irradiance.

ii. Viewing geomeuT.

iii. Ah nansmittance.

iv. Cloud temperature, reflectance, transmittance, and emission.

v. Surface temperature, reflectance, and emission.

Points i., ii., and iv. have already been addressed. This chapter assesses thc remaining factors
that influence the intensity of radiation reaching a satellite.

6.I A MODEL OF THE NEW ZEALAND ATMOSPHERE

As a prerequisite to the development of a cloud-parameter inversion method it is necessary to
establish whether the atmosphere contributes significantly to satellite sensed radiation, either
by scattering additional light to the sensor, or by attenuarion of radiation reflected or emined by
the cloud. The transmission of radiation in a cloud-free atmosphere is complex, owing to the
dependence of scattering and absorption on a number of different physical properties of the
atmosphere. These are summarized:

i. Molecular scattering, which approximately follows a ha law and is a continuum process.
Apart from wavelength, molecular scattering depends only on the number density of
molecules in the radiation path. Equal amounts of flux are scattered into the forward and
back hemispheres.

ii. Selective absorption by atmospheric gases. In order of importance the molecules are:
HzO, CO2, 03, NzO, CO, CFI4, and N2. Absorption is a highly oscillatory function of
wavelength, due to the presence of numerous molecular absorption band complexes.
Molecular absorption is also a function of the amount of absorbing gas, as well as of the
local temperature and pressure.

iii. Scattering and absorption by aerosols in the atmosphere. The absorption and scattering by
aerosols are usually smooth functions of wavelength.

In general, atmospheric gases are well mixed, with the notable exceptions of ozone and water
vapour. A standard composition of the atmosphere is given in Tbl. t6.l.U (Liou, 1980).
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Permanent Gases Content
(Vo by volume)

Niuoeen (Ne) 78.084
Oxygen (Oz) 20.948
Arson (Ar) 0.934
Carbon dioxide (COr) 0.333
Neon (Ne) 0.001818
Helium (He) 0.000524
Krypton (I(r) 0.000114
Hvdrosen (He) 0.00005
Nitrous oxideT (NrO) 0.000027
Carbon monoxidef (CO) 0.000019
Xenon (Xe) 0.0000089
AmmoniaT (NHr) 0.0000004
Sulphur dioxideT (SOr) 0.0000001
Nitrosen dioxideT (NOr) 0.0000001
Nitric oxideT (NO) 0.0000000s
Hydrogen sulphideT
(HzS)

0.000000005

Nitric acid vapour Traces
concentration near the Earth's surface

Table 6.1.1 The U.S. Standard Atmosphere - a definition of the composition of clean
atmospheric air.

The Optical Physics Division of the USAF has developed the LOWTRAN set of compurer
programs which model atmospheric transmission. These routines have been applied in remote
sensing problems by Wilson and Anderson (1986), Isaacs et al. (1987), and Isaacs and
Vogelmann (1988), among others. The atmosphere model used in this study is based on
LOWTRAN 5 (Kneizys et al., 1980).t The LOWTRAN 5 code predicts atmospheric
transmission from 340 cm-l to 40000 cm-l at a resolution of 20 cm-I. It uses a band model for
molecular absorption and includes the effects of continuum absorption, molecular scattering and
aerosol extinction, Transmission is calculated for an arbitrary atmospheric path by dividing the
atmosphere into 33 homogeneous layers. Pressure and temperature corrections are applied, in
order to reduce the absorber amount at each level to the equivalent absorber amount at a
standard temperature and pressure at which gaseous transmission characteristics are known.
The model is parameterized for geographical and seasonal variations in gas and aerosol
concentrations. As part of this thesis a subset of the LOWTRAN algorithms were
implemented. In particular, the routines aimed at atmospheric slant paths were omitted and
absorber spectral information was limiled to the AVHRR/2 wavelength regions. Furthermore,
the code was referenced by a subroutine which produced transmission as a function of
absorbing/scattering species at a defined wavelength and height. The resultant code was
verified against the test examples published in Kneizys et al.. Ground level to space
transmission, T8(1,), is commonly used in solar insolation computations. Leckner's (1978)
expressions for ?€(i.) are derived from the same sources as LOWTRAN, and were used as a
further check of the implementation of the LOWTRAN algorithms.

Transmission error in LOWTRAN is dominated by the poor estimation of the concennations of
ozone, water vapour, and aerosols. Midlatitude LOWTRAN gas concentrations are based on
Northern Hemisphere (45o N) measurements, which are slightly different from the Southern
Hemisphere values. Therefore some discussion must be devoted to the applicability of the

1 This model has been superseded by LOtilTRAN 6 (Kneizys et aL, 19831but is of sufficient aocuracy for the
calculations performed here. Further information describing LOWTRAN is given by Fenn et al. (1985).

Variable Gases Content
(Vo by volume)

Ozonc (Oq) < 0.00012
Methane (CH4) - 0.0001s
Water vapourT (HzO) < 0.000004
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LOWTRAN midlatitude model atmosphere to the Ncw Zealand region (approx. 40o S).

Ozone is a highly variable atmospheric constitucnt with respect to both time of year and
geographical location. In the upper atmosphere, ozone is created mainly by ultraviolet solar
radiation. On the ground, it is formed through decomposition of nitrogen oxide which has
entered the atmosphere, e.g. from factory smoke and forest fires. The amount of ozone in a
vertical column of air is given in units of atmosphere-centimetres (atm-cm). This is the height
of gaseous ozone if all the ozone in a vertical column of unit area is brought to normal
temperature and surface pressure (}.ITP). Around the equator, total ozone averages 0.24 atm-
cm. The amount increases with latitude; in the polar regions, total ozone may be as much as
0.46 atm-cm. At high latitudes there are distinct seasonal variations such that there is a
maximum in spring and a minimum in autumn (see Tbl. t6.1.21). There may also be short time-
period fluctuations (i.e. a matter of hours) in the total ozone, amounting to as much as 0.1 atm-
cm, Kerr (1973). Recent investigation of the Antarctic ozone hole has shown that higher
latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere may experience periods of severe ozone depletion (T.
Clarkson, 1990, personal communication).

Jan Feb Mar Apr MAY June Julv Aue Seot Oct Nov Dec
0.30 o.29 0.28 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.35 0.37 0.38 o.37 0.34 o.3z

Table 6.1.2 Seasonal variation of atmospheric ozone, in atm-cm, at 40o S. (from Robinson,
1966).
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Figure 6.1.1 LOWTRAN ozone profiles.

Vertically, ozone is mainly concentrated between 10 and 35 km abovc sea level. The
midlatitude LOWTRAN ozone profiles are shown in Fig. [6.1.U. Integration of this profile
gives ozone amounts of Q.32 and 0.40 atm cm for the summer and winter profiles respectively.
These values are slightly high when compared to the Southern Hemisphere measurements of
Robinson (1966) or Hilsenrath and Schlesinger (1981). However, the ozone concentrations
assumed by LOWTRAN were considered adequate without in situ measurement. Figure
[6.1.1] shows that most of the ozone is concentrated well above the usual height of cloud
formation.

Water vapour is the atmosphere's most variable constituent. The amount of water vapour in
the atmosphere can be identified in a number of ways. The precipitable water, vu', is the total
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arnount of water vapour in the zenith direction between the surface of the Eafth and the top of
the atmosphere. The mixing ratio, M, is the ratio of the mass of water vapour present to the
mass of dry air present in a unit volume. Relative humidity is defined as 100 times the ambient
mass mixing ratio to thc saturation mixing ratio.

In the LOWTRAN model, water vapour decreases with height from a relative humidity of
approximately 80 Vo dt sea level to 30 Vo at 10 km altitude. Integration of the water vapour
profile gives precipitable water values of 3.78 and 0.85 g cm'2 for midlatitude summer and winter
re spectively.

Satellite Period Total lVater Vapour
Content (g cm't)

Nimbus 4 April - June 1970 1.50
Nimbus 6 l8 August - 4 September 1975 1.40

Table 6.1.3 Average precipitable water vapour values from Prabhakara and Dalu (1980).

Two sets of satellite measurements by Prabhakara and Dalu (1980), given in Tbl. [6.1.3], are
representative of the study area. The mean LOWTRAN value of 2.32 g cm-2 is high when
compared to these values, but because there is a large uncertainty in the atmospheric water
vapour content the LOWTRAN range was left unchanged.

The-atmospheric particles that are much larger than molecules are called particulates, and range
in size from about 0.01 to l0 pm. Because land is a more efficient source of particulate
production than the @ean, it is estimated that 6L Vo of the total aerosol particles are introduced
in the Northern Hemisphere (Pruppacher and Klett, 1978). Within the Northern Hemisphere
most of the aerosol particle mass enters the atmosphere between 30o N. and 60o N., sinci this
latitude belt contains about 88 Vo of all anthropogenic sources for particulates. The continental
rural aerosol is panly the product of reactions between various gases in the atmosphere, and
partly the product of dust panicles picked up from the surface. Over urban areas, carbonaceous
aerosols dominate, so that rural and soot-like aerosols exist in a ratio of about l:4. The
compositions and distributions for aerosols of oceanic origin are significantly different from
continental aerosol types. Maritime aerosols iue mostly sea-salt particles, produced by the
evaporation of sea-spray droplets and enlarged through the aggregation of water under high
relative humidity conditions. However, even over the ocean there is a continental aerosol
background which, mixed with the aerosol of oceanic origin, forms a fairly uniform maritime
aerosol. It is representative of the boundary layer over the oceans or of land under a maritime
air mass (the present case). The maritime model should be distinguished from the fresh sea-
spray aerosol that exists in the lower 10-20 m above the ocean surface and is strongly
dependent on windspeed.

The variation of the aerosol optical properties with height is modelled by dividing the
atmosphere into four regions. These are: the boundary or mixing layer, 0 to 2 km; the upper
troposphere,2to l0 km; the lower stratosphere, l0 to 30 km; and the upper atmosphere,30 to
100 km. The latter two of these regions exhibit relatively small variation so that the
LOWTRAN "stratospheric moderate" and "upper atmosphere nonnal" concentrations are
satisfactory. The aerosol composition of the upper tropospheric is fairly uniform; however, there
are small seasonal changes in particulate concentrations - these are included in the
LOWTRAN model. The greatest variability in aerosol amount @curs within the boundary layer.
A local estimate of aerosol concentration is used by the LOWTRAN code to givc lower
troposphere aerosol transmission.

The LOWTRAN boundary aerosol models are based on the review of experimental data
pres€nted by Shettle and Fenn (1976, 1979) and is similar to the one suggested by Junge (1963,
1972). The size-distribution for the maritime aerosol model is represented by the sum of two
log-normal distributions having mode radii at approximately 0.03 and 0.3 pm. The weighting of
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these distributions is 0.99 and 0.01 respectively. The influencc of relative humidity is included
within the boundary layer. The basic effect of changes in relative humidity is that, as the
relative humidity increases, the water vapour condenses out of the atmosphere onto the
existing particulates. The condensed water changes the size of the aerosols, their composition,
and their effective refracdve index.

Aerosol content is defined within the LOIiITRAN code by means of aunospheric visibility, V, at
0.55 pm. By applying Koschmieder's law, with a threshold contrast of two percent, visibility in
km can be expressed in terrrs of the extinction coefficient (in km't;z

3.9r2v= grt' t6.1. U

The extinction coefficient can be generated from a measured aerosol concentration, N, by
multiplying Shettle and Fenn's (1979) value of extinction coefficient by N/4000 at a selected
relative humidity. The measurement bounds of the aerosol distribution must also be taken into
account.

Table 6.1.4 New Zealand and Southwest Pacific aerosol concentrations (0.06 - 1.6 pm)
measured by Lechner et al. (1989).

Lechner et al. (1989) performed aerosol measurements during several flights in a Fokker F27
Friendship aircraft over New 7*aland, and over a region of the southwest Pacific ocean -defined by a 'triangle' with vertices at the Solomon Islands, Western Samoa, and Auckland,
New Zealand. Their results, derived from twenty three separate measurements and spanning a
five month time period, are summarized in Tbl. t6.1.41. The extreme variability of atrnospheric
aerosol concentration is apparent from thc 40 fold difference between minimum and maximum
par:ticulate counts for the New Zealand boundary layer.

Extrapolation of Lechner's particulate concentrations (N.2. boundary layer) into LOWTRAN
particle distribution concentrations is shown in Tbl. t6.1.51. Unfortunately, the fitting of a total
concentration based on measurements within the tail of the distribution curye gives an extreme
range of LOWTRAN aerosol model concentrations. This is emphasised by observing that the
majority of the LOWTRAN aerosol models have a size around the first mode radius of 0.03 pm,
whereas the panicle counter employed by Lcchner et al. measured a minimum panicle radius of
0.06 pm. The LOWTRAN aerosol model concentations dcrived (e.g. l2O - 5132 particles cm-3
at 80 7o humidity) were considered too broad, so further results were examined to try to limit
this range.

2 Srricrty speaking, the spectral response of the eye should be included within this formula: however, a single
wavelength is sufficient in this case. Also note that ff" includes the effect of molecular extinction, which
can be approximated n pwlecuto = 0.0116 km'l for normal groundJevel conditions (Sturm, l98l).

Area Year Sampling
Height (m)

Minimum
(cm'3)

IVIaximum
(cm'3)

Mean
(cm'r1

Standard
Deviation

{z 85/86 300 28 1200 r99 277
;WP 87 300 - 600 23 480 148 136
tz 85/86 4U)0 - 5U00 10 46 z0 ll
;WP 87 4000 1.8 4.5 2.9 l.l
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Humidity
(Vol

Equivalent LOWTRAN concentration (particles cm3) for
N=28 N=199 N = 12fi)

0 166 l 180 7118
50 l6l tr43 6894
70 l5l lo74 6/.75
80 r20 851 5r32
90 93 660 3980
95 83 587 3539
98 72 509 3070
99 u 458 2762

Table 6.1.5 Equivalent LOWTRAN maritime aerosol model concentrarions that correspond
to the boundary layer measurements of Lechner et al. (1989).

Aerosol content measurements off the east coast of the South Island made by Hogan (1981)
gave an aerosol concentration of 1846 t 536 cm-3. For a typical humidity of gOEo these values
give a LOWTRAN visibility range of 27 - 47 km. Therefore thc itandard LOWTRAN
visibilities of 23 and 50 km were selected as a representative range for the New Zealand region.

11 grder to compare the relative transmission of the absorbing/scattering species it is helpful to
define the AVHRR response-weighted normal transmission to space at height, ft, as

L
!"rr^, h) Qie) dL

ti\tt)-T

) Oitt"> at,
),1

i=1,2 [6.1.2a]

t6.1.31

T;(h) = i = 3,4,5. [6.1.2b]

The AVHRR response-weighted normal optical depth 4 is then defined as -ln(4). Replacing
the transmission function by the optical depth in Eqs t6.1.21 gives an alternative definition ol
the AVHRR response-weighted normal optical depth. This is nor worth the computational
effort, as the two values generally differ by less than | %. The AVHRR response-weighted
normal aerosol optical depth for the two boundary layer visibility values is given in Tbl. t6.1.61.
The decrease in optical depth as the channel increases is a consequence of the movement from
the Mie to the Rayleigh scattering domains.

Table 6.1.6 Aerosol optical depth for the NOAA-9 AVI{RR/2, visibility range 23 - 50 km.

Estimates of Channel I optical depth have been made by Rao et al. (1989). Their aerosol
optical depths were calculated using , (Griggs, 1983; Griggs and Stowe, 1984),

Lt=brurosol*o.

vn'

J re, D 6iU) av .
yl

where laerosot is the aerosol optical depth and a and D regression constants. Implicit in the
formula is an assumed sea surface albedo of 1.5 Vo. Rao et a/. used Eq. [6.1.3] to gencrate
(NOAA-9) values of aerosol optical thickness, for thc Atlantic (0o to 40o N and l0o W to 20o

Channel I 2 3 4 5
Optical Deoth o.t4 - o.29 o.tt - o.24 0.034 - 0.085 0.0095 - o.o23 0.0091 - 4.023
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W) and for the Mediterranean, between 0.09 to 0.58.3 The optical depth range given in Tbl.
[6.1.6] is narrower, and is cenned at a smaller value than the rcsults of Rao et al.. Thc thicker
optical thickness in Rao et al.'s results can be explained in terms of the d.ifference Uet*eeo-tte
Northern and Southern Hemispheres.

Measurements by O'Brien and Mitchell (1988) of a sunglint area over the pacific north of New
Zealand have been used to determine the total 

"rros6l 
optical depttr for Channel 2 of the

NOAA-9 AVHRR/2. th-eir result of an integrated normal oiti."t depitr of 0.18 t 0.02 is within
the range generated from the LowrRAN miritime aerosol riroael

This section has introduced the LOWTRAN atmospheric model and has considered itsapplicability to the Southern- Hemisphere. of the variable components affecti"g ;i-;;ph;.
transmission, it was considered that only aerosol effects nieded localizati6n. Airosolconcentrations were optimized for the Niw Zealand environment. The resulting aerosol
atmospheric transmission was shown to be consistent with measurements Uy 

-ttOe.A-e
Channels I and 2.

6.2 ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION AT
WAVELENGTHS

AVHRR/2

An atmospheric visible radiative model suitable for satellite remote sensing requires:

i. An estimate of the atmospheric transmission function.

ii. An estimate of the amount of radiation scattered towards the sensor by Rayleigh and
aerosol scattering.

Four atmospheric models were considered: the midlatitude summer and winter models, each
with-a- ground-level visib_ility of either 23 km or 50 km. The two -orr&iprrate models, winter
V = 23 km, and surnmer v = 50 km, were used to generate the results of this section. These twomodels give an atmospheric transmission range- based on seasonal and visibility 

"rr"r"i"r.They d-o not rePresent the extreme conditions- that may occur. The ground-levll to rp"*,spectral transmission is shown in Figs.[6.2.1a - e] suplrimposed on tf,e NOAA e respinie
functions. Table [6.2.11 shows the relative strength of each of *re absorbents integratd over
the bandwidth of each channel.

Absorber/
Scatterer

Channel
2 3 4 5

Water
Vapour

0.0013 - 0.0029 0.o757 - 0.1503 1.1001 - o.2ro7 ].0670 - 0.361I 1.1208 - 0.5758

Mixed Gases 0.000s ).0214 - 0.0218 0 0.0196 - 0.0199 0.00s2 - 0.0053
Ozone ).0243 - 0.0303 0.0008 - 0.0010 1.0007 - 0.0008 0.0054 - 0.0066 0

Nitrosen 0 0 1.0056 - 0.00s9 0 0
Nitric Acid 0 0 0 1.001I - 0.0012 0.0005
Molecular 0.0561 - 0.0562 0.0189 0 0 0

Table 6.2.1 Integrated ground-level to space normal optical depth for the LOWTRAN
midlatitude summer (y = 50) and winter (V = 23) atmoipheric models.

Rao et al.'s optical depths were normalized !o a wavelengrh of 0.5 pm. They were converted back to 0.65 pm
(t!9 w1v9l.ength.trey adoptgd for Channel l) by multiplying by 0.9 - rhe ratio of rhe 0.5 pm and 0.55 pm
LOWTRAN extinction coefficients for the maritime aeiosol model at 70 Vo relative humidiry.
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Figure 6.2.1 Ground level to space normal transmission for the LOWTRAN midlatitude
summer (V = 50 km) and winter ahoqpheric models (V = 23 km).
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It is clear from Tbls [6.1.6] and [6.2.1] that transmission of light at AVHRR/2 Channel 1

wavelengths is dominatcd by the aerosol content of thc atmosphlre. This is reflected in the
smoothly varying transmission curve, Fig. [6."rla], which is characteristic of aerosol scanering.
Channel I is affected to a lesser degree by molecular scattering and ozone absorption which ait
evelly over the band. The transmission curve is punctured between 0.7 ana O.ZS pm by a
region of water vapour absorption, but this is on the tail of the Channel I pass-band and carbe
ignored. Therefore Channel I atmospheric transmission can be modetled using a single
estimate of non-aerosol transmission and a ground-level visibility value which determines lhe
aerosol transmission.

Aerosol scattering is slightly less at Channel 2 wavelengths but it still remains the dominant
attenuator. This band is also affected by water vapour absorption regions, i.e. 0.7 to 0.25 pm,
0.8 to 0.84 pm, and 0.89 - 0.98 pm. Thc variability of water vapour content between the
atmospheric models results in a large uncertainty in water vapour transmission. This is
especially so for determining optical properties of clouds, as the saturated environment will give
increased absorption (cf. $5.a). There is a strong oxygen absorption band at 0.76 pm (included
in the mixgd gases transmission values), which, together with the water vapour absorption,
makes this band more difficult to model for remote sensing work than Channel 1.

The infrared transmission values are consistent with the values given by D'Ennemont (1986),
for the US Standard Aunosphere. Transmission for the three infrared channels is principally
dependent on water vapour content. The differential absorption by water vapour between these
channels is commonly used to estimate the path water vapour content. This value can then be
used to estimate a compensation value for water vapour absorption, i.e.

faryet =Tqta(Tq-T)+b. t6.2.rl

where a and D are called the split window coefficients.

The AVHRR response-weighted optical depth ranges displayed in Tbls t6.1.6] and [6.2.1]
were considered reasonable limits for remote sensing work within the New Zealand,
environment. The AVHRR response-weighted normal transmission values are shown as a
function of height in Fig. t6.2.21. It should be noted that the relative importance of these
absorbents/scatterers changes with altitude so that the variation of transmiision with season
tends to dccrease with height. Transmission rapidly approachcs unity as altitude increases for
all the AVHRR/2 channels. Neglecting an arbitrary transmission loss of l0 % allows
atmospheric effects to be ignored above altitudes of 4.0,3.0, 1.5, 1.5, and 2 km for channels I to
5 respectively. These values apply to nadir observation; if an atmosphere slant path of say 60o
is considered then atmospheric transmission must be included below 9.0, 5.5, 3:0, 3.0, and 3.0
km respectively. In general, the clouds which are considered later range in altitude between 1.5
- 4.0 km and are viewed obliquely, so some account must be made for above cloud atmospheric
transmission.

The correction of remotely sensed data has been addressed by a number of authors: Tawe et al.
(1979, 1981), Dozier and Frew (1981), Aranuvachapun (1983), Singh and Cracknell (1986),
Paris and Justus (1988), Singh and Saull (1988), and Caselles and l-6pez Garcfa (1989). No
consensus emerges in these works on how best to approach the problem. The methods used
could bc divided into two broad groups: either extremely detailed radiative calculations or
empirically determined formulae. The first of these is beyond the level of detail required for the
present study, whereas the latter method is untested in a Southern Hemisphere aunosphere.

Solar radiation reflected by the atmosphere has been calculated using the single scattering
approximation (cf. $1.6). Variation of the illumination anglc changes the (scattered) source
intensity but does not effect the validity of solution. The applicability of this method depends on
the (scattering) optical depth being much less than I (Twomey, 1977a). The single scattering
method has been used to express the radiance at the top of the atmosphere above a non-
reflecting surface. The scattering phase function is taken as the weighted sum of the aerosol
and Rayleigh phase functions, i.e.



p(0) =
6t,(t)p o(0) + 6t,(t)p,(0)

6"Q) + Ar,G)
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16.2.21

16.z.4l

and the volume scatter albedo is

6t(t)= Aa$)+ 6,(t) t6.2.31

where the subscripts refer to aerosol and Rayleigh scattering respectively. The maritime
aerosol model of Deirmendjian (1969) has been used to calculate the phase function for
agrogoJs, Po(0),4 and the Rayleigh phase function is describcd analytically by (McCartney,
1976),5

p,(A = 0,7629(l + 0.9324cos20) .

The two phase funcdons, compared in Fig. 16.2.31, show there is weaker backscattering by
aerosols compared to molecules. The aerosol optical depth is much greater than the molecular
optical depth so that scattering from both species is important.

Figure 6.2.3 Aerosol (v = 10000 cm'r) and Rayleigh phase functions.

Thisisamodifiedg.rmmadisnibution(see$2.5.1)withparametersa=5.3333xId,b=8.9443,4=l,and
T = rl2-

This expression differs from the classical dipole phase functi on p(g)= ft f * cos2 01 as some account is made

of the anisotropy of air molecules.
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Intensity
Wm-2srl

!lm-l

IU bir
Radiometer

Counts

Vo Atbdo Intensity
Wm-2srl

ltm-l

10 - bit
Radiometer

Counts

% Albdo

0 10.3 t9 1.9 2.7 8.0 0.80
1 8.4 r6 1.6 2.2 7.O 0.65
2 7.3 t4 1.4 1.8 5.5 0.55
3 6.4 t2 t.2 1.6 4.7 0.46
4 5.5 10.5 1.0 1.3 4.1 0.40
5 4.8 9.1 0.92 t.2 3.5 0.34
6 4.2 8.0 0.80 0.99 3.0 0.30
7 3.6 6.8 0.69 0.85 2.6 o.25
I 3.1 6.0 0.59 0.73 2.2 0.22
9 2.7 5.2 0.s2 0.64 1.9 0.19
l0 2.4 4.6 0.46 0.56 t.7 0.16
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Table 6.2.2 Visible channel atmospheric reflection for a typical solar-atmosphere-satellite
geometry (0, = 0i = 60o, d0 = 45o so I = 141o). Calculations are the average of
midlatitude summer and winter results using the Neckel and Labs (1984) solar
data.6

Substituting Eq. [.6.18a] into Eq. [2.1.4a] gives an expression for the AVHRR response-
weighted single scattered atmospheric radiance for Channels I and 2 as

1l

f ,,r^, o^
lL

f lt I
I nxUl | "t^,,tW "-t'(tt1,i 

* rrrs ffl r,r^, o^

JLd
Lfr,(t; Iri, F,, Q) = ,[6.2.5]

where the volume scatter albedo and the phase function were defined in Eqs t6.2.21and [6.2.3].
The advantage of this formulation is that it is relatively simple but includes the variation of
volume scatter albedo and phase function with height. Table 16.2.21 shows the change in
atmospheric reflection due to decreasing annospheric thickness. The reflected radiances are the
mean of thc midlatitude summer and winter models for V = 23 km and 50 km. The values for the
individual atmospheres differed by less than l0 % from the given mean. Multiple scattering is
significant for the lower | - 2 km of the atmosphere, so TJb/^. 16.2.21 underestimates the
atnaospheric refl ection.

Single backscattercd solar radiation is in the order of 20 counts (Channel l) and 10 counts
(Channel 2) for an observation of the surface. Channel I is always greater than Channel 2 due
to the greater aerosol and molecular scattering at shorter wavelengths. Even for a target at an
altitude of 10 km the backscattered radiation will still effect the satellite's measurement.
Furthermore, the amount of solar radiation reflected to the satellite increases as a function of
solar and satellite zenith angles because the slant path (incidental or observational) increases
the effective optical depth (Rao er al.1989). Thc geometry of 325 NOAA-9 passes was used

6 Pre-launch calibration values were used to calculate lhe radiometer counts and 7o albedo normalized [o zen)
offset.
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to_ gauge the amount of arnospheric radiance. The mean aunospheric reflectance counts were
l8.l + 8.2 and 10.3 t 5.3 for Channels I and 2 respectively. Foi the reduced resolution of the
NZMS data these figures became 4.5 t 2 and 2.6 t 1.3 counts. These values are significant
when estimating low reflectance surface features. For clouds existing above 2 km, however,
the error introduced by neglecting atmospheric reflectance is safely ignored for AVHRR/2
Channels I and 2.

The infrared channels are all dominated by water vapour absorption. Although aerosol
scattering contributes to the attenuation at Channel 3 wavelengths, no single scattered solar
radiation reaches the sensor. The Channel 3 solution of Eq. t6.2.51 generates an effective
AVHRR response-weighted atmospheric reflectance of order of 0.N3 Vo.- Similarly, scanering
can be neglected as a source of radiation for Channels 4 and 5. Thus the source function in the
infrared is tlQu: ?") and the solution of the equation of radiative transfer is

Llo; rt e) = L,,(rr; v g) salr* j'4r, Te1fe4, t . 16.2.61

The first term in Eq. [6.2.6] represents the reduction in radiance by atmospheric absorption.
The second term represents enhancement of the radiation by atmospheric emission. The
AVTIRR response-weighted radiance for a satellite observation of a target (temperatute, To's't,
emissivity, e(y; g)) at oprical depth 11, is found from

i'r , ,,'lt,= 
){rr"; 

Elrb,fuf's"1e.trttt + I clr;r(t1fs'/rrtl/,n o, . i = 3,4,5

vl

The atmsopheric emmission component of Eq. 16.2.71is abbreviatd, L!t^"'Ph"'" and dependends
onthe atmospheric model adopted.

The AVHRR response-weighted radiance is converted into a value of temperatvre, fot"ttit",
using the algorithms given in Planet (1988). The error due to atmospheric transmission
(neglecting instrument error) is estimated as

T.rrcr = Tsatellite _ Tnorgrt . t6.2.81

The radiance received by the satellite is less than the emined target radiance. However, as the
absorption of radiation is ameliorated by atmospheric emission, the measured temperature
error, Too' , is usually less than 4 oC. Figure 16.2.41displays T"'o' as a function of target height
for the three infrared channels. The target was considered to have an emissivity of unity and a
temperature the same as the atmospheric temperature at that height. This situation is
consistent with cloud measurements that exist within a few tenths of a degree of the ambient
temperaturo (Feigelson, 1984). The values of 7""* shown in Figure 16.2.41were calculated for
a vertical path through the midlatitude summer and winter atmospheric models. In general,
temperature error decreases rapidly with height, as does the variation in temperature error with
season. Channel 3 shows the least error at low altitudes whereas Channel 5 has the least error
for higher altitudes. This can be explained by water vapou absorption which decrcases with
height. The Channel 3 error is less dependent on watei vapour than Channel 5 (or 4). The
values presented here are consistent with Arking and Childs (1985) estimates of temperature
error for a midlatitude summer atmosphere between 10.5 to 11.7 pm (Channel 4 of the
AVHRR/IonNOAA-8)asTe"oT-0.3oCfori>5.6km;fnor-l.loCfori>3kn;7""o'=2.4
"C for h> 2l<rrl
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Figure 6.2.4 Te7.or as a function of height for the three infrared channels. The error bars
corespond to the midlatitude summer and winter atmospheres. Target
temperature at height, ft, was assumed to be the same as atmospheric
temperature at that height.

An attempt was made to fit a split window equation to give a temperature correction algorithm
for clouds. This idea failed as (74 - Ts) is so small that it is lost in the digitization error. The
correction applied to the cloud images (which are given later) was the mean of the midlatinrde
summer and winter models.

6.3 POST-LAUNCH VISIBLE CALIBRATION

Table 6.3.1 Change in NOAA-9 AVHRR/2 visible Channel offsets (Teillet, 1988, personal
communication).

Date Source Method Channel I
(Counts)

Channel2
(Counts)

Prelaunch (1980) ITT/NASA resresslon 37.7 40.3
lre-launch (1980) ITT dark response 39.2 40.0
lre-launch (1980) ITVNOAA resressron 36.2 36.r
iebruarv (1985) In orbit regressron 38.0 39.9
lebruarv (1986) In orbit regressron 37.9 39.3
lebruarv (1987) In orbit regression 37.8 39.r
lebruarv (1988) In orbit regressron 37.8 39.0
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There is no guarantee that thc satellite sensor calibration values are temporally invariant eitherin s-pecual response (Suits et al.,l9S8) or count gain. Generally, the reflLction propenies of the
surface targets discussed in this section are sufficientty conitant that a small shift in the
sensors-response function does not matter. The count offset for zero radiance can be measured
when the AVHRR/2 is viewing space and appears to be reasonably stable. Table t6.3.Ushows that the NOAA-9 count offset is always within the standard- 

"r1o, 
limits of its pre-

launch value for Channels I and 2. For more recent satellites, NOAA has recommended uiingthe space view calculated count offset rather than the pre-launch 
".1u" 

(price, personal
communication). Therefore Eq. t2.l.3l should be used in an bperational context as

L4= ai(C;, - Ci) . t6.3.ll

Equation t6.3.U has been used as the basis of several post-launch calibration studies. In-flight calibration dctermines the gain from a linear nt 6f the radiometer counts versus the
radiance received !y ttre satellite-. This radiance is estimated using a surface/atmosphere
radiative model or_by reference to another sensor. Planet (1988) st"i"a that there is jtrong
evidence that the albedo gain values for the NOAA-7 and the NCjne-g AVHRR/2 decreased
!V tO - 20Vo from their pre-launch values.T He suggested that the degradation in aj was in the
9 - t5- Vo range after one year in orbit, and that it stif,itizea after two VE t in orbit. This featureis reflected in the. change in offset counts whose shift steadied two years from launch.
Estimates of NOAA-g.radiometergain T1de by Teillet et al. (1988) are summarized in Fig.
[6.3.11.s Two methods were usedto calibrate-the AVHRR sensor: Method I was based ongpgg and atmospheric measurements, with coincident observation data from Landsat TM orHRV imagery; Method 2 did not include reference to another satellite sensor, but relied onground-based measurements of atmospheric conditions made at the calibration site on the dayof.the overpass. It is clear from the measurements that there has been a deterioration in thegain of both NOAA-9 visible AVHRR channels. However there is insufficient information to
confirm Planet's statement that the radiometer gain stabilized after two years in orbit.

Figure 6.3.1 Change in NOAA-9 Channel I and 2 radiance gain, after Teillet et at. (1988).

A calibration study of the NOAA-9 radiometer by Smith et al. (1988) was carried out on the

Published evidence of the NOAA-7 variation is scarce. Some evidence is provided by Duggin (1981) who
performed intercalibrations between kndsat l-3 and NOAA-6 and NOAA-2. runougtr the [iper'shows that
the Landsat and NOAA values are consistent within l0 7o (channet l) and 13 % (chaniel 2), ihd change in the
albedo gains are consistent with a degradation in satellite performance. Unfortunately no date is g-iven for
the comparison.

The last point on the figure is from Teillet (1989, personar communication).
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26th August 1985. Using high altitude aircraft data they measured (at thc same time, and for
the same geom€bry, as the the NOAA-9 overpass) the upwelling radiance at a height of 17 km
above ground level. The aircraft radiance was extrapolated to the theoretical radiince received
by the satellite, using a-tmospheric transmission values from LOWTRAN 6. The resulting
regression of theoretical satellite-received radiance versus actual satellite-received radiance
had slopes of m1 = l.AZ + 0.05 and m2 = 0.98 + 0.05 for Channels I and 2 respectively.
Therefore Smith et al. concluded that the gain of the satellite was unchanged from the pre-
launch values. This conflicts with Teillet et al. who determined that the gainlf the rwo visjble
channels had changed by 5 % and 20 Vo based, on measurements made two days later on the
28th_of August 1985. Unfortunately Smith et al. fail to provide enough dataio resolve this
con-flict. In particular,. they do not provide their assumed value of radiometer gain which, if
derived from the operational value of albedo gain, is dependent on the choice of solL model.

An investigation of the degradation of the AVIIRR response was conducted using the LM data.
Firstly, it was assumed that the integrated radiance reaching the sensor could be simply
modelled as a reflection from the surface, with a correction term to account for atmospherit
reflectance (Schott and Henderson-Sellers, 1984). This approximation has been usld by
Durkee et al. (198^6) _with a single scattering atmosphere. The satellite counts can by
expressed (cf. Eq. t2.1.31)

c,=*F't|u,rr,t,,;u,WT(hi:tt,)*pottttosPhcr,(L;:Fi,,,,ol-|}
))

+Q. 16.3.2)

where RatmosPh'r' embodies the additional reflection of the atmosphere. A simple linear
relationship between the clear sky albedo at the top of the atmosphere and the surfice albedo
was also used by Koepe (1989).

Consider two pixels whose viewing geometry is essentially the same. Then the count
difference between them is

AC; = !{uXtt,rQ,;; tt)r(tvii F,)
Rt(Li; Lt,, p,, Q) - R2(L,; Iti, Lt.., 0)

t6.3.31

so the count offset and atmospheric contribution has been eliminated. If the reflectance and
transmission tenns in Eq. t6.3.31 are weak functions of angle then the satellite gain is

I
)'

n. _ rr ltiKEi,v.-u LC; ' [6.3.4]

where D is a function of atmospheric transmission and terrain type. Generally however only a
narrow range of target geometries are considered so that D is dominated by the difference in the
reflections functions.
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TASIUANSEA

x
SEA SITE

Figure 6.3.2 The 'sea' and 'land' localities.

Two localities were chosen so that the surface reflectance of the two points was as different as
practicable and so that the two regions displayed a minimum of change in reflectance wirh time
and viewing geometry. Figure t6.3.21shows the two localities selected:

i. The Tasman sea at 40o 38' S, 174o 43'E.

ii. A land surface of rolling pasture at 40o 18' S l75o 18' W. This coordinate is to the west of
Palmerston North, slightly south of the Rangitikei river mouth.

The following parameters were extracted from the LM data set for two 5 x 5 pixel regions
centred on the land and sea sites:

i. The viewing geometry and solar correction factor.

ii. The Channel I and 2 count mean and standard deviation.

iii. The temperature mean and standard deviation using the split window algorithm A for sea
and B for Land (see $6.4).

Of the 356 images, only 113 sea and 73 land views were accepted after filtering for cloud and
surface inegularity . Sorting of the images was accomplished by:

i. Disregarding all images whose Channel I or Channel 2 standard deviation > 0 for the sea
site or > 1.5 (8 bit counts) for the land site.

ii. Rejecting regions whose temperature differed by more than 1o C (sea), 5o (land), from the
temperature running average.
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iii. 9mitting anl sea- images 
-whose 

geometry fulfilled the condition for sun glint, specifically
Wi- e) < 15" and ld - 1801 < l5o.

Channel I Channel2

Sea 4.7 + 2.1 2.03 t 1.3
Land 9.9 r 7.8 20.2t t4.8

Table 6.3.2 Mean 8 bit counts for the filtercd images.

Table t6.3.21 shows the mean 8 bit count values for the land and sea regions. The sea surface
is duller than the land surface and displays less variability of reflection. Sea surface reflectance
for Channel 2 is assumed to be zero by Prangsma and Roozekrans (1989) so the satellite
inferred sea reflectance is entirely due to atmospheric reflection. This is collaborated by the
typical value of atmospheric ground-level to space reflectance given in Tbl. 16.2.21of 2 8-bit
counts for Channel 2. The Channel 2 count increases by 9.5 tirnes, changing from a sea to a land
view, whereas the increase for Channel I is only 2.1 times. Therefore the criterion that the two
regions should have distinct reflectances is satisfied for Channel 2 but is marginal for Channel l.

Only 18 images were concurrent in the filtered land and sea files. These had a mean
observation geometry of pt= 0.28t0.11, 1t,=0.79 +0.16and (}= 108+ 31. Itis surprising
that the mean solar zenith angle is so low (160 above the horizon) where shadowing lffects
become pronounced. This may indicate that the BSRDFs that comprise the elements of the land
image differ less for low solar illumination.
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Figure 6.3.3a NOAA-9 AVHRRI2 Channel 1 gain. The solid line is a least-squares fit of the
land-sea data, the dashed line fits the other points.
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Figure 6.3.3b Same as Figure [6.3.3a] except for NOAA-9 AV]IRR/2 Channel 2.

Figures [6.3.3a & b] show the change in gain with time calculated using Eq t6.3.a1. The land-
sea gains were normalized by estimating D as the mean ratio of the land-sea gain to Teillet er
a/.'s gain. The normalization generated values for D of 5.866 arrrd22.73 for Channels I and 2
respectively. It is interesting to note that using this method of normalization the first estimate
of C_hannel 2 gain is quite close to the pre-launch gain value. The Channel I pre-launch gain is
5O Vo underestimated. Least squares lines were fitted to both Teillet's 

-and 
the land-sea

values, the regression coefficients of which are given in Tbt. t6.3.31. The Channel 2 land-sea
regression gradient agreed well with the gradient from Teillet's data. However, Channel I was
not in agreement. Why?

i. The change in gain with time relies on D remaining constant. However D is a function of
reflection and transmission geometry. Therefore a change in geometry with time may
spuriously appear as a change in gain. Figure t6.3.41 shows the 1t;, 1t,, and I for the
passes considered. The distribution of the first two parameters narrows during the
analysis period, so the atmospheric nansmission function may introduce a temporal effect.
Fortunately the changes act against each other as the solar zenith tends to decrease
whilst the satellite zenith tends to increase. This was verified, to some degree, when the
inclusion of the direct transmission value, e'', negligibly altered the values in Tbl. t6.3.31.
The surface scattering angle @ decreases steadily with time. It is not unreasonable to
suggest that the BSRDF decreases with I (see $6.4). This would materialise as a
pseudo increase in radiometer (count) gain. It is not unwaranted to suggest that the
change in the BSRDF is different for the two channels.

ii. The greater the difference between the two count values, the less prone the method is to
roundoff error (especially when using 8 bit counts). The Channel 2 count difference is
much greater than the Channel I difference, so the results for the former channel are more
reliable.



Channel I Channel 2

Teillet at = 0.53258 + 0.00015993 x dsl az= 0.34656 + 0.00011360 x dsl
Land-Sea ar = O.27838 + 0.00057547 x dsl ez = 0.35639 + 0.00014612 x dsl
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Table 6.3.3 Change in gain regtession parameters (dsl = days since launch).

Figure 6.3.4 Solar-target-sensor geomefry of the images used in the land-sea analysis of
satellite gain.

Table 6.3.4 Dispersion of uncorrccted and corrected land counts.

The gain corrections were tested by using them to normalize the full set of filtered land values.
The dispersion was used as a measure of how much the spread of the counts was narrowed by
applying a gain correction. Table t6.3.41 shows that both gain corrections slightly decreased the
dispersion in the land counts.
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Without reference to other further satellite calibration data the land-sea results are
inconclusive. Furthermore, effort must be lpclt in eliminating the variation in D with angle by
including a surface reflection-angl.e correction factor. Nevertheless, the technique is proriising
gr9 -uy p.rovide a method of continuing in-fligtrt visible calibration. In the New Zeatand region
it is possiblg to observe a pennanent ice surface (very high surface reflectance) and thJsea
surface within a few pixels. This offers an exccllent opportunity for local calib'ration. The idea
could be extended further so that a swath across the South Island, for instance, could observe
terrain features of differing (known ?) reflectances. The modification of future sensors to
increase the sensor sensitivity at low levels of illumination further enhances this concept.

Teillet's calibration data gives a yearly change in the Channel I and 2 radiance gains of about
ll%o and lLVo rcspectively. It is interesting to review papers based on uncorrecied data. For
instance, the same rate of change can be seen in a paper by Gutman et al. (1989). They
derjved broadband albedo from a weighted sum of NOAA-9 Channel I and 2 albedos (GAC
data) during 1986.e The area observed was a 40 km x 40 km region of the U.S. Great itains
(eastern Kansas) containing shrubland, grassland, deciduous and coniferous forests. A
bidirectional reflectance model was used to correct for Sun'target-sensor geometry, but no
mention was made of the deterioration in satellite gain. The observed albedotecrease of 20 to
18 percent is consistent with a change in both AVHRR channel gains of about lO Vo per annum.

The similarity in the rate of change of the two visible channels may be connected ro some
onboard effect. Light reaching the Channel 1 and 2 sensors has a similar oprical path so that a
deterioration in one of the optical devices would effect both channels (sei Fig.-t6.3.5]). As
discussed earlier, this is unlikely to be an optical registration problem as there is i large
tolerance in this regard. Alternately, degradation in the silicon sensors or associatJd
electronics may account for the shift in visible gain.

What are the consequences of the change in AVHRR gain? One of the reasons that the change in
gain has been overlooked by AVHRR users is that the use of the visible channels has tendJd to
be_qualitative, such as in cloud recognition algorithms (Desbois er al., 1982, Phulpin et al.,
1983). Quantitative work has lacked ground-truth data except for estimation of surface
reflectance. In these instances the albedo is generally small (< 30 Vo) so that the error caused
by a shift in gain is in the order of a few percent, i.e. at about the same order as variation caused
by surface change and/or atmospheric transmission variability. Furthermore, the bulk of surface
yi-sllitity work (Duggin and Saunders, 1984; Taylor et a|.,1985; Price, 1987; Singh and Saull,
1988) has focussed on the normalized vegetation index, NVI,IO defined

NVr=A%1. [6.3.5]

The parameter is sensitive to the presence of green vegetation based on the spectral
characteristics of the chlorophyll in leaves. For water surfaces the same algorithm gives a
measure of surface blue-green algae (Prangsma and Roozekrans, 1989). It is clear from Eq.
[6.3.5] that the NVI is sensitive only to the differential between the change in gain for Channels
I and 2, which is much smaller than the change in the individual gains. Thercfore a correction to
the NVI is unnecessary. For the much higher albedos measured from cloud reflection the
change in gain is far more significant. It has been accounted for by Whitlock (1987) and
Whitlock et al., (1988) but presumably overlooked by authors relying on the pre-launch
calibration data.

The formula used was A = 0.36{r + 0.73A2 - 0.7 taken from Wydick et al. (1987).

Fung et al. (1987),Ken e, al. (1989) use the abbreviation, NDVI, while Duggin and Saunden (1983)
VIN - which shouldn't be confused with the vegetative index (A2 - A1) abbreviated VI.

9
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This section has introduced a long term analysis of the post-launch gain of the NOAA-gAVHRR/2. The results- presented were based on a differcnce algorittrm wtrictr showed p--ir"
as a calibration method. The suggestion by planet (l9gg) that-the nvHnnrz stabilised aftertwo years in orbit was not confirmed by the calibration. Because of the uncertainties associatedwith land-sea calibration, regression- of Teillet's calibration data was used to determinc
radiance gain. The count offset was taken from linear interpolation of Tbl. t6.3.U. Ideally, the
space scan would be used as the count offset; however, thiiwas unavailablE in thl NZMS-data.

6.4 SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND REFLECTANCE

The surface radiant temPerature and the air temperature just above the ground often differ by asmuch as l0 oC. 
. The 

-surface temperature ii rcquired to calculate the Channel 3 surfacereflection, while the surface air temperature can be used in the construction of an .t-orfnrri.
Prorue.

Sea surface.temperature varies slo_wly, both spatially and temporally. The sea surface
temperature is estimated using the Channel 4 radiance corrected for aunospheric absorption.
The correction is based on the differential absorption berween AVTIRR/2 Channels 4 and 5 -this absorption is almost entirely due to the column water vapour content. Commonly .JrcJ tr,tsplit window techniqu?{gf.-!c. q0.1.t1), the method has Leen pursued by prabhakara et al.(1.979:P.?schamps 

Ung-qnulnin ttg8o), Takashima and Takayania (l9Sl),'Llewellyn-lones-er
al- (1984), Bafion (1985), McMillin and crosby (1995), silu-* trggsl, castalnc it at.(1986)' Ho et a/. (1986), and Barton et al. ttgdgl, among others. Criggr (1985)-has alsosuggested using Channel I to correct for the aeroiol effecis that are 

" ,bor." of sea-surface
temperature error (Takashima, 1978).11 This correction has not becn applied here becaur" th"
99a--s3-rfac9_temperature resolution is dominated by the coarseness of tfie NZMS aata 1cf. fig.
12'3'2)). No air mass correction has been applird fot the same reason. The multichannel seasurface temperature equadon used in this 

-siudy 
(split window algorithm A) is based oncoefficients provided by the NZMS @rentice, l9g7) 

"nd 
i, given in rur]ie.+.rt.

Table 6.4.1 Split window algorithms.

The accuracy of the split window method is 0.9 oC for l0 bit data (Schluessel et al., l9g7)
decreasing to approximately 1.6 oC for 8 bit data. For the four channel AVHRR/I,'a sflit
window in the l0 pm window cannot be applied: instead, Channel 4 is used as an estimate of
temperature. The error-for single channel measurements varies as a function of 

"trnorphltits1lte (dlurnally, ssn5snally and spatially) as well as of viewing angle. Comparison of NCjnn-O
Channel 4 estimates of sea surfice temperature with floatitig urioy thermistor values gave a
mean error of around 2 oC (Kelly and Davis, 1986) for l0 bit raliometer data.

iigure [6-4.U shows the change !n selsurface temperarure with time for a 5 x 5 pixel region in
the centre of the sea region on the left hand side bf a LM image. The periodii nature-of the
surface temperarure, calculated using the split window algorithm-(A), was'fitted by

(A) f'o =Ta, * 2.68(74 - f5) - 0.45

@) t'd = Tq * 3.33(f4 - T5)

(c) T" = Tc * 3.3094 - Ts) - 5.g7

To"o = 14.85 + 80 (K(d" - 30) - l) , l6.4.ll
where K is the Sun-Earth distance in AU and do the day number (cf. 92.2). The rms error of this

I I Conversely, Ackerman (1989) uses l€mperature difference between rhe infrared channels ro rack dust
outbreaks.
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fit was l.l3 oC, which is slightly less than the theoretical value of 1.6 oC given above.l2 Ttre
residuals of this fit exhibited no trend with time. This indicates thar temperatures derived using
Channels 4 and 5 were not subject to a temporal calibration drift. fn-Right calibration of the
infrared channels has been addressed by Dudhia (1984, 1989), Brown et al. (1985), and Dalu
and Viola (1987). These papers deal with corrections, due to sensor non-lineariry, of the order
of < 0.5 oC 

- a regime unavailable to the 8-bit data user. Equation t6.4ll provides a
predictive tool for Blving sea surface temperatures. This cxpression was uscd to give a
temperature threshold for discriminating cloud over the sea.

Figure 6.4.1 Sea surface temperature.

Land surface temperaturs can vary by several degrees over short time intervals (minutes) and
short distances (tens of metres), as anyone who has leapt off hot asphalt onto cooler grass can
testify. However, the large IFOV of the AVHRR/2 negates the need for detailed spatial
measurement: instead, a land surface temperature value is generated which is represenutive of
a 1.1 km x 1.1 km pixel area. Until recently a sparsity of ground-tnrth data has been presented

9n this topi9, The split window coefficients for land surface temperanre have been investigated
by Price (1983 & 1984) and Becker (1987). The land surface temperanre equation (from Price,
1984) is given in Tbl. [6.4.1] as algorithm (B).

Because land surface emissivity varies as a function of terrain type (as opposed to the sea
where it is very nearly 1 for both Channels 4 and 5) the land split window technique is more
prone to error. For example Price calculated that an increasc in emissivity difference of 0.01
between the infrared Channels 4 and 5 will result in a change of the surface temperature
estimate by 2 oC (at 300 K). Price suggested that split window algorithm (B) gives a 2-3 oC

nns error in the esdmate of land surface temperatur€. Limited measurements (6 days) by
Prangsma and Roozekrans (1986) using NOAA-9 imagery gave a regression coefficient of 0.88
between meteorological station (screen) temperatures and interpolated AVHRR/2 surface
temperatures derived using the Rutherford coefficients.l3 Although no mention is made of the
weather conditions or the nature of the surface, the AVHRR/2 derived temperatures of
Prangsma and Roozekrans had a 3.73 "C rms offset above screen temperature. Estimations of

12 An equation was also fitted using the solar declination as a measure of seasonal change, but this gave a
slightly worse rms error of 1.44 oC.

13 The Rutherford coefficieng are a bit of a mystcry. I think the authors are referring to one of rhe split
window equations in Llewellyn-Jones et al. (1984). This is most tikely to be the split window equation for
6l'N (air mass = l), i.e. Tn'" =Tt + 1.6689(Ir - ft - 0.334.
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very cold surface temPeranues in the Sconish Highlands have been attempted by Collier er a/.(1989) using a number of sea surface temperatri_re algorithms from Robinson (19g5). Theyconcluded that these algorithms were inappliiable for thEir situation, and iouno that addition of a
Teal ground-truth/satellite offset to the Channel 4 estimate gave errors of less than 0.5 oC. Adetailed study !r Cooper and Asrar (1989) showed that split-*indo* algorithm (B) can be usedto estimate surface temperatue with an uncertainty of 3.0 oC at a 95 Vo'confidence. Lutourra,
and Brunet (1989) use the formula Tw =7, + 2.77iT,- rr) + 2.84 without further detait.

In conclusion' the consensus between researchers is that the split window difference coefficient,a, is about 3. The offset, b, has a value that ranges from 0 to about 3 oC. The difference
between the algorithms and results can be explaine-d by:

i. Differing surface emissivity.

ii. Differing synoptic conditions.

iii- The difference between air temperature and surface radiating temperature.

iv' Interpolating AVHRR/2 temperature to coincide with the screen temperarure, as opposedto interpolating.the screen temperature to be coincident with the sateilit, puri time.' This
time difference leads to different land/air temperature offsets.

v. The use of a splir window algorithm optimized for sea-surface.

vi. Failure to account for changing surface altitude.

Daytime air temperature is- usually cooler than the surface temperature and may be estimatedby using a standard atmospheric piofile, i.e. a fixed value, or by'using the data from the nearestsynoptic station. The latter of these two methods is pr"f"rred; io*ruer station readingsusually fail to coincide with a satellite. pass so that botir methods are sensitive to t"-por?tvariation in air temperature. This variition was eliminated uy J"u"roping a split wiicowalgorithm to extract ground-level air temperature. The air temperature f?om standard NZMS
soundings, made at.P-araparaumu airport Ouring November and December 1982, *rr" 

"o-p-rr.dwith channel 4 and.5 brighrne-s9^tgmperaturesl The Channel 4 and 5 temperarures were found(by human selection) from the NOAA--9 data for the pixel includ.ing tfre afu;on and compared tothe sounding air temperature. This procedure eliminated any"image 'mis-registration 
anaenslred image rejection if there was any sign of cloud contaminarion. This reduced the data setto 

15- 
c-omparisons. The mean error in i single channel estimation of air temperature was 3.1 oC

and 3-2 oC for Channels4 and 5 respectively. Fitting a split window 
"qu.tion 

to the data gave
split window-algorithm (C). The rmi e19r oq qris atg-orittrm was 2.0 "c,-iiuing an improvefient
over single Channel 4 or 5 estimation. The differenJe coefficient is very-iimilar to the value in
algorithm (B). This equation is interpreted-.a! g-glgrating a ground temperature then subtracting
an offset to account for the afternoon ground/air-rlifferenci.
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Figure 6.4.2 Distribution of surface temperature values for the Tararua sub-region for
NOAA 9 orbit 1392 at 3:58 p.m. LST on the 2lst of March 1985: a) Channel 4
values; b) air temperature calculated using split window algorithm (C); c) air
temperature extrapolated to sea level.

Figure 16.4.2a1 shows the Channel 4 temperature histogram for the Tararua region on a
cloudless day. Care should be taken interpreting this histogram, as the non-linear nature of
AVHRR/2 results in the digitization counts being spaced by 0.4 oC at 20 oC increasing to 0.5 oC

at 10 oC. The histogram bin width for this figure is about 0.75 "C. In consequence, some
histogram bins span two AVHRR/2 digitization count levels while others miss a count level
altogether. It seems usual to overlook this effect (e.g. Duggin and Saunders, 1984) as the
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overall. shape of the- histogram is preserved.l4 Without regard for the differing surface
vegetation or atmospheric thickness the split window equation- (C) was applied to ihe same
data points. Ideally,. a separate equation wbuld have been appged for each altitude and terrain
qPe. The justification for apptying,the correction at varioui heights lies in the temperature
differential being a strong function of integrated water vapour content. At higher altitudes the
integrated water vapour path is less than a-t base height (O tm) to Oi sflit window correction
$9c.r91s-es. -Split,window 

equation (C) was used to-calculate'the t"-prrurures shown in Fig
l6'4'2b1. This histogram is more dispersed than the original and is'skewed towards lower
temperatures due to the mountainous nature of the selected area. The use of a cloud
identific,ation procedure based on these results might erroneously include cloudy fi*ifi if utypical threshold of i - 2o (5.7 oC) were applied. {egression or tf,e split windo* iro,p"ototrt
against altitude gave a lapse rate of 6.6 oC im-t and a base height t rni"r"turc of 14.7 oC. This
fapse rate was then used to extrapolate each of the values iniig. ttl i.ial to a value at base
!tigtt,-' Fig. [6.a.2c]. -This Procedure reduced the dispersion of the"temperature distribution from0'26 for Fig. l6.a.2bl to 0-.15 for Fig. t6.4.2c1. A^value of cloud threshold for 

"*tt"foUlatemperatures (-f - 2o) was 10.3 oC. This threshold erroneously includes a few land values butimproves cloud discrimination. This method of height extrapolation was used to identify cloudover land in all subsequcnt images where suffifient clear land temperature values were
available.

There have been many detailed measurements of the reflectivity properties of surface features(e'g. Smith, 1983). Reflection is seen to depend on surface .onaihoi 1.g. ,"uron, disturbancedue to wind, wetness due to rain, etc) ai well as on observation 
"rrit", 

solar angle andwavelength. Oceans T9^lTg"_, deep lakes have albedos of about s Eo; irit 
"-gri"uit*"iregionshave typical albedos of 

-10-15 !, dgnelding ol vegetation cover and soil moisriue; urban ,.!ion,
h-1ve typical albedos of 20 - 25 Vo; deser-ts havJalbedos of 3A-35%; *d rno* and ice i.n"
albedos of 40-80Va.

Land reflectance has becn the subject of complex radiativc transfer models that combine the
components of plant 9?19py transmittance/reflictance and soil reflectance, cf. Suits (1972) or
Norman and Welles (.1983). A simple equation has been developed by walthall et al.irgsj) to
describe the bidirectional propeftias of vegetative canopier .na bare soil surfaces based'on
three general observations:

i. Reflectance increases with increasing zenith view angles for all azimuth angles.

ii. Ilt greatest increase in reflection occurs in the principal plane due to backscatter in rhe
direction of the sun.

iii. Increased solar zenith angles tend to increase reflectance.

Walthall et al. noticed the reflectance contour plot for a fixed solar angle was similar in shape to
the,limagon of Pascal. Using this as a staning point they used a leasi squares fitting pto.id*,
to find an equation that adequately described thi Uiairechonal reflectanci simulated-for various
canopy and soil types. The resulting BSRDF was expressed

where a, b, and c are constants that depend on wavelength and surface type and g, is the
reflection zenith angle. Equation t6.4.21 can be integraled to give the surface directional
hemispherical spectral reflectance as

f (X: E;, g) = ad + bl,cos(Q, - Q) + c , 16.4.21

14 A similar digitization effect occurs in split window calculations where the Channel 4 and 5 digitization
"sLairs" move in and out of phase (Barton, 1989).
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p(L; ei,2n) =+ a+ c . 16.4.31

The reflectance from rugged and mixed terrain ovcr an area of l.l km x 1.1 km is not as derailed
as the reflectance from a smaller or more homogeneous, flat area for which the measurements of .

Walthall et al. apply. Furthermore, the satellite-target geometry covers a relatively narrow
range of reflectance angles. Therefore the surface has been approximated as an isotropic
reflector.

On a large spatial scale the contribution by diffcrent surface features will tend to smooth rapid
changes in wavelength dependence so that surface properties can be assumed to be locaily
independent of wavelength. Figure t6.4.31 shows the validity of this assumption, as the
spectral properties of a number of vegetative surfaces are shown to vary slowly in the visible
and near-infrarbd.

Figure 6.4.3 Spectral albedo of different underlying surfaces at various solar elevations.
I =snow with ice crust, 0= 38o; 2=large-grained wet snow, 0=37":3 = water
surface of a lake, 0=56":4= soil after thawed snow, 0=24.5";5 =silage corn,
0 = 54oi 6 = tall gfeen corn, 0= 56o; 7 = yellow corn, 0 = 46oi 8 = sudan grass,
0=52o; 9=chernozcm,lS 0=4Oo; l0=stubble of cereals, 0=35" (from
Kondraryev, 1973).

From Fig. [6.4.3] it is apparent that Channel I radiance will be greater than Channel 2 over
water while the inverse is true over land. This featurc has already been observed in the
AVHRR LNI data, cf. Tbl. t6.3.21 and provides an easy method of delineating land-sea
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boundaries. I-eaves become transpiuent beyond the chlorophyll absorption bands which extend
to about 700 nm, therefore at longer wavelengths the albedo tends to thar of the underlying soil
rather than that of the vegetative cover.

A common condition in nature is a thin plane of water covering and wetting an opaque, diffuse,
reflecting surface. The wet material almost always reflects less than the dry material. Suits
(1985) suggests two principle reasons for this effect:

i. Firstly, the thin liquid film tends to form an impedance-matching layer between air and the
opaque solid, so that greater p€netration of radiation is permiued.

ii. The second effect, which appears to be dominant in natural circumstances, is the reduction
in reflection resulting from multiple internal reflections within the liquid layer between the
diffuse surface and the specular liquid surface.

If the dry material is assumed to be opaque and Lambertian with directional hemispherical
spectral reflectance, fl, then for near normal illumination the wet reflectance, not including the
specular reflection, is approximated by

pY" --

il"=

where:

L{h; g,)

EiQ')

p'(L)

d(L)

MTQ;T)

i = 1,2,

i=3.

[6.4.4aI

[6.4.4b]

For a typical dry surface reflectance of 0.2, Eq. [6.a.4a] gives a 56 Vo reduction in the surface
reflectance for the same surface when wet. This is very much an upper limit of reflectance
reduction that occurs during/after precipitation. For vegetated terrain, drainage from leaves is
rapid while the evaporation of water is dependent on boundary layer conditions. The
determination of ground reflectance by satellite will be biased towards the dry condition due to
the correlation of cloud cover and rain. In the far infrared the surface reflectance is zero.

If the surface is assumed to reflect uniformly in all directions independent of incident direction
then f (L; Qi, Q) = PQ')/n (and also p(1) = R(f)). The spectral radiance intercepted by the
satellite, assuming a pellucid atmosphere is

LilL;e)=ulit)ry+d(,1) ry t6.4.51

= top of the atmosphere spectral radiance in direction gtr-

= solar spectral irradiance.

= surface reflectance.

= surface cmissivity.

= specnal radiant exitance at temperature ?*.

The first term in Eq. [6.a.5] denotes the reflected solar radiation whilst the second term gives
the emitted terresrial radiation. The radiance measured by the AVIIRR/2 is approximated by
substituting Eq. [6.4.5] into Eq. [2.1.41to give

r,=lu4ift + €Ll(n , i=1,2,3,4,5, [6.4.6]
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where

i= lr2, [6.a.7a1

i = 3,4,5 [6.4.7b]

Channel Component A Component B Total
Value

Units

Value Vo Value Vo

I 25.8 100 0 0 2s.8 W m'' [m'r sr-r
2 16.5 100 0 0 16.5 W m'' um'' sr-'
3 o.25 36 0.44 & 0.69 mW m-'cm sr I

4 0 0 97.2 100 97.2 mW m-'crn sf'
5 0 0 nl 100 111 mW m'' cm sr'

Table 6.4.2 Theoretical radiance received by the NOAA 9 radiometer using the Frolich and
Wehrli solar spectrum and a Lambertian ground surface with a reflectance of
0.05 and ground temperature of 21 oC. Components A and B refer to the two
parts on the right-hand side of Eq. [6.4.6], i.e. the reflected solar and the
emitted terrestrial radiation respectively.

Table [6.4.2] displays the relative strength of the two components of Eq. t6.4.61. The visible
channel measurements are composed entirely of surface reflected solar radiation while Channels
4 and 5 detect surface emission. A Channel 3 measurement is composed of both reflected solar
radiation and emitted terrestrial radiance. Equation t6.4.61 can now be rearranged to give the
visible reflectance where the surface emission term is neglected, i.e.

i= 1,2 t6.4.81

This model will overestimate the surface reflectance if scattering is the dominant atmospheric
radiation attenuator. If absorption is dominant the surface reflectance will be underestimated.
From the results of $6.2 the first casc is the more likely for the AVTIRR visible channels. No
atmospheric correction was made for atmospheric reflection or multiple land sky reflections. It
was estimated that ignoring these effects gave a bias to the derived reflectances of < 2 Vo for
Channel 1 and < | Vo for Channel 2. Equation t6.4.81 were used as the basis for estimating the
visible surface reflectance for the LM shown in Figs. [6.4.5-6]. The full set of 359 LNI images
werc processed to give the reflectance mean and standard deviation for each pixel.

The cloud discrimination algorithm used in the reflectance analysis is shown in Fig. [6.4.4]. The
hybrid scheme was developed from commonly used identification techniques, e.g. Reynolds and
Vonder Haar (1977), Shenk et al. (1976), Desbois et al. (1982), Phulpin et al. (1983), Platt
(1983), Tsonis (1984), D'Entremont (1986), and Tflnczer et al. (1989). Pixels were first
identified as being land, water, or coastline using a topography data base. The cloud
identification used thresholds to determine if a pixel was either colder or brightcr than the
expected land/sea value. The sea temperature threshold was based on Eq. [6.4.U. The land
(base) temperature threshold was taken as 7.5 oC and extrapolated using a lapse rate of 6 oC

km-r. Visible sea thresholds were taken as 8.8 Vo and 6.7 7o for Channels I and 2, and for the
land 13.6 Vo and37.2 Vo. Ice clouds were identified from the Channel 4 temperature being < -15
oC 

@ruppacher and Klett, 1978).

Llr':) = * ! *'^^, r')q,i(^) dtv,

tYz
Lbi(T) =; J Ub,(v,r'1Q,1v1 dv.

yt

f,=#,,
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LNI IMAGE

SUNGLINT FILTER
Pass ignored if:

l0r-0i | < 15" and
l0-1801 < l5o

Pre-allocare pixels:
- I I-and
-2Sea
- 3 Coastline*

TEMPERATURE FILTER
LAND: use splir window algorithm A + height correcrion

SEA: use split window algorirhm B

If (SWT < -t5 .C) Then ice cloud
LAND: If (LST < 7.5 .C) Then cloud

SEA: If (SST<Eq. t6.a.ll - 2.5 "C) Then cloud

BRIG}TTNESS FILTER
(uses gain corrected reflecnnce)

LAND & COASTLINE:
If (Chl > 13.6) or (Ch2 > 32.2) Then cloud
SEA:
If (Chl > 8.8) or (Ch2 > 6.7) Then cloud

COMPARISON FILTER
LAND:
If (Chl > Ch2) Then cloud
SEA:
If (Chl < Ch2) Then cloud

Unresolved: COASTLINE
For 8 nearest neighbours
lf (# cloudy > # not cloudy) Then

cloud
Else

If (Ch2 > Chl) Then land
Else sea

FINAL DEFINITION TABLE
I Sea
2 L,*rnd
3 Water Cloud
4 Water/Ice Cloud

*Defined as within 2 pixels of land/sea interface

Figure 6.4.4 Cloud identification algorithm used during the calculation of surface reflecrance.
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Figure 6.4.5 Reflectance for NOAA-9 Channel l.
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Figure 6.4.7 Reflectance for NOAA-9 Channel 3.

The coastline classification was necessary as the geographic referencing of the image was
occasionally in error by one or two pixels. Disregarding this fact could lead to dull coastline land
values or to the erroneous identification of cloud over sea. Therefore pixels close to the land-
sea boundary were analysed using the weaker of the land/sea thresholds. Any coastline pixels
that were not identified as cloudy after threshold tests were then checked against their eight
nearest neighbours. If the number of cloudy pixels exceeded the number of clear pixels the pixel
was marked as cloudy. If the coastline pixels were found to be cloud free they were considered
to be land if the Channel 2 reflectance was greater than the Channel I reflectance.

The cloud identification was biased towards rejecting a pixel as cloudy to eliminate all cloudy
and as many pafily cloudy IFOVs as possible without erroneously rejecting clear pixels. As
the aim was to measure snow-free surface reflectance no effort was made to distinguish snow

covered land - it was rejected as cloud. However, as derived surface features are the mean of
several years' data they are effectively uninfluenced by the misinterpretation of a few pixels.

This algorithm was refined over several years and was tested against_human interpretation of
the image. It is less sophisticated than the routines implemented by Coackley and Bretherton
(1982), or Coackley and Baldwin (1984) which use spatial techniques to try to discriminate
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partly filled fields of view. The algorithm was, however, satisfactory in the present situation.
For the cases where a single of images were analysed the thresholds were further optimized
after visual inspection of the image ind the land tlmperarure threshold was derived from the
temperature extrapolation procedure described earlier.

The successful rejection of cloud contaminated pixels can be judged from:

i. The uniformity of sea reflectances.

ii. The image features matching vegetation features.

T[ere was a danger-that frequent mountain snow cover might have given abnormally high
reflectance values which would (incorrectly) be attributed t6 alpine iegetation. The-dulier
mountain values for Channels I and 2 demonstrate rhat this error did not oi ur.

Table 6.4.3 Reflectance and standard deviation averages for land and sea pixels.

Table t6.4.31 shows the mean sea and land values and their mean standard deviations. The
late-r value represents an average variability of measured reflectance attributable to changing
surface and atmospheric conditions. The Channels had similar variability for the sea ,uriu.,
pixels. The land values have similar dispersions for both visible channels. 

-This 
is not the result

expected' Leaves a.re transparent at Channel 2 wavelengths so it was expected that Channel 2
reflectance would represent the underlying soil type modified by the transparency of the
vegetative cover. The variation in the reflection of both channels ii acceptabli in thi presenr
Iud.y as- the ground term enters only as a correction in the derivation of cloud p*u*.t.rr.
Further factors that would have to be included in a future study would include:

i. Temporal variation in surface composition, e.g. the ploughing of soil, the presence of
deciduous trees.

ii. The wetring of the surface.

iii. Atmospheric variability.

iv. The angular dependence of the BSDRF.

The land reflectances lie in the range 7-12 Vo for Channel I and 15-30 7o for Channel 2. pasture
has. a noticeably higher albedo in both the Manawatu and Wairarapa regions. The forested and
undeveloped areas have an albedo duller than the farmed at""i but- brighter than the sea.
Noticeable in both Figs [6.4.5 & 6] are urban areas. For Channel I these ati brignter than their
surroundings, while for Channel 2 they are duller. Table t6.4.41 presenrs the suriace reflectance
values representative of terrain features.

Sea Land
Mean Reflectance

(Vo)
Mean Standard
Deviation (7o)

Mean Reflectance
(vo)

Mean Standard
Deviation (7o)

Channel I 5.3 1.6 8.7 2.2
Channel 2 2.8 t.4 23.8 5.8
Channel 3 2.6 1.9 4.4 t.9
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Channel 1 Channel2 Channel3

Sea 5.3 2.8 2.6
Forest and undeveloped land 7-8 15 2l z-4
Pasture and arable land 9 24-28 5

Urban areas l0 - ll l8 2l 7-tr
Table 6.4.4 Typical reflectance values from the LNI data set.

Figure 6.4.8

Kirchhoff's law relates the emissivity and reflectance by

P'(L) + d(r.) = I .

Maliing use of this expression and Eq. [6.4.6b] allows
expressed

. Lz - L\(T')
n___,,_ p,El 

_ rf(r")
n 

-rJ"

Solar
radiance: 4.97

+
lRtmosptreric

fmission: 

0.02

Surface
reflection:0.04 Surace emission: 0.14

Surface (Albedo = 5 Vo, Temperature = 21 oC)

Extraterrestrial Channel 3 weighted radiances in mW m-2 cm sr-t for surface
reflectance and emission, and for atmospheric emission. The atmospheric
emission and attenuation was based on a midlatitude summer atmosphere (V =
23 km).

l6.4.el

the reflectance for Channel 3 to be

[6.4.10]

The numerator in this expression is the difference between the satellite received radiance and

the thermal emission of the surface. The denominator is the difference between the incident
solar radiance and the thermal emission. The difference between two similar measurements is
very sensitive to small variation (or error) in those measurements. This became apparent when
the application of Eq. [6.4.10] gave consistently negative values of reflectance. Night time
Channel 3 estimates of surface temperature are in error by a few degrees because the
differential between the surface radiating temperature and the effective atmosphere radiating
remperature is low, i.e. the absorption of emitted terrestrial radiation is compensated for by
atmospheric emission. The daytime effective surface radiating temperature (which includes
reflectance) is of the order of 40 oC 

- much higher than the atmospheric temperature - 
so the

daytime atmospheric transmittance is significantly less than at night. Therefore the assumption
of a pellucid itmosphere is not valid for estimates of Channel 3 reflectance. Figure t6.4.81
shows typical values of radiance for daytime illumination of a surface with a 5 7o albedo. The

difference between the extraterrestrial solar irradiance and the surface incident solar energy is

less than 5 Vo, so the extraterrestrial solar constant remains valid. However atmospheric
emission is 50 7o of surface reflection and is a significant contributor to Channel 3

measurements. The atmosphere was taken into account by re-expressing the Channel 3

reflectance as
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(Lz - LtMsPh"c)

e'tlk
- LiQ"\

fi= ttiEi
,c

- LiQ')

the 3 pm window from the emissivities

reflector and has a BSRDF

[6.4.1l]

[6.4.13]

(i.e. waves) spreads
a strong function of

The value of LtnosPh"" depends on the atmospheric model and observation angle. For nadir
observation the sky^ emission is given in Table t6.4.51. The scattering optical deprh for Channel
3 is small (about 0.04) so diffuse transmission can be disregarded 

-and just the attenuation of
the direct beam considered.

Table 6.4.5 Channel 3 weighted atmospheric emission for 4 atrnospheric models (mW m-2
cm sr-l;.

From Tbl. [6.4.5] it is clear that atmospheric emission varies with season but is weakly
dependent on aerosol content. The midlaiitude winter and summer models with V = 23 were
used to derive Channel 3 reflectance. The surface temperature required to calculate the Channel
3 surface thermal emission was derived from AVHRR Channeli 4 and 5 using split window
equation (B). Equation t6.4.lll was then used to calculate the Channel 3 ieflectances
displayed in Fig. t6.4.7).

Like that of the two visible channels, Channel 3 reflectance is conelated with surface
vegetation. In this case the difference in reflectance is not as marked between the sea and land
nor between land features. This is corroborated by measurements in the 3.4 to 4.2 1tmatmospheric window by Hovis and Tobin (1967). They noted that daylighr measurements show
a lack of information about the constituents of the surfice layer. Table l1.q.ql gives reflecrance
values derived from the emissivities of Cogan (1985). Thi values *J in agrlement with the
those given in Tbl. [6.4.4] and observed in F1g. t6.4.71:.

Water 0.01-0.03
Leaves 0.04-0.14

Bark 0.10-0.13

Table 6.4.6 Reflectances of several surfaces in
Cogan (1985).

A plane water surface can be regarded as a Fresnel

of

f'' "o(Liroii@) = 2p(,1.)d(sin20, - sin20,)6(Q, - Qit n) ,

where p(4,) is the spectral reflectance. The inclusion of surface roughness
the specular nature of the surface to give a complicated BSRDF which is
windspeed, see Raschke (1971).

Sea foam also occurs in rough conditions and increases surface albedo. Foam is usually
assumed to behave as a Lambertian reflector with a reflectance anywhere between 0.45 to 0.9b
(Sturm, l98l). The relation between wind_velocity and the fraction foam coverage, C1, has been
experimentally determined by Monahan (1971) and Ross and Cardone (1974) ai

Cf = 7.2 " 16-5 u3'3 , t6.4.141

where v is the wind velocity. This equation was generated for winds less than 9 ms-I. It
overestimates foam coverage for higher windspeeds. The surface reflectance is therefore

V=23km V= 50 km
Midlatitude Summer o.o77 0.059
Midlatitude Winter 0.012 0.013
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expressed as a linear combination of sea and foam components

f*f*,(A,) = (l - c|)p'-(A) + cd*^Q) . [6.4.1s]

Hence a ZVo areal coverage of sea foam may double the effective sea albedo. In general, sea
reflectance, P'"o, varies to a much lesser extent as a function of suspended matter - both
organic (plankton blooms) and inorganic (suspended particulates).

The relationship between windspeed and surface reflectance was examined for the LNI data.
Ground level wind data collected by the NZMS at Paraparaumu (see Fig. [6.3.2]) was
compared to the mean count of an adjacent area of sea surface. There is no clear relationship
between surface reflectance and windspeed, although there is generally an increase in
reflectance with increasing wind velocity. The points are fitted with a curye generated using
Eqs [6.4.14 & l5]. The sea was assumed to have an albedo of 3 Vo for Channel I and to be
black at Channel 2 wavelengths. The foam albedo was chosen as 50 Vo and 40 Vo for Channels 1

and 2 respectively. The curves fitted the data points with a reflectance fins error of 1.3 for
Channel I and l.l for Channel 2. Comparison of windspeed derived from the Channel I or
Channel 2 reflectance with the measured windspeed gave fins errors of about 3 ms-l for both
channels. Further investigation is required into the the spectral characteristics of sea foam,
together with in silu measurement, to validate this procedure as a method of deriving sea state
and indirectly surface windspeed. It is necessary to quantify this effect with regards to the
algorithm (Eq.t6.l.3l) which determines aerosol optical thickness over the oceans. This
procedure assumes a constant AVHRR/2 Channel I albedo of 1.5 Vo (Rao et a1.,1988; Rao 1989;
Masuda et al., 1988). Unless accounted for, an increase in surface foam will result in an
overestimate of the aerosol thickness.

Figure 6.4.9 Channel I and 2 counts for a region of the Tasman Sea versus windspeed
measured at Paraparaumu. The points have been fitted with a theoretical curve
based on Eq. t6.4.61 with foam reflectances of 50 Vo (Channel 1) and 4O Vo

(Channel 2).

In summary, this chapter has investigated the surface that underlies and the atmosphere that
surrounds the cloud layers analysed in the next section. A LOWTRAN model of the NZ
atmosphere was analysed at AVHRR wavelengths. Ground measurements in the visible were
shown to be influenced by atmospheric scattering although the offset error was small for 8-bit
data. A correction factor was given for cloud temperature, based on either Channel 4 or 5
measurements. Using a simple reflectance difference method, the visible gains of the NOAA-9
AVHRR Channels I and 2 were shown to have changed with time. Algorithms were presented
to derive sea and land surface temperatures based on Channel 4 and 5 measurements. A
method of deriving surface air temperature and lapse rate was developed. The set of NOAA-9
images was analysed to provide mean values of reflectance for Channels I to 3. Atmospheric
correction was necessarv to derive Channel 3 reflectance values. The visible reflectance values
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w€ro strongly correlated with ,strface land use. The Channol 3 reflec,tances wcre lcss variable
ynth vegctition chalsp and had targe values in urban arsas- 

-Filit;; 
$t.re was shown tobe measurablc from increased brightness due to sea foam.



7 CALCULATION OF CLOUD
PARAMETERS FROM AVHRR
DATA

Most theoretical and computational work on scattering problems attacks the direct problem,
that is, the physical parameters characterising the aimosphere are taken as given, certain
boundary conditions are assumed for the sourfes of radiation, and the radiation field in the
atmosphere is sought. The inverse problem, in which the radiation field is assumed known and
one wants to infer the parameters characterising the atmosphere, is more appropriate for the
interpretation of observations. Because of the iultitude of p-urrr.ters needed to characterise
an actual atmosphere (and its underlying surface) there is noreliable and consistent procedure
for solving the inverse problem. The uiual procedure is to assume a set of parameters wtrictr
are being sought and. to compute the properties of the radiation field for a particular model
atmosphere. This is the method followed here.

7.I EARLIER STUDIES

There have been Tany qualitative observations of the influence of a change in drop-size
distribution on satellite measurements. As discussed in $2.5.1 the number of CCN is less in amaritime environment than in an airmass over land. In consequence, the addition of
anthropogenic particulates into regions where the aerosol count is low can lead to an increase in
number and a decrease in size of clo.ud droplets. Both of these changes in the cloud dropletdistribution contribute to--giving a higher visible albedo to the pollied as compared to the
unpolluted cloud. This effect was notiied in TIROS VII images ai anomalous cloud lines over
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans (Conover, 1966) and succinitly explained by Twomey ei al.(1967)- Their reasoning was that combustion products from ship exhausis provide cloud
nucleation particles. Although combustion prbduced aerosols iequire a relatively high
supersaturation before acting as cloud nuclei, this condition exists over the sea in iegions
depleted of aerosols. The change in cloud drop spectra has been observed as a chanle in
AVHRR Channel 3-radiance by Coakley er al. (tl'sz, 1988) and Scorer (19g7). Bothihese
observations were of anomalously brighi ship tra,cks in stratocumulus cloud. This variation is
consistent with changes in the cloud drop spectra. Pueschel et al. (1981) have measured the
change in a stratocumulus cloud due to pollution from a coal-fired power plant. Their
measurements showed an increase in the cloud drop concentration (246 to 293 cm-3), mode
radius (2.69 to 4.49 pm), and distribution spread (o, b.S+ to 1.35 pm) between the polluied and
unpolluted cloud.

Coakley and Davies (1986) have used the NOAA-7 AVHRR to observe solar radiation
reflected by clouds at 3.7 prm. This was found by subtracting an esrimated value of thermal
emission from the Channel 3 radiance. They collecled observations of the emission of low level
water clouds formed at night and found a relationship between Channels 3 and 4 of

Earlier studies 129

t7.1.tlLz = aLi

where a = 1.59 x l0-7, n = 3.23 and L3 and La are expressed in mw m-2 cm sr-I. The AVHRR
data covered the Pacific Ocean from the equator to 50 oN and was collected during September
and Octoberof 1981. Equation [7.1.1] predicts the thermal emission with an rms errorof O.OIS
mW m-2 sr-r cm for the ringe 0.14 to O.3A mW m-2 sr-r cm. Coackley and Davis did not discuss
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the applicability of Eq. [7.1.1]. The expression does not take into accounr the differential
dependence of directional emissivity on observation angle and cloud optical depth.

Arking and Childs (1985) demonstrated that gross differences in cloud droplet size can be
extracted from radiometer measurements at 3.7 pm. Their work aimed at extracting the four
cloud parameters: cloud cover fraction within IFOV; optical thickness of the cloud 

-iayer 
at a

reference wavelength_; cloud-top temperature; and microphysical model of cloud paniclei. They
considered the six different microphysical models summarized in Tbl. 17.l.ll.

Mode Radius (pm) Particle Phase

4 liquid
4 rce
8 liouid
8 lce
l6 liquid
32 ice

Table 7.1.1 Microphysical models used by Arking and Childs (1985).

The technique consisted of four steps:

i. selection of cloud-free pixels and retrieval of surface parameters.

ii. Determination of the microphysical model.

iii. Selection of clusters in a two-dimensional histogram of Channels I and 4, representing
cloud-filled IFOVs.

iv. Determination of the cloud parameters using a maximal clustering technique.

The fourth step is required because the mapping from cloud parameters to measured rad.iance
values is not one to one. It utilizes known physical attributes of cloud cover to constrain the
solution. The technique was demonstrated over the South Atlantic and appears to reasonably
determine cloud parameters, although no cloud truth data were available tovalidate results. By
removing the cloud fraction parameter and extending the number of microphysical models the
technique developed below allows the determination of cloud parameters with much greater
accuracy than the Arking and Childs method. Furthermore, rhe method has been applied
successfully over a surface which has neither uniform thermal nor reflectance properties.

7.2 RADIATIVE MODEL FOR A CLOUDY ATMOSPHERE

The radiation reflected by a cloud can be enhanced by the addition of a surface layer. The
derivation can be made using the adding formulae given in $5.2, where the added layer is purely
reflecting and absorbing. If the added surface layer is a Lambertian reflector then, after funher
simplification, the expressions give the well known result (Chandrasekhar 1950; Liou, 1980),

LilL ftod'oP; Q) =

Rt"rfor"(L\

1 _ psurfacel;)R"t.d(h; t)

t7.2.r)

The surface correction is the second term within the brackets in Eq. 17.2.11. The surface
colrection term grows with increasing surface reflectance. Increasing the cloud reflectance

ryDf^t^' t;si'e) + F'o*(h; r, gi,Zn)t''o'(L: r zn, rg)f.
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tends to decrease the influence of the ground, despite the fractional part of the correction term
becoming larger. This_happens for two reasons: firstly, the diffuse transmission decreases; and
secondly, the cloud reflection term increases. For initance, consider typical Channel I and Z
surface reflectances of 0.087 and 0.16. At optical depths of r = 4 and # tne surface correction
terrns for nadir illumination and observation are 0.015 and 0.002 (Channel l) and 0.022 and
0'0018 (Channel 2). These corrections are less than l0 Vo of thereflection value.

In the 4 pm atmospheric window terrestrial emission must be included within the radiative
model. The spectral radiance, Lt(h;o; E),leaving the croud is then

LilL; Tctod toe, 
E) = ftod()"; t; g)Lier;T-,"d) +lu;e ie)R t"d(Li t; gi, g)

F''*(h; r,2n, g)
1 - psw[acclL)Rrt."d(1; t)

{e"*'pr)ti(T*r*') + R'nto""(L)llu,tU^rF,"r(L; t; gi,2n) + €rod(L; t)Lift"d)f}.

17.2.21

The terms used in Eq. U.2.31are defined in_ Appendix H. The factor (l - p'"t","1;yR t"d1h; 
t1,14

accounts for the multiple surface-cloud refleciions. The number of photons that are scattered
several times between the cloud and the ground before finally putring through the cloud to
space is very small, because the productof Rswlacc 

^6pctod 
is glnlra[yi"r, than 0.01.

For Channels 4 and 5 the extraterrestrial solar radiance is negligible when compared to emitted
terrestrial radiance. Removing the solar componenrs from y{ ti.z.zl gives

Lt(L; ,ctoud 
toP, g) = €tod(X; t; E)L1(1; T,or) + d",f",'(L)Lie; ydaccyylor(L: t;2o, g)) .

17.2.31

Except for very thin cloud, t < 4, Eq. 17.2.3) is dominated by the first term.

Equations [7.2,1, to 3] define the radiative model used to estimate the radiation leaving the top
surface of a cloud. To obtain the satellite measured radiance, atmospheric attenuation must beincluded, as well as enhancement by atmospheric emission. The atmospheric transmission
above cloud is a function of cloud top treight for Channels 3 and 4. For Channel I the
transmission of radiation from the clbud to the satellite sensor is dominated by ozone
attenuation. The few aerosols existing above the cloud are strong forward scatterers so their
glfe^lt is negligible. The amount of solar radiation reflected above thl cloud is also negligible (cf.
$6.2). As aerosol scattering is mostly non-absorbing, the atmosphere below the cloud can be
neglected. Equation 17.2.ll can be re-expressed, including ozone transmission, for Channel I
as

LJg) =

[^1^,,,

u

f=" f..o[-r,"^,rl>fr+]
l,qt1l1 al' i,

*swface(2t)
f'o^(L; t, ei,2r)Ir,or(1; r,2n, atfo,ttt at.Qi,Q) +

17.2.41
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The solar irradiance is a strong function of wavelength, but the remaining cloud terrns were
considered to be constant for the bandwidth of Channel 1. The cloud terns were evaluated at
the weighted mean radiance of the channel (0.64 pm) whereas the surface term came from
direct measurement (cf. $6.3). The ozone optical depth was band averaged. Therefore Eq.
I7.2.41was used in the form

17.2.s1

For Channels 3 and 4 attenuation is by water vapour absorption above the cloud, so
transmission is a function of cloud height. The solution of the equarion of radiative transfer in
this case was given in Eq. 16.2.61. The satellite intercepted radiance for Channel 4 is expressed

Lc(s)= IIr'"'(v t; g)Lb"(vT,,d)"-o(ruu 
)

,cloud 
top

+ ! t r,,rrrrle*p(&p 
) 
{u} 

O,ru, o, . 17.2.6l
0

In practice, the cloud emissivity was evaluated at a single wavelength (10.8 pm). The right-
hand term was evaluated separately for a number of different atmospheric models as a funciion
of cloud top height. Therefore satellite received radiance for Channel 4 was expressed

Lq(g)=flod(t;g)Li(Tt'\exe(ry)+t;^^o^","(h).

yl

For Channel 3 the above-cloud transmission was accounted for in
4. Atmospheric attenuation below cloud base was neglected. Eq.

/ _ rc^lod lapr t r\
L{g) = L'|ot (g)e*pl l+ 2";^ o^""(h) 

,
\f')

where

t7.2.71

the same manner as Channel
I7.2.21then becomes

17.2.81

ItiElR"tod(t, ei, g)
L"l't (g) = €tot(r; g)r!(Tl"d) +

-ffi{e#",4<*.o.|acC)+**[*piEiI-Iod(t;gi,2n)+elod(,)L\e,,))|

17.2.e1

Equations 17.2.6 - 9l model the band radiance received by the AVHRR. These expressions
include the effect of atmosphere above the cloud. The equations are functions of cloud
properties (cloud thickness, cloud effective radius, cloud temperature and cloud top height),
sun-cloud-satellite geometry and surface properties (reflectance and temperature).
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7.3 CALCULATION OF CLOUD PARAMETERS

In the method developed the following cloud paramerers are determined:

i. Cloud optical and physical depth.

ii. Cloud top temperature and height.

iii. Cloud particle size as represented by the effective radius of the droplet size distribution.

iv. Column liquid water content.

Twomey and Seton (1980), Curran and Wu (1982) and King (1987) have shown that
measurements of the reflection function can be used to derive optical depth. The approach of
King (1987) found the scaled optical depth using the asymptotic formulas. In the present case
the optical depth was found using Eq. [7.2.1]. For a given effective radius, the optical depth
was found using a linear bisection method. The initial choice of effective radius is not critical, as

$5.3 established that cloud reflectance for Channel I is only weakly dependent on cloud drop-
size distribution. The reflectance for optical depths greater than 32 was found using the
asymptotic formulae. Channel 1 was used to estimate optical depth rather than Channel 2, as it
had a narrower bandwidth and was independent of water vapour absorption.

From Eq. It.6.4] the physical depth can be expressed from the oprical depth, 11,

where ffi'is the Channel 1 extinction coefficient. The value of depth obtained is linearly related
to the particle concentration assumed for the distribution. This value can change by orders of
magnitude, so the value of physical depth generated cannot be overly trusted. The inability to
sense cloud depth is related to the fact that a thick cloud of moderate particle density can have
the same reflection characteristics as a much thinner, denser cloud.

Nevertheless Eq. t7.3.11 can be applied to all the AVHRR channels; e.g.the optical depth for
Channel 3 can be found from the optical depth in Channel 1 using

, - 
tt

"- ff|"

. -NIr"- fff"

t7.3.11

h.z.al

17.3.2)

where the subscripts denote the channel. As Eq. 17.3.2) involves the ratio of two extinction
coefficients, the estimate of 13 is independent of the assumption of drop concentration.

The surface radiating temperature was found from clear pixels within the image. When the
inversion method was applied over rugged terrain the temperature extrapolation procedure
described in $6.4 was used. This method also provides an estimate of atmospheric lapse rate.
This gave a relationship between cloud top height and temperature,

Tclod top - Tswfac, + hn

where 4 is the atmospheric lapse-rate. Cloud temperature and height were found by solving
Eqs [7.2.7 ] and 17.3.4). The error in the derived temperature was a function of height, but can
be estimated at about 1 "C for low cloud. Feigelson (1984) states that cloud temperatures
usually differ from the temperature of the surrounding air by some tenths of a degree. Only in
the case of dense cumuli can the difference be more than a degree. On the whole, convective
clouds tend to heat up the surrounding atmosphere. Within the cloud mass the temperature
fluctuations may be considerable, reaching I to 3 oC. On the average these clouds stay a little
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(0.2 - 0.5 oC) cooler than the ambient air. Inside the clouds the temperature gradients are close
to moist adiabatic. For Channel 4 the directional emissivity is only weakly dependent on cloud
microphysics.

A linear bisection method was used to match the satellite value of Channel 3 radiance to the
model values of radiance as a function of effective radiance. The procedure was then repeated to
refine the initial estimate of optical depth etc. until the difference in derived effective radius
differed by less than 0.1 ttm. This generally occurred in less than 5 iterations.

An estimate of particle size can be used to estimate the volume liquid water content. The
disadvantage of this parameter is that, like physical depth, it is sensiiive to the assumed drop
concentration, N. A better parameter is-found by multiplying the volume liquid water content by
the cloud depth. This is a measure of the cloud column liquid water content, which may be the
same for a thick cloud with few drops per cm-3 as for a thin dense cloud. This parameter is
independent of N, i.e.

cr-w=*hx (N)w =ffi 17.3.s)

Channel I
Vo Albedo

Channel3
Temperature

('c)

Channel4
Temperature

('c)
Heieht (m) 0 0 -200
Depth (m) 6.3 -2.5 0.39
Temperature (K) 0 0 1.1
Radius (pm) 0.087 -1.3 0.39
Column Liquid Water (ke m-') 0.0051 -0.011 0.0031

Table 7.3.1 The partial derivatives of product (rows) as a function of input value (columns)
averaged over 1000 random pixels.

The algorithm to invert cloud parameters is displayed in Fig. 17.3.11. Table t7.3.11 shows the
average of the local par:tial derivatives of inversion product as a function of satellite value. The
values were calculated by finding the local pa.nial derivatives QrJaLr etc) around 1000 satellite
values. For clarity, the independent variables are given in terms of albedo and temperature
rather than radiance. The partial derivatives give a measure of the sensitivity of derived
products to elror in input variables. The averaging of many local derivatives presents a value
that is typical for inversion. Cloud height and temperature are derived from Channel 4 and are
also dependent upon the ground temperature and transmission characteristics of the
atmosphere. Effective radius is sensitive to change in all three satellite values; however there
is greatest dependence on the Channel 3 temperature. Cloud thickness and column liquid water
content are primarily dependent on the Channel I albedo value. As an example, a l|Vo error in
Channel I albedo and a 2 degree temperature error in Channels 3 and 4 would give errors of
400 m, 95 m, 2.2 "C,3.0 pm and 0.08 kg --t in height, depth, temperarure, radius and liquid
water content respectively.
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Calculate Pass Geometry

Define Cloudy Pixels

Use Rugged Terrain method
to find ground temperaure

and lapse rae

Atmospheric
Em ission/Transmission
data for pass geomeuy

Use l,1 to estimate cloud
optical deprh

Use La with ground
temperature and lapse rate to

find cloud top heighr and
lemperature

Use Lr to find effective
radius

repeat until
dr" < 0.1 1tm

then calculate
cloud depth
and
column liquid
water content

Figure 7.3.1 Cloud parameter inversion algorithm.
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7.4 CLOUD GENERATION AND STRUCTURE: AN OROGRAPHTC
EXAMPLE

Mountain wave clouds are a relatively common feature of the New Zealand sky. The waves are
formed by a mountain chain down the length of the country lying across ihe snong south-
westerly Southern Hemisphere middle latitude airflow. It is presumed that in the iimplest
cases the clouds will be formed by air parcels essentially following the streamlines and witl be
free of the effects of entrainment of air at the cloud boundaries, vertical mixing within the cloud
and, for stationary waves, temporal variability.

Mountain or lee wave clouds are significantly less turbulent than many other cloud types
(Cam:thers and Choularton, 1986). Droplets in these clouds are carried through the cloud to
evaporate again at the downwind edge, without ever growing large enough to fall out or for
$owth by_ collision and coalescence to become important. Thus at any point along a streamline
the age of a droplet depends on its distance from the leading edge and on the wind speed, as
well as on initial conditions. Droplet growth in these clouds should be described by the droplet
growth theory in a simple form, with no modifications to include turbulence and mixing.

The visible and infrared images for NOAA-9 Pass 729 at 3.55 NZST on the 2nd of February
1985 are shown in Figs U.4.1 and 21. In the two images is a mountain cloud covering the
Tararua ranges. To the northeast the cloud dissipates before reforming over the Ruahine
ranges. Fig. [7.4.3] shows the 12.00 noon wind-profile measured by radiosonde ascent at a
nearby airport. The lower-level windspeed steadily increased with height but had a consrant
direction of 305o, which was orthogonal to the ranges. The main cloud was about 25 km wide so
an airparcel took about 7 minutes to traverse the cloud (assuming a horizontal windspeed of 60
ms-r at cloud height). The cloud appears slightly offset in the windward direction, indicating an
asymmetric wind flow over the barrier. Lee waves in the wake of the range were of sufficient
strength to generate secondary clouds parallel to the mountain range. The infrared image
shows a slight warming of the surface in between the lee waves to the right of the Tararua
ranges. This feature is commensurate with warming of the surface by descending air. In
general, the right-hand side of the image shows that the land surface was warmer in the lee of
the mountain range. This could be explained by three possible processes:

i. The pass was in the mid-afternoon so the eastern part of the LM would have experienced
more solar radiation than the west - this area was in the shadow of the mountains during
the early morning.

ii. Precipitation could have occurred within the orographic cloud, so the air descending in the
lee of the mountains was warmer than on the windward side (i.e a Fcihn wind).

iii. A change in water vapour content across the ranges (as in ii.) could also bias the land
split window temperature and slightly alter land surface temperatures.

Points ii. and iii. are unlikely as the time for an airparcel to traverse the cloud is too short for
precipitation to develop.
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Figure 7.4.1 NOAA-9 Pass 729 Channel I derived albedo.
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Figure 7.4.2 NOAA-9 Pass 729 Channel 4 derived temperature.
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Figure 7.4.4 The region of interest. Contours are shown at 400 m and 800 m. paraparaumu
airport, where the wind measurements were made, is indicated by an arrow to
the left of the region of interest.

The inversion process was carried out on a subregion within the image shown in Fig t7.4.41.
The thresholds in cloud identification procedure wlre selected to try to eliminate punl-y cloudy
pixels. The inversion products are ihown in Figs U.4.5 a-el. The main ctouO hid three
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regions:

i. The bottom third of thc cloud has a number of anomalously warm pixels which are
assigned a ve! low cloud top height. This is caused by the IFOV not 

-being 
completely

filled by cloud or containing optically thin cloud. The fractured naturc of the area is iuntrer
emphasized by a few pixels in the middle of the region failing to be identified as cloud. The
topology is too low for a blankct cloud layer to develop. Over the highest part of the ridge
sufficient cloud has developed to present scnsible inversion values. Cloud droplets have
not been subject to a continually saturated environment and so have only rn:anaged to
grow to a modest size - about 15 pm.

ii. The central part of the cloud runs over the high point of the range. This can be seen as the
highest and deepest region of the cloud. The anomalous temperature values on the
extreme left of the cloud indicate partly cloudy pixels which the cloud identification routine
failed to exclude. This fractured cloud does not appear to the same extent on the right-
hand edge. This, suggests a steady uplift, then blanket cloud which evaporates rapidly
past the ridge. As the topography grows, effective radius increases towards a maximal
value of 2l pm. Local cloud development is of such an extent that the cloud takes
significantly longer to evaporate on its lee edge.

iii. The upper part of the cloud has an even depth and closely follows the terrain shape. The
cross-section in Fig. 17.4.61is through this part of the cloud. The ground topography does
not reach the same heights as the middle region, but there is a valley benveen two ridges
in the centre of this region. As a result, particle size remains constant for a considerable
distance. Droplet size is much smaller at a comparable distance into the cloud than for the
central region. This emphasizes the effect the course of an air-parcel has on cloud
microphysics.

The lee-wave cloud occurs at a higher altitude than the mountain cloud, indicating a higher
condensation level over the eastern plains than over the mountain range. The initial panicle
size of the lee-wave cloud is much higher than for the main cloud. This suggests that the
movement of the air-parcel through the main cloud has enhanced its drop forming ability.

Figure 17.4.6) shows the cloud parameters derived for a cross section through the top portion of
the cloud. The growth of droplets in warm clouds is known to be governed by two processes:
the individual growth by condensation of water vapour, and the forrration of large droplets
through coalescence of smaller ones. The second process, although probably the more
important one in the production of heavy rain, is known to depend on the existence of a sufficient
number of drops > 18 pm. As the time an air-parcel takes to traverse the cloud is about 7
minutes there is insufficient time for coalescence to play a significant part in modifying the size-
distribution. Lechner and Fisher (1987) examined a 10 km wide orographic cloud over the
Tararuas. Droplets as large as 12 pm appeared within the first 30 m of the cloud. Lechner and
Fisher showed that there was a very rapid initial growth of the droplets. Within 2 seconds or
the first 70 m of from the boundary the mean droplet radius had reached 4 p-, while beyond this
point it increased only slowly. Within the cloud, the narrowness of the droplet distribution and
the uniformity of the droplet concenration were apparent. The quick appefiance of large values
of effective radiance is apparent in Fig. 17.4.51and in the values of effective radius for the cloud
cross section. The measured effective radius was compared against cloud drop sizc generated
by using a simple parabolic drop growth model @ogers, 1979). An initial Gaussian drop size
distribution was allowed to grow under the conditions of I 7o supersaturation, at a cloud
temperature of 5 oC. The model matches the derived results well until the effective radius
reaches about 15 pm. The difference observed is probably due to drop growth being enhanced
by higher values of supersaturation associated with a sharper increase in terrain hcight. At this
point, cloud top temperature decreases and cloud top height increases. Thc difference between
the modelled and observed effective radii may be due to a convective bubble over the main
mountain ridge. This can cause entrainment of dry air and the consequent bimodality of the drop
size distribution, such as that observed by Politovich and VaIi (1983) in orographic cloud.
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I

1000 15m 2m0

Heieht (m)

Figurc 7.4.5a Derived cloud top heighr
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E

Temperature (C)

Figure 7.4.5b Derived cloud top temperaturc.
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Depth (m)

Figure 7.4.5c Derivcd cloud physical depth.
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u.z 0.3

Column Liquid Warer (kg/-3)

Figure 7.4.5d Derived cloud column liquid water content.
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l5

Radius (microns)

Figure 7.4.5e Derived effective radius.
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Figure 7.4.6 Derived cloud parameters for a cross section through the main orographic cloud:

a) column tiquia water content, b) cloud top tcmPcrature, c) effective radius,

"na 
aj-rioua ^top height and thickness. Superimposed on the effective radius

gropftir tft" iff"itir" iodior derived from a parabolic drop growth model.

In conclusion, physically realistic cloud pammeters have been extracted from the NOAA-9

image. The effecti* r..iiur has been shown to be consistent with a simple drop growth model

and with measurement in an orographic cloud formed under similar conditions'
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7.5 CONCLUSIONS

This cloud. parameter inversion technique is most applicable to stratiform clouds, i.e. cloudswhose horizontal dimensions are orderi of magnituOi grcater than their vertical dimensions.Although this study has dealt with water cloudslt is fealible to 
"*trnJ 

the inversion t""t nil*to ice clouds. unlike water droplets, ice-particles can attain 
" 

n*i"ty oi rr,up"t which determinetheir light scattering characteriitics. 
ltttfrougtr. ttre gross approximation made by Arking andchilds in their originll paPgr allowed discriirinatio"n of i# and water clouds, a quantitativeinversion technique will require significant research to achieve accurate modelling of ice cloud.

This research has ryn parallel to the intensive work carried out in the near infrared where thereflected solar radiation is a much weaker function oi cloud drd ;il. -lt 
is therefore ratherdisappointing that NOAA intend to drop tq 1.2 pm channel during the day in favour of a nearinfrared channel of 2.2 pm from aboui 1996. Nevertheless, the iloaerai resolution imaging

spectnometer proposed for the EOS I satellite will offer a continuing data source within the 4
lrm atmospheric window.

ln conclusion this thesis has:

i. Summarized the pre-launch calibration of the NoAA-g AVHRR visible channels. Thepost-launch variation of the sensor has been examined using 
" ,"fl"r,"nce differencemethod. The gain of the visible channels was shown ro vary aftjr hunch.

ii' Examined air transmission at AVHRR wavelengths using a modified version of theLOWTRAN code. For the AVHRR visible channils, solar-reflection can be disregardedfor cloud remote sensing (8-bit rad.iance resolution). Ozone transmission was included for
Channel l. Atmospheric emission and transmission was included in cloud remote sensingfor Channels 3 and 4.

ii' Shown aerosol content to be the most influential factor in determining clear-sky radiance.
The aerosol content in the LOWTRAN model was adjusted for the NZregion.

iv' Produced Channels I to 3 surface reflectance values for the LNI region. Atmospheric
correction had to be included in the calculation of Channel 3 reflectance as atmospheric
emission is a significant fraction of surface reflection.

v' Modelled sea. surface temperature as a function of season. Sea surface state was shown
to change with windspeed.

vi' Developed a spilt window ground-air temperarure algorithm by comparing satellite and
surface measurements. The imponance oi correctin; rc.pr. tuti roi hright was shownfor rugged terrain. The procedure also allowed the determination of aim?spffi;hpr;
rate.

vii' Selected a cloud drop-size distribution ensemble suitable for cloud generation by modest
upwelling.

viii. Examined the elemental cloud volume parameters as a function of effective radius for the 5AVHRR/2 channels. This included the development of Mie r""ti"rin! 
"oa".

ix. l-)eveloped multiple scattering code to estimate the radiative rransfer characteristics of
cloud at AVHRR wavelengths. Cloud scattering was parameterized as a function of Sun-
cloud-satellite geomerry, cloud thickness, and cl6ud effective radius.

x. Given an inversion method which produces the parameters of cloud drop size, height,
thickness, and temperature as well aJ column liquid water contenr from AVHRR data.
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xi. Applied this inversion technique and demonstrated that it gives results in accord with
typical values for orographic cloud observed over the LM area.

Directions of future research include:

i. Comparison of in sitru measurements obtained at the same time as a satellite overpass.

ii. Investigation of ways of presenting the effective radius as an empirical function of
satellite radiances and surface reflectance.

iii. More detailed calculation of drop-distribution development in the orographic situation,
linked with a Mie scattering based cloud model. This would also include the possibility of
dry air entrainment and hence bimodal drop distribution.

iv. Inclusion of Channels 2 and,5 within the inversion process to improve the definition of
cloud parameters.

v. Extension to clouds containing ice.

The AVHRR sensor may only have five sensing channels, but the products derived from these
values encompass such disparate functions as frost warnings for orange growers in Spain
(Caselles and Sobrino, 1989) and the passage of ships beneath marine suatocumulus
(Coackley et a1.,1988). Each new application places some restrictions on what data is
applicable, or supplements the satellite data with topographic, climatological or orher
information. The present study is no exception. The inversion method presented here is a
powerful inversion tool, capable of producing cloud parameters from a remote sensing plat'orm.
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A: SATELLITE GEOMETRY

sauffiu

nortfi - 6 ound eE atot - rros snlj

Figure Al. Orbital geometry.

lAlal

tArbl

lAlcl

Figure A2. Scan geometry.

The geographic location of the satellite and observed pixel is required to determine the effect of
scan geometry on resolution and received radiance. With reference to Figs IAI-ZI a pixel can
be described in the orbital plane by

r' = Rcos Gcos y

)' = Rsin Gcos y

z' = Rsin T

where the north-bound equator-crossing, NBEC, gives the position of the x axis and the z axis
is orthogonal to the orbital plane. ThL argument angle, G, is the angle, in the orbital plane,
between NBEC and the satellite position veitor. Witlireference to rigl1eZ1, R is the radius of

sauffitt (tnotion vectol into or out of page)
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the Earth, h the height of the satellite, and ft' the distance from the scanned pixel to the
satellite. The satellite observes at right angles to its direction of motion through scan angle, p.

The Earth angle, 7, is the angle subtended between the satellite and pixel vectors at the
Earth's centre. The Eanh and scan angle's have a one-to-one correspondence given by

( sinY \
f = tan-rln*l--.|' IR -cosr)

or

- ,(R+t' -\y= rin-tF- sin F)- p

The swath distance from nadir is denoted by C, and ( gives the local
satellite. These factors are caluated from

C=8,

C=F+y,

Equation [A4] can be interpreted as a measure of how.much a spherical
from a plane-parallel atmosphere. In the idealised case ( = p.

The satellite resolution is simply 0.0013ft' where lr' is generated from

h, = R##.

The resolution as a function of scan angle is shown in Fig. [A3].

lA2al

tA2bl

zenith angle of the

tA3l

tA4l

amosphere deviates

lAsl

.!(
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€,)g

Figure A3. Sateilite resolution.

The pixel coordinates in the orbital plane can_ be converted into equatorial plane values by

rotating the orbital coordinates clockwise -ao about the x/x' axis where a is the satellite's

inclination. This transformation can be expressed

L =X', lA6aI



y = y'cos q, -z,sin q,,

2=y'si[ a+z,cos0,.

which gives

x = Rcos Gcos 7

) = Rlsin Gcos ]cos d - sin pin al,

z = R[sin Gcos 6in a + sin pos a].

The switch from rectangular to spherical coordinates (R, 0,, 0') gives

sin @'cos 0' = cos Gcos y,

sin @'sin 0' = sin Gcos pos c - sin ltin a,

cos @' = sin Gcos 6in a + sin pos a.
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tA6bl

lA6cl

lATal

tATbl

lATcl

lASal

tAsbl

lAScl

tAel

lA l0l

tAl ll

tA l2l

This solution descibes a NBEC occuring at 0 = 0. A longitude offset, C1, must be added to
account for the true equator crossing as well as an Earth rotation corection factor, C7, which
adjusts for the turning of the Earth since NBEC. The satellites orbit is approximately spherical
1o 

thal G is a guigl, function of,T, the time since NBEC. Pixel position ii tt rn calculated fromEqns [A8a - c] and

T = Time - NBEC Time,

c =360 xtr,

cr=360 * 2ft-*,
Longitude=0=e +C1-C7.

Note.that Q'is the colatitude and is related to, Q, the pixel latitude by Q=90 - o'. satelliteposition is found using the same equations but by'replacing R with n + 
-h 

and setring T= Or. 
--'

In terms of the information provided with the TIZMS data we are given C1, the time of NBEC; p,
the orbital period; the coordinates of each pixel; and the time tungr ttre image was collected.
The satellite inclination was interpolated fibm the NOAA predicti6n bulletins. The satellite-pixgl ge-ofetry was then calculated from Eqns [A8-12] using a bisectionaisearcn method whichtook < 5 iterations. This method was used is it attowid ti-'" ana anlte 

"Lnrtt"in6 
to be placed

on the calculations.

lo1-ryore precise i*tg: navigation methods: Boniface and Craig (1988), Nilsson and Tildesley
(199Q' Kloster (1989), and Cracknee and PaithoonwattanakiillgSg) irovide information on
AVHRR geometric colrection. For the full anificial satellite theory rc" 6roo*er (1959).
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B: DROP-SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

The development of cloud drops is statistical by nature. No pure mathematical description of a
cloud volume will represent the size distribution of drops in a cloud. Howevcr, it is possible to
describe the drop distribution with a fair degree of accuracy because the competing physical
Processes condition drop growth, i.e. drops grow by diffusion and coalescence, while they rcducc
by evaporation and breakup. An intuitive measure of the cloud drop distribution is the total
number of drops of radius, r, per unit volume, denoted N(r). Less obvious is thc derivative
distribution, n(r), designed so that a sample of cloud drops described by n(r)dr expresses the
number of drops per unit volume having a radius between r and r + dr. If the smallest and
largest particles in the distribution are denoted by rt and r2 respectively, the total number of
particles per unit volume is

tBll

It is convenient to innoduce other features of a drop-size distribution:

i. The arithmetic mean

tB2l

ii. The variance

.1,ll
u = lu J f, - r\zn(r) dr .

rr

f'he effective radius

ti, ,r"=G ) rn n(r) dr ,
f1

where G is the geomenic cross-sectional area of panicles per unit volume defined by

f2
I

C=Jrfne)dr.
f1

The effective variance

. 1.2

o"=f;J fr - r")zrf nQ) dr .
u,c lt

The liquid water content

tB3l

tB4l

tBsl

tB6l

tBTl

The radius of maximal value is defined as the mode radius, r-, which together with the mean and
effective mean give a measure of distribution centre. The variance and effective variance are

7,1 ='f nqry ar.
rr

i=# 'f ,nrrlar.
rr

lu.

lv.

v.

lzl4
w = p* J 1tcr"n(r) dr .

rr
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determined by the spread of the disribution. The ratio of the standard deviation, o= t[, to the
mean value is called the dispcrsion i.e.

no
o = V. tBSl

The principle cloud drop-size distributions used by atmospheric researchers are:l

i. The Gaussian

tBel

ii. Tt modified gamma (of which the standard gamma is the subset of distributions occurring
when T= L)

ur.

47r@ + r)ly
n(r) =fu.', ro exp(-br) ,

'\ v )
where b, y> 0 and a is an integer.

The log-normal

tl
fl1r1=-t- -

o'^'l2r r

lBl0l

tBrll

[Bl2]

IB l3l

lB l4l

this represents the

where r, and os are defined by

s
I

ln r, - Jln (r) n(r) dr ,
0

iv. The power law

'rfH" forr1( rsr2,i.- rTn(r) ='z
O otherwise

Another factor used in describing a cloud volume is the liquid water path, 17;
mass of water per unit area for a particular path through a cloud, i.e.

^l4=J(lnr-lnry)"n(r)dr.
0

lBl5l

All the disrributions are normalizeO so I nQ) dr -- l, ln all the above d.istributions the normalization factor
d

can be multiplied by a further variable, a, which determines tlre otal number of particles per unit volume.

z
fW=Jwdz'.

0

*d-%#'r] ,
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C: SCATTERING GEOMETRY

The scattering 3n8le, B, is defined as the angle between the incident and scattered beams such
that @ = 0 defines forward scattering and 6 = z denores back scatt;;;. In terms of polar
coordinates (of unit magnitude) the intident and scattered beams rti eiptEspO

/i=sin9icospl i +sing;sinpl j +cosgl{,

/"=sin4cos@" i +sinesinp" j +cose!.

The scattering angle is found from the dot product of these two vectors i.e.

cos I = sin0,cos@;sin flcos@" + sin flsin@;sin g"sin{" + cosOpos 0",

= singrsin4[cos@pos@, + sing;sinf"] + cosgpose,

= singisin4cos(f1- 0r) + cosgi cose. .

Figure Cl Simplified representation of the primary atmospheric scartering angles.

Hence for a solar zenith angle_ 0o and azimuth lngle -So, 
the incident beam has directional polar

coordinates (/r - 0o, Qo ! rc). Substituting into Eq. tCfl gives

cos@1 = sin(z - 9,)sin0cos(0, - Q - tc)+ cos(z - g,) cosg,

= -sinOosin0cos(0, - 0) - cosg, cosg , tc4l
as the-scattering angle for the scattered solar beam.l The specular reflection vector of the solar
beam has direction (go, Q.ttr) so that scatrering angle is

cos82 = sin0,sindcos(p, - Q- tt) + cosg,cos0

= -sin4sinflcos(Qo- il + cosgo cosg. tc5l

Liou (1980), Appendix F, calculates
given erroneous in Eq. (6.7), p. 179,

tctl

tcel

tcal

Surface

(expatiatorily) the value cos(180-8) instead of cos8, This result is
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D: MIE COMPUTATION

The quintessential beagW of the rainbow and other atmospheric optical phenomena arises from
the scatterilg of light by particles. These striking observationr are refiected in Mie's etegant
solution which is embodied in

- -Y4x)V^0) 
- mv'"6)v"(t)

"n - C^(x)Vf"O) - m(,"(x)V/^A '

^ 
_mU"(x)U/"O) - ry'"(x)V^6t)un- m("(x)V/"o) - f"@)rtr"U) ,

where

tDll

tD2l

parameter,

rn = complex refractive index,

y = the product of the size parameter and the complex refractive index, i.e. y = 777a.

The light scattered by- the particle can be considered to consisr of partial waves radiated bymultipoles which are formed by the electric c.harge constituring rhe buni"f". fne nrsi panial
wave emanates from a dipole, the second par:tial wave from a {uadrapole, and so on to iGh;torders- The amplitudes of the nth electricpanial wave and the nth magnetic partial *.ur-*,
given by the complex functions ao andDn respectively.

The functions ry'(z) and (^(z) occurring in Eqs tDl - 2l are the Ricatti - Bessel functions

x = size

V"G) =

(^(z) =

E''+vz(z) '

GV, + uz(z)+ i(-l )oJ-n. vz(r) f
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The third Ricani-Bessel function is

x,^Q) = (-l)n 
^rl T r-n.uz(z) ,

noting that

hQ) = V"Q) + in^Q) .

The scattering paralne-ters require the summation of terms including the an and bn. The number
of terms, N, required for convergence of the Mie expressions is givJn by Wiscombe (1980) as

x+ 4xr0 + |
N=x+4.OSxrR+2

x+4xra+Z tDTl

Each series slowly converges, and when r is greater than unity the number of terms required is
somewhat greater than the value of x. The basic computational problem involved in ihe Mie
theory is that of evaluating ao and bn for given values of nr and x. In the early part of the 20th
century Mie calculations were laboriously completed - see Proudman ei dt. (1917) as an
example of the effort that was required before the advent of digital computers. Excellent
discussions of the computational tasks involved are given by van de Hulst (1957), Deirmendjian

0.02 <x S 8
8<r<4200

4200<x<20000
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(1969), Kerker (1969), Wiclsamasinghe (1973), and Toon and Ackerman (1981). In summary,
by defining

A-(v\ -v ^9) tDsl^nvt- V"(l),

and using the usual recurrence relations for Bessel functions, a, and Do may be expressed

(4"-0) * "\\ z' ; lne(("(x)) - ne(('' t(x))
O"= ,

(n\

. |..o"0; +,: lne((,(x)) - ne((". r(x))
bo=7 n\

['o,t, 
+V)h{x)- C^-Jx)

The 6"(x) can be generated using the recurrence relation

e,\ 2n-7
C^G) = 

-? h-{x) - C^. z(x) ,

where

hQ) =cosr - isin x, (oG)= sint + icos r.
Kattawar and Plass (1967) show the function A'(y) is best
recurrence from

A"_ ro) =; _ ,

A,O) +?

By setting Ar.0) = 0 + 0i, for L= N + 15, the values of An rapidly iterate to sufficient accuracy.

. Zn+l - , 2n+l 
,Tables of ffi ao and ,ffibn have been prepared by Gumprecht and Sliepcevich

(1951a & b) - these provide a useful test of computational results.l

The Mie scattering amplitude functions require the additional calculation of En, ta defined

Z,,(cos 0) = P'"(cos 0) ,

c,,(cos 0) = cos g n"(cos g) - sin ,tffi -

From the well-known properties of Legendre polynomials, Pn(cos 0), the recurence relations

can be derived

no(cos g) = cos e'#zo. r(cos q - #ro-z(cos 0) , tDl6l

co(cos g)= cos g[zo(cos 0)- rc^.2(cos 0) - (2n - l)sin 20xo-1(cos 0)+ tn-z(cos 0),
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calculated using downward

tDl3l
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tDlsl

I Fletcher et at. (1962) give a list of scattering function ubles'



where

,to(cos g) = 0, z1(cos 0) = l, z2(cos g) = 3cos 0,

and

ts(cos 0) = 0, ?1(cos 0) = cos 0, C2(cos 0) = 3cos 29.

D = m2 + 2 +(l - fr m\l- grna - lgsrn: +2i+r3(l - #'rl ,
- 385m2 + 350

The- functions ,ta and ro lepend only on the angle 0 and involve the first and second derivativesof Legendre polynomials having 
"to:t n ryA'argument cos 0. cumpiecrrt and Stiepcwich(1951c) again provide helpful tables of these functi6ns.

The Mie expressions can be approximated for the Rayleigh limit, r -) 0, (Wiscombe, l9g0) as

Q* =6xRe(ar + b1+Jor) ,

A* =6xT ,

s =+Re[c1(a2 + Dr)*] ,

Sr(n) =t1S [o, * (0, + i o)^f ,

Sz(m) =)rtfu, * ar, +l aglmz- l)],
where

T = larl2 + lb1l2 + 51la2l2 
,

ar=2ixtt -i*.-#* 
,
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Provided lml < 2 these formulas are accurate to 4-5 digits for x < 0.1 and 2-3 digits for x < 0.2.
Alternatively they are accurate to 6 digits given lmlr <-b.1.

A well documente_d FORTRA_N p-rogram for calculating the Mie values for a homogcneous
sphere is given by Bohren and Huffman (1983).
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E: FOURIER EXPANSION oF THB REFLECTION AND
TRANSMISSION FUNCTIONS

The reflected and transmitted spectral radiance from a horizontally homogeneous layer, ofoptical depth r, illuminated from above by a diffuse rad.iation field was defined in gl.4 as

rf
Lih; t: g,) = i ) ti<t'i e)R(lu; r, gii e) dt\i [E I a]--0

rl
Li%; ti e) =; J tXt; g)T(t'; t; gi; E\ d{ti .

theJe R is the spectral reflection function-ana-.T_ir the spectral transmission function. Using asingle a{lyth parameter, @, to represent the difference in azimuth between the incident and the
scattered directions-,^ Eqs [El] can be expressed as Fourier series expansions in azimuth(Chandrasekhar, 1960), i.e.

R0"; t; lti,It,, Q) = Itz - d(z))R- (h; t; lti,p,)cos(z@),
m=0

6

T(h; t; lti, F,, Q) = E fZ - 6(m))T^(h; t; lti, tt,)cos(m|).
m=0

For multiple scattering calculations it is necessary to transform the reference system from theplale of scattering to-the two planes containing the directions of incidence and icattering. Theproduct of the phase function and the single scitter albedo, called the redistribution functtn,r is
expressed

h(@) = dt p(@) = f p - d(m))h (li, tr")cos (mil .
m=0

From the addition theorem of spherical harmonics the redistribution Fourier terrns are

h (lti,/r") = f. ,, W prq,
,!,f,'6Pr$dPffur') '

wlele PTU|) is an assoc^iated Legendre polynomial and ar1 is the Legendre expansion coefficientof the-phase functio_n.2 Figure tEU-diiplays the summation riqu"n., for the associated
Legendre po-lynomials in the calculation bf each Fourier term. 'i'h" loro order associated
Legendre polynomialt q. multiplied by the a1, which, in general, decrease with l, so the low
order associated Legendre polynomiais/atl have most effeit on th" low order Fourier terms.
Conversely, the high order associated !-eeenCre polynomials/alr have most effect on the high
order Fourier terrns. The expansion in Legendre polynomials is halted at some value L which
determines the precision of the approximation of th-e p-hase function.

occasionally (e.g. van de Hulst, 1968b) the redistribution function is misnamed 0re phase function.

The calculation of the l.fgendre polynomials is normalty performed using recursion relationships. See
Abramowitz and stegun (1965), Press e, al. (1986) and Dave and Armsrong (tezoy.
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Figure El Calculation of the redistribution function.

In practice, the infinite expansion of Eq. [E2] is set at a given level of accuracy by the truncation
to M terms. The value of M depends strongly on the optical thickness of the layer. For thick
clouds the angular reflection and transmission are almost azimuthally independent, so the
surnmation may run to just a few tenns. The number of Fourier tefins required to describe the
multiple scattering results with a given percentage error does not exceed the number of terms
required to describe single scattering with the same percentage error. This is explained by the
fact that multiply scattered photons tend to have a smoother angular distribution than single
scattered photons and therefore contribute little to the high Fourier terms. Hansen and
Pollack (1970) cornment that the highest Fourier terms may be accurately described by single
scattering alone. The upper limit on the number of Fourier tenns is equal to L, the number of
significant terms in the Legendre expansion of the phase function.

The number of Fourier expansion terms, M, depends strongly on lri and p, as observed by Dave
and Gazdag (1970) and Hansen and Pollack (1970). The reflection and transmission funcrions
are azimuthally independent when l\or p,=1. In this situation the single termm =0 fully
describes the angular scattering pattern. The highest number of terms is required for the case
Fi= llr=O-

Empirical results presented by van de Hulst (1980) give the number of terms &s M = 25 sin 0,
where 0 is the minimum of 0i and 0,. King (1983) has examined the reflection function
expansion for a semi-infinite atmosphere based on the fair weather cumulus cloud model of
Hansen (1971). King states that the expansion is (= 0.1 Vo) accurate for M = 20 provided;r; or
p, is greater than 0.42. For less anisotropic phase functions arising from either smaller or more
absorbing particles 21 terms is sufficient for an even larger range of ltiand p, values. King
concludes that about l6 terms would be adequate for most remote sensing applications.
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F: NUMERICAL COMPUTATION USING THE DOUBLING METHOD
Twomey et al. (1966) Save a solution to the equation of ratiative transfer for numerical
calculation. The continuous field of radiation is approximated by T,l air"t"t" streams in thedirections (pr, Q)3 etp 0),..., (Ir,v.-p1y) and (-ir, Q), ?ltz,'Q), ...,-(-p.,y, 0,v).1 E";h
direction can be visualised as a small cone contiining ttrc gJometric vector. l*t u and drepresent discrete radiarice vectors in the upward anddo*niard hemispheres respectivJy.
Then a reflection matrix, R, and a transmission matrix , T, can Ue aennJ-foi a layer suth that anincident radiation field z1 in the d9*l*^T-o hemiiphere gives rise to a;R in the upward
hemisphere and to a diffusely transmitted field, r;T, in the d'ownward hemiiphere. A rburier
expansion of the reflection and transmission matrices-(cf. Appendix E) gives

R(tti, Fr,0) = 6(m))R^ (tU, ;r,)cos(n @),

T(Iti, lt,, 0) = 6 (m))T - ( 1r i, lt,) c o s (m Q)

The expansion in azimuth greatly simplifies the resulting computations. The discrete
equations are

S = RTR?(I - RTRT)'I ,

D =4 + ?TS * s'tlttiS ,

U = DRi s s-Utap! ,

R#r = RI + U4 + Ugilh ,

T,ilr = D4 + De-tltri + etlt'Tl ,

f ,,-
tn=0

f ,,-
m=O

lFlal

tF3l

tFlbl

doubling

lF2al

lF2bl

IF2c]

tF2dl

lF2el

Yhelg Ri, Ti and Rfi1 , T lh are the reflection and nansmission matrices of the undoubled and
doubled layers respectively. The identity matrix is denoted f. The direct transmission is simpty
t:.":'.. The prod.uct of two matrices implies matrix multiplication and integration over the
adjoining angles, i.e. an arbitrary Z = Xy ii defined as

N
Z(Iti, lti) = 2 >, -X($i It)Y(Ho, Fj)Itocn ,

n= I

where the azimuthal dependence has been dropped, so Eq. tF3l is used for each of the Fourier
terrns. The value of. t!: integral weight, co, depends bn the integration scheme adopted.
Hansen (l97la) used Gauss-Legendri quadratuie as the most efFicient of the numerical
schemes he tested and, as it does not involve the end-points of integration, the special case
/l" = 0 need not be programmed. Following Grant and Hunt (1969a A -U), 

the quadraiure values
and weights can be absorbed into the elements of Ri and fi, e.g.

I Note that 0 < p < l, so the downward rad.iation streams are explicitly negated.
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f-r
| ,rrltrr, rnllzCz r1n,[9,1C1,1 

|

I rtHpr rpltzc2 ryTgglcy I
Rl'= l l.l'::lL rril/1ct rnlzcz rtwffirg J

The advantage of this formulation is that the special
replaced by a standard matrix multiplication routine.
a simpler form, i.e.

R#r= Ri + TiQ - RIR?)'tnir: ,

T,llr =ryQ - RiR,J'rri .

tF4l

multiplication scheme of Eq. [F3] can be
Wiscombe (1976b) expresses Eqs [F2] in

lF5al

tF5bl

lF6al

;, F) . tF6bl

usually very small (e.g. Hansen,7969,2'2s;

In some cases the advantage of this formulation is lost because the combination of the direct
and diffuse beams in the diagonal of the nansmission matrix requires much greater numerical
precision. Wiscombe (1976b) provides several computational tips to speed up the marrix
inversion.

The doubling method is initialized for an optically thin layer e.g.

i. The single scattering approximation,2

RTut;, F) = #1, ,G+,*;) hilti, tt,) ,

Tfr(trt,t;=#lt

The value of the starting
Kng, 1981,2'30).

ii. The principles of invariance (or expanded diamond initialization, King 1983),

R1e4,tt,) r [' t(l 1\'l
= ffiLt - iV-,,.ii)hT1ti, tt,)

-#t 
J,n*i,It,)hiero, rr,) 

+ hTer;, F^)hTet^, p,)\ft, [F7a]

rleti, r,) = ffiI, i[tt. i)]rt eti, tt,)

, f $l-,- L6p,lr, n/-/:'$Uti, 
tt^)hTQto, ltr) + h'iQtt,lt^)hTUt,, Dl|^, [F7b]

The directly transmitted intensity is e-tllti. It is convenient to recognize that the directly
tansmitted irradiance is simply trvice the third order exponential integral, i.e.

2 The disuibution function is broken into two discrete matrices representing the reflection and transmission
hemispheres.

{r+'.i)ot'u
optical depth, r, is
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.lr
*G> = 2)e'uqlt dp = z)e'ox'} dx = 2EsG) .0f

The polynomial and rational approximations of Abramowiu and Stegun (1965) give

lu - r1"" + asf + a1f * t2ta + a3f * aat6+ a5{ - ftnr 0 <r( I
IEs$)=l I. fta+arf +atftaatlat \lL''lt-'1ffi'')l rsrsoo

where

ao = -O.577 21566 ar = 0.99999193
az= -0.24991055 ar = 0.05519968
ar = -0.00976004 as = 0.00102857

at = 8.5733287 401 az = 18.0590169230 ar = 8.6347 60g925 at= 0.2677737343
h= 9.5733223454 bz= 25.6329561486 h= 2r.O996530827 bi = 3.958 4969228

The top line of Eq. tFgl is accurate to z x 10-7 and the bottom line 2 x l0-r.

tFsl

tFel

0<rsl

I SlS""
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G: A RADIATIVE MODEL FOR CHANNEL 3

Figure Gl Radiation components for a cloud layer with underlying surface at 3.7 pm.

Consider a cloud above a reflecting and absorbing Lambertian surface illuminated by specual
radiant flux fi(,X,) from direction, ari.. This description is the same as that given in Arking and
Childs (1985) assuming that fractional cloud cover is unity. From Fig. [G1], the upward
radiation field at the base of the cloud, /-', after a single surface reflection, can be expresied

rirL; P*"; e) =t, Il* r,tU rF'ot(h; ei, ea) + €tod(E)Lbt(Tb\fn u*,gri sa, e) do
0

+ dolo""(L)Ll&:7"wfaccy. tcll
where

Sufacc = surface optical depth = cloud base optical depth.

d*f""'()") = spectral emissivity of the surface.

psudaccT4 g* g) = surface spectral reflection function.

fwfuc = surface temperature.

The two tenns inside the square brackets are the transmitted radiance through the cloud and
the downward emission from the cloud, both of which are reflected by the surface. The second
tenn on the right-hand side of Eq. [Gl] represents radiant emission from the ground. If thc
contributions from repeated cloud-ground reflections are included then the total upwelling
radiation field at cloud basc is

Liltv: F'; g) = ri?: F'"; g)



r ((, P n -,-,. ). ; I l* J 
t;tU P*,i g)Root(]u; en ea) de"ltr-t*"1L; ea, e) d{ta +.... tc2l

J( u )
0

If the ground is a Lambenian reflector then Eqs [G1 & 2l can be combined to give

LilL;ts',r*'r=ffi
(.fr'lr
Ie*I*'0)Li(T-t"I + Rnd*"(lut r)L; tr4i(L)f,ot()r: r, ei,zn) + etod(A; t)ti(rb\l| , fclf

wherel

,lr, g tR"to*(h;D=* | l; J R",or(Li49",9a',)NLld0d, [c4]-J t'-" )

.0
f"(L; t; ei,2rc) =; I F'ot(L; t, gi, gt) ddlr , tcsl

\J

€'o'(2r; t) = ttod(ir; r, 2n) = *i e"t<L: c g) do. .,,. t'"*{L' r, g) dsl.. tG61

The upwelling radiance field above the cloud is simply the sum of cloud reflection, cloud
emission, and the radiation transmitted through the cloud from below, i.e.

LilLv;O; g) = e"'(),; r, g)Lbl(kr") *l uAi<tlR"to^(L; ti gi, g)

. Ftod(L; t, ztc, E)
- | - Rtn hr"(lv)R t"d(L; t)

{e*w"qtqt'r(T4*") 
+ R"-roo(L[*rrU^rp'o*()r; E gi,2tt) + ttod(L; rl&rt.d] .rorr

Equation [G7] is essentially the same as the Arking and Childs (1985) exprcssion for radiance
above a single cloud layer, except that here it is assumed that cloud completely fills the IFOV.

170 Appendix G

I The transmission function is fte sum of direct and diffuse transmission.
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